Decision of the FIBAA Accreditation Committee for
Programmes
112th Meeting on 13 September 2019
Project Number:
Higher Education Institution:
Location
Study Programmes:

Type of Accreditation

18/092
L.N.Gumilyov Eurasian National University
Nur-Sultan, Kazakhstan
Jurisprudence (Bachelor)
Jurisprudence (Master)
State Audit (Bachelor)
State Audit (Master)
State and Local Government (Bachelor)
State and Local Government (Master)
re-accreditation:
State and Local Government (Bachelor, Master)
initial accreditation:
Jurisprudence (Bachelor, Master), State Audit (Bachelor,
Master)

State and Local Government (Bachelor, Master):
The FIBAA Accreditation Committee for Programmes has taken the following decisions:
According to § 12 (2) in conjunction with § 16 (1) in conjunction with § 16 (2) of the “Special
Conditions for awarding the FIBAA Quality Seal for Programme Accreditation “FIBAA
Programme Accreditation”, the study programmes are re-accredited with one condition.
Period of Accreditation: 13th September 2019 until the end of winter semester 2026/27.
Condition:
The principles of the Lisbon Recognition Convention – general recognition
of study periods abroad if no substantial differences can be proven by the
higher education institution – are to be implemented in the study and
examination regulations.
The condition is fulfilled.
FIBAA Accreditation and Certification Committee on February, 26th 2021.
The FIBAA Quality Seal is awarded.

Jurisprudence (Bachelor, Master), State Audit (Bachelor, Master):
The FIBAA Accreditation Committee for Programmes has taken the following decisions:
According to § 12 (2) in conjunction with § 16 (1) in conjunction with § 16 (2) of the “Special
Conditions for awarding the FIBAA Quality Seal for Programme Accreditation “FIBAA
Programme Accreditation”, the study programmes are accredited with one condition.
Period of Accreditation: 13th September 2019 until the end of winter semester 2024/25
Condition:
The principles of the Lisbon Recognition Convention – general recognition
of study periods abroad if no substantial differences can be proven by the
higher education institution – are to be implemented in the study and
examination regulations.

The condition is fulfilled.
FIBAA Accreditation and Certification Committee on February, 26th 2021.
The FIBAA Quality Seal is awarded.
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Assessment Report

Higher Education Institution (HEI):
L.N.Gumilyov Eurasian National University (ENU)
Bachelor/Master study programme:
Jurisprudence (Bachelor)
Jurisprudence (Master)
State Audit (Bachelor)
State Audit (Master)
State and Local Government (Bachelor)
State and Local Government (Master)
Qualification awarded on completion:
Bachelor of Law in the Speciality 5B030100
Jurisprudence
Master of Legal Sciences in the Speciality 6М030100
Jurisprudence (scientific and pedagogical direction)
Master of Law in the Speciality 6М030100
Jurisprudence (profile direction)
Bachelor of Economics and Business in the
Speciality 5В052100 State Audit
Master of Economic Sciences” in the Speciality
6М052100 State Audit
Bachelor of Economics and Business in the
Speciality 5B051000 State and Local Government
Master of Economic Sciences in the Speciality
6M051000 State and Local Government

General Information on the study programmes
Brief description of the study programmes:
Jurisprudence
The four-year Bachelor programme prepares highly qualified specialists with a fundamental
knowledge and professional skills in the field of law. Graduates are enabled to work in the
fields of law-making, application of law, law enforcement and expert consulting.
The two-year Master programme (scientific and pedagogical direction) is aimed at
preparation of highly qualified specialists possessing conceptual knowledge as well as
practical skills in a solution of legal tasks by means of scientific and practical research in the
course of their professional activities in the fields of law-making, law application and law
enforcement.
The one-year Master programme (profile direction) prepares highly qualified specialists for
professional solution of practical legal tasks in commercial and non-profit organizations, state
bodies, judicial bodies, law enforcement agencies, prosecutors’ offices and in the course of
their own entrepreneurial activities.
State Audit
The four-year Bachelor programme prepares highly qualified specialists possessing
fundamental knowledge and professional skills in the field of state audit, who can perform
audit, analytical expertise and control activities in the field of state audit and financial control
in bodies of external and internal state audit and financial control, audit firms, internal audit
services of commercial organizations, educational institutions.
The two-year Master programme is aimed at preparation of highly qualified specialists with
advanced scientific, pedagogical and professional competencies in the field of state audit.
State and Local Government
The purpose of the four-year Bachelor programme is to prepare highly qualified specialists in
the field of public administration, who can be employed in state and local governments and
executive bodies, e.g. in akimats (local governments) of districts, cities, regions; national
public and private companies, international organizations; departments for relations with
state bodies and citizens.
The two-year Master programme is aimed at preparation of highly qualified specialists for
public administration, who possess advanced knowledge, methodological and managerial
competencies, and are able to develop and implement effective solutions for the public
service.

Type of study programme:
Bachelor programmes / Master programmes
Projected study time and number of ECTS credit points assigned to the study
programme:
All Bachelor programmes: 4 years / 8 semesters / 240 ECTS credit points
Master programmes in Jurisprudence, State Audit, State and Local Government (scientific
and pedagogical direction): 2 years / 4 semesters / 120 ECTS credit points
Master programme in Jurisprudence (profile direction): 1 year / 2 semesters / 60 ECTS credit
points
Mode of study:
Full-time
Didactic approach:
Study programmes with obligatory class attendance
Double/Joint Degree programme:
No
Scope (planned number of parallel classes) and enrolment capacity:
Jurisprudence (Bachelor): 463 students
Jurisprudence (Master): 78 students
State Audit (Bachelor): 180 students
State Audit (Master): 72 students
State and Local Government (Bachelor): 202 students
State and Local Government (Master): 20 students
Programme cycle starts in:
Winter semester
Initial start of the programme:
Jurisprudence (Bachelor): 1997
Jurisprudence (Master): 2005
State Audit (Bachelor, Master): 2016
State and Local Government (Bachelor, Master): 2008
Type of accreditation:
Initial accreditation:
Jurisprudence (Bachelor, Master)
State Audit (Bachelor, Master)
Re-Accreditation
State and Local Government (Bachelor, Master)

Procedure
A contract for the reaccreditation of one Bachelor and one Master programme as well as for
an initial accreditation of two Bachelor and two Master programmes was made between
FIBAA and the Kazakh Independent agency of accreditation and rating (IAAR) as mediator of
the L.N.Gumilyov Eurasian National University (ENU) on 7th May 2019.
IAAR is an independent Kazakh accreditation and rating agency in Higher Education Area,
which is listed in the European Quality Assurance Register for Higher Education (EQAR).
Since 2013 FIBAA and IAAR cooperate thanks to a Memorandum of Understanding.
In 2014, the initial accreditation of the Bachelor and Master study programmes in State and
Local Government were conducted by IAAR. The study programmes have been accredited
for five years. As an agency listed in EQAR, IAAR follows the European Standards and
Guidelines. Therefore, FIBAA recognised the initial accreditation of IAAR and has conducted
in cooperation with IAAR a joint re-accreditation of the study programmes at hand.
In June 2014, the Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan followed
the recommendation of the Republican Accreditation Council and decided to include FIBAA
to the National Register of Accreditation Agencies. In March 2017, this registration has been
successfully extended for another period of five years. This means that FIBAA's decisions on
accreditation of Kazakh higher education institutions and study programmes are thus
officially recognised by the Ministry. Accordingly, FIBAA must also consider the national
requirements by the Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan in its
accreditation procedures.
On 7th May 2019, the HEI submitted a self-evaluation report, which included detailed
descriptions of the programmes and, subsequently, some further documents in order to
prove that the criteria for programme accreditation are met.
Also in May, FIBAA appointed a review panel. The HEI has agreed with the chosen experts.
The panel consisted of:
Prof. Dr. Daniela Heid
Hochschule des Bundes, Federal University of Applied Administrative Sciences, Bruehl,
Germany
Professor of Public Law and European Law
Prof. Dr. jur. Peter C. Fischer
Hochschule Duesseldorf, University of Applied Sciences, Duesseldorf, Germany
Professor of Labor Law, Civil Law, Commercial Law and Business Law
Susanna Bonacina
University of Regensburg, Germany
Student Bachelor of Law
Dr. Serik Ilyassov
S. Toraighyrov Pavlodar State University, Pavlodar, Kazakhstan
Dr. Aigul Rakisheva
Corresponding Member of the International Academy of Science and Practice of
Organization of Production, Member of the Astana ExPro Club 2025, Member of the Astana
Project Managers Club, Nur-Sultan, Kazakhstan

Dr. Lola Tatarinova
Associate Professor, University of International Business (UIB), Almaty, Kazakhstan
Aidar Talasbayev
Lawyer, Regional Chamber of Entrepreneurs of Nur-Sultan city, Nur-Sultan, Kazakhstan
FIBAA project manager:
Jana Bekker
The assessment is based on the self-evaluation report, amended by further documents,
requested by the panel, and a site visit. The site visit took place on 3 - 5 June 2019 at the
HEI’s premises in Nur-Sultan. On end of the on-site visit the panel gave a short feedback on
its first impressions to representatives of the HEI.
The assessment report based on this was delivered to the HEI for comment on 2nd August
2019. The statement on the report was given up 21st August 2019; it has been taken into
account in the report at hand.
.

Summary
The Bachelor and Master programmes in Jurisprudence and State Audit offered by
L.N.Gumilyov Eurasian National University in Nur-Sultan (Kazakhstan) fulfil with few
exceptions the FIBAA quality requirements for Bachelor programmes and Master
programmes and can be accredited by the Foundation for International Business
Administration Accreditation (FIBAA) for five years starting on the 13th September 2019 until
the end of winter semester 2024/25, under one condition.
The Bachelor and Master programmes in State and Local Government offered by
L.N.Gumilyov Eurasian National University in Nur-Sultan (Kazakhstan) fulfil with few
exceptions the FIBAA quality requirements for Bachelor programmes and Master
programmes and can be re-accredited by the Foundation for International Business
Administration Accreditation (FIBAA) for seven years starting on the 13th September 2019
until the end of winter semester 2026/27, under one condition.
The programmes are in accordance with the national and the European Qualification
Frameworks and the European Standards and Guidelines in their applicable version valid at
the time of opening of the procedure, and with the Bologna declaration.
The panel members identified need for improvement regarding the study and exam
regulations. They recommend the accreditation on condition of meeting the following
requirements:


Condition
The principles of the Lisbon Recognition Convention – general recognition of study
periods abroad if no substantial differences can be proven by the higher education
institution – are to be implemented in the study and examination regulations (see
Chapter 3.2).

Proof of meeting these requirements is to be supplied by 12th June 2020.
The panel members identified several areas where the programmes could be further
developed:
 International orientation of the study programme design (see Chapter 1.2)
 Admission requirements (see Chapter 2.1)
 Logic and conceptual coherence (see Chapter 3.1)
 Integration of theory and practice (see Chapter 3.1)
 Methods and scientific practice (see Chapter 3.1)
 Modular structure of the study programme (see Chapter 3.2)
 Study and exam regulations (see Chapter 3.2)
 Equality of opportunity (see Chapter 3.2)
 International contents and intercultural aspects (see Chapter 3.4)
 Internationality of the student body (see Chapter 3.4)
 Internationality of faculty (see Chapter 3.4)
 Foreign language contents (see Chapter 3.4)
 Pedagogical / didactical qualification of faculty (see Chapter 4.1)
 Cooperation with HEIs and other academic institutions or networks (see Chapter 4.3)
 Quality assurance and quality development with respect to contents, processes and
outcomes (see Chapter 5.1)
 Evaluation by students (see Chapter 5.2)
 External evaluation by alumni, employers and third parties (see Chapter 5.2)
 Programme description (see Chapter 5.3)
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The measures the HEI eventually takes in order to implement the recommendations of the
panel members are to be considered in the context of the next re-accreditation.
There are criteria in which the programmes exceed the quality requirements:
 Integration of theory and practice (see Chapter 3.1)
 Practical business experience of faculty (see Chapter 4.1)
 Cooperation with business enterprises and other organisations (see Chapter 4.3)
 Career counselling and placement service (see Chapter 4.5)
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0.1 Information on the Institution
L.N. Gumilyov Eurasian National University (ENU) was founded in 1996 by the Decree of
N.A. Nazarbayev, the first President of the Republic of Kazakhstan. The concept of the
University has been built up on the idea of Eurasian Integration. In 2001, the University
obtained the special status of a National University and was renamed into its current name.
The ENU positions itself as a classical university. It is under the administration and oversight
of the Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan and the Supervisory
Board.
The University’s structure includes 13 faculties, 66 departments, 18 research institutes, 3
scientific laboratories and 7 scientific centers. Study programmes are offered at the Bachelor,
Master and PhD levels. The courses are conducted in Kazakh, Russian and English
language. The total student population exceeds 19 000 people. Admission is carried out on
the basis of the state educational grants and on a contractual basis. The ENU is in the lead
among the HEIs of Kazakhstan with regard to the number of state education grant holders
(72% of the total number of students). Currently, 169 study programmes have been
accredited by national and international agencies (IAAR, IQAA, ACQUIN, ASIIN).
The ENU is a member of various international organisations and associations, including the
Eurasian Association of Universities, the Association of Asian Universities, the Regional
network “Education and training in nuclear technology (STAR-NET)”, the IREG Observatory
on Academic Ranking and Excellence, the Network University of the countries of the
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), the Network University of the countries of the
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO), the Turkish Inter-University Union as well as the
Scientific and Educational Consortium of Higher Education Institutions and Research
Institutes of the Republic of Kazakhstan and the Republic of Belarus. The University
cooperates with more than 350 universities, research centers and scientific organisations
from 52 countries in Europe, America and Oceania, Asia and Africa. The main areas of
cooperation are academic mobility, internships of students, joint research, invitation of
professors as well as cooperation in the framework of the Erasmus+ programme. The
University has implemented double degree programmes. As of 2018-2019, there are 30 joint
study programmes with 13 partner universities. Additionally, the opening of cultural and
educational centers in Belarus, China, Turkey and Iran became an important area of
international cooperation.
The Faculty of Law was established in 1998 and currently comprises four Chairs, three of
which are in charge of the study programmes in Jurisprudence: the Chair of Criminal Law,
the Chair of Civil, Labour and Environmental Law and the Chair of Theory and History of
State and Law, as well as Constitutional Law.
The Faculty of Economics was founded in 1996 and includes six Chairs, two of which carry
out the study programmes in State Audit and State and Local Government: the Chair of State
Audit and the Chair of Management.
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0.2 Further development of the programmes and
implementation of recommendations from previous
accreditation
In 2014, the initial accreditation of the Bachelor and Master study programmes in State and
Local Government was concluded by the Independent Agency for Accreditation and Rating
(IAAR), Kazakhstan. The study programmes have been accredited for five years. During the
joint FIBAA-IAAR re-accreditation procedure of these programmes, the panel has found that
the University has implemented the recommendations from the initial accreditation.
In accordance with the recommendations of the IAAR panel, the ENU has:
 introduced a regular (annual) monitoring and analysis of external and internal risks for
the study programmes, whereby the results are used in the management of the
programmes at hand (risk management measures are taken);
 developed and implemented a system of Key Performance Indicators (KPI) to assess
the efficiency and effectiveness of the ENU’s structural units and their interaction;
 increased the volume and duration of the educational internship in the Bachelor study
programme in State and Local Government;
 extended the involvement of employers in the development and evaluation of the study
programmes, so that programmes are updated taken into account employers’
requirements, labour market trends and the needs of the society;
 attracted practitioners and employers as external reviewers of Bachelor and Master
theses;
 organized visiting lectures of the foreign teachers and representatives of the professional
practice;
 provided further opportunities for the academic mobility of teachers involved in the
programmes;
 included the elective modules on Office Administration and Leadership (on the Bachelor
level) as well as on Evaluation of Investment Projects (on the Bachelor level) in the
curricula of the programmes;
 continued the development of a polylingual educational environment by organizing
polylingual students’ groups;
 prepared and published electronic textbooks;
 extended the range of information provided via the websites of the University and its
Faculties;
 improved the access to the electronic resources of the ENU’s library.
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The University has provided the following statistical data for re-accreditation on the Bachelor study programme in State and Local Government:
1. 2013-2014
# Study Places

2. 2014-2015

3. 2015-2016

4. 2016-2017

5. 2017-2018

34

34

34

34

34

62
27
35

68
27
41

39
16
23

61
28
33

55
26
29

182,35%

200,00%

114,71%

179,41%

161,76%

44
18
26

62
30
32

43
23
20

49
30
19

45
21
24

0,409090909

0,483870968

0,534883721

0,612244898

0,466666667

1
1
0

5
2
3

4
2
2

2
1
1

2
1
1

0,022727273

0,080645161

0,093023256

0,040816327

0,044444444

129,41%

182,35%

126,47%

144,12%

132,35%

44
18
26

50
19
31

19
9
10

52
21
31

49
17
32

Success rate

100,00%

80,65%

44,19%

106,12%

108,89%

Dropout rate

0,00%

19,35%

55,81%

-6,12%

-8,89%

4 years

4 years

4 years

4 years

4 года

4,85

4,87

4,74

4,86

4,7

# Applicants

∑
f
m

Application rate
# First-Year Student

∑
f
m

Rate of female students
# Foreign Students

∑
f
m

Rate of foreign students
Percentage of occupied study
places
# Graduates

Average duration of study
Average grade of final degree

∑
f
m
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The ENU has provided the statistical data for re-accreditation on the Master study programme in State and Local Government:

# Study Places
# Applicants

Application rate
# First-Year Student

∑
f
m

1. 2014-2015
12
22
12
10
183,33%
13
7
6

2. 2015-2016
12
19
9
10
158,33%
10
8
2

3. 2016-2017
12
15
7
8
125,00%
8
4
4

4. 2017-2018
12
23
13
10
191,67%
14
6
8

5. 2018-2019
12
16
8
8
133,33%
7
3
4

∑
f
m

0,538461538
0
0
0

0,8
0
0
0

0,5
3
2
1

0,428571429
0
0
0

0,428571429
0
0
0

0

0

0,375

0

0

108,33%
10
5
5
76,92%
23,08%

83,33%
13
7
6
130,00%
-30,00%

66,67%
10
8
2
125,00%
-25,00%

116,67%
8
4
4
57,14%
42,86%

58,33%
14
6
8
200,00%
-100,00%

2 years

2 years

2 years

2 years

2 years

4,93

4,75

4,85

3,85

4,92

∑
f
m

Rate of female students
# Foreign Students

Rate of foreign students
Percentage of occupied study places
# Graduates

Success rate
Dropout rate
Average duration of study
Average grade of final degree

∑
f
m
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Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
1.

Objectives

1.1

Objectives of the study programmes (Asterisk-Criterion)

The objectives of the study programmes in Jurisprudence, State Audit and State and Local
Government are determined on the basis of the Development Strategy of the L. N. Gumilyov
Eurasian National University (ENU). The Strategy of the University is oriented towards the
pursuit of the national priorities in the field of higher education, as designated in the
Presidential Addresses, the State Program for the Development of Education and Science
for 2016-2019 and the Strategic Plan of the Ministry of Education and Science of the
Republic of Kazakhstan for 2017-2021.
In accordance with the ENU’s Development Strategy, all study programmes of the University
should be in line with the requirements of the National Qualifications Framework of
Kazakhstan (hereafter NQF) and the European Qualifications Framework (hereafter EQF).
The alignment with the Qualifications Frameworks is expressed in the curricula of all
programmes at hand, where the respective qualification level according to the NQF and EQF
is indicated on the front page: Level 6 for the Bachelor programmes, Level 7 for the Master
programmes.
In general, while defining the learning outcomes of the Bachelor programmes, the ENU
differentiates between Professional Competences (PC), General Professional Competences
(GPC) and Universal competences (UC). At the Master level, no universal competences are
required. The learning outcomes of the Master programmes are focused on providing
Professional Competences (PC) and General Professional Competences (GPC).
Each programme curriculum contains the competency map of the programme, a table
combining 1) the required competences, 2) the intended learning outcomes deriving
therefrom as well as 3) the corresponding modules in which the intended competences and
outcomes are to be achieved. The module descriptions offer a detailed overview of the
intended learning outcomes for each module of the programmes.
The application area as well as the objectives and concept of each study programme is
specified in the passport of the programme, which is also contained in its curriculum.
The purpose of the four-year Bachelor study programme 5B030100 in Jurisprudence is to
prepare highly qualified specialists with a fundamental knowledge and professional skills in
the field of law, who are capable of continuous professional development and enabled to
master new knowledge and skills throughout their lives.
According to the ENU, graduates are enabled to conduct professional activities in the fields
of law-making, application of law, law enforcement and expert consulting. They can be
employed in commercial and non-commercial organizations, state bodies, judicial bodies, law
enforcement agencies, prosecutors’ offices as well as they can be engaged in their own
entrepreneurial activities. Graduates of the programme can pursue professional careers as
assistant lawyers, lawyers, prosecutors, notaries, legal advisers, intellectual property
analysts, mediators, patent attorneys, private/public bailiffs, arbitrators, judges and other
professionals in the field of law, and also as teachers in educational institutions.
When entering the labour market, graduates should be able to provide legal consulting,
represent clients’ interests in judicial and law enforcement bodies, draw up legal documents,
Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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professionally deal with issues of copyright and patent law, conduct civil, criminal,
administrative legal proceedings, provide legal services (advocacy, notary), implement
business activities.
The four-year Bachelor study programme 5В052100 in State Audit is aimed at preparing
highly qualified specialists possessing fundamental knowledge and professional skills in the
field of state audit, who are able to apply them in practice and develop them throughout their
lives. Graduates are able to carry out professional activities in compliance with the ethical
principles of the work of a state auditor and take responsibility for the impact of these
activities on society and the environment.
Graduates can perform audit, analytical expertise and control activities in the field of state
audit and financial control in bodies of external and internal state audit and financial control,
audit firms, internal audit services of commercial organizations, educational institutions. They
can be employed as state auditor assistants, state auditors as well as teachers in
educational institutions of the post-secondary education.
The purpose of the four-year Bachelor study programme 5B051000 in State and Local
Government is to prepare highly qualified specialists in the field of public administration.
Graduates of the programme are competitive comprehensively educated professionals with
fundamental knowledge and specialisation in the field of state and local government, who are
able to apply and further develop their professional skills.
Graduates can be employed in state and local governments and executive bodies, e.g. in
akimats (local governments) of districts, cities, regions; national public and private
companies, international organizations; departments for relations with state bodies and
citizens. They can pursue professional careers as economists of central and local
governmental bodies; managers of state enterprises, joint-stock companies, production
companies, holdings, service companies, etc; managing economists of organisations of the
financial and credit sector.
The ENU offers the Master programme Jurisprudence in two formats in accordance with the
State Comprehensive Education Standards (GOSO) issued by the Ministry of Education and
Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan: as the two-year Master programme of a scientific
and pedagogical direction and the one-year Master programme of a profile direction.
The two-year Master study programme 6М030100 in Jurisprudence (scientific and
pedagogical direction) is aimed at preparation of competitive highly qualified specialists
possessing conceptual knowledge as well as practical skills in a solution of legal tasks by
means of scientific and practical research in the course of their professional activities in the
fields of law-making, law application and law enforcement.
Upon completion of the Master programme graduates are entitled to continue their studies on
the PhD level. When entering the labour market, graduates of the programme can work as
research associates, researchers in scientific organizations and institutes, teachers at higher
education institutions, judges, lawyers in public authorities, lawyers in national and
international organizations, prosecutors, notaries, mediators.
They should be able to provide legal consulting in all areas of legal activity; analyse and
examine legal acts; carry out scientific research in the field of law; represent clients’ interests
in judicial and law enforcement bodies; draw up legal documents; conduct civil, criminal,
administrative legal proceedings; implement mediation in criminal, civil and administrative
legal proceedings; investigate criminal offenses of various categories; conduct investigative
operations.
Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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The one-year Master study programme 6М030100 in Jurisprudence (profile direction)
prepares highly qualified specialists for professional solution of practical legal tasks in
commercial and non-profit organizations, state bodies, judicial bodies, law enforcement
agencies, prosecutors’ offices and in the course of their own entrepreneurial activities.
Upon completion of the Master programme graduates are entitled to continue their studies on
the PhD level on the condition that they additionally master the necessary modules of the
corresponding Master programme of the scientific and pedagogical direction.
When entering the labour market, graduates of the programme can be employed as lawyers,
lawyers in public authorities, legal advisers, notaries, mediators, private/state bailiffs,
investigators and forensic experts. They should be able to provide legal advice; represent
clients’ interests in judicial and law enforcement bodies; conduct lawyers’ and notarial
activities; draw up legal documents; conduct organizational and administrative activities;
conduct investigative and public prosecutor’s activities; conduct expert and criminalistic
activities.
The two-year Master study programme 6М052100 in State Audit is aimed at preparation of
highly qualified specialists with advanced scientific, pedagogical and professional
competencies in the field of state audit. Graduates possess conceptual knowledge in
economic science as well as specialized skills in conducting state audit and financial control.
They are also capable of continuous professional development.
Upon completion of the Master programme graduates are entitled to continue their studies on
the PhD level. When entering the labour market, graduates of the programme can work in
scientific organizations, institutions of higher and postgraduate education, external and
internal state audit and financial control bodies, audit firms, internal audit services of
organizations. They can be employed as junior or senior researchers, research officers,
assistant state auditors, state auditors, compliance specialists, teachers in postsecondary
and higher education institutions.
The two-year Master study programme 6M051000 in State and Local Government is aimed
at preparation of highly qualified specialists for public administration, who possess advanced
knowledge, methodological and managerial competencies, and are able to develop and
implement effective solutions for the public service.
Upon completion of the Master programme graduates are entitled to continue their studies on
the PhD level at other universities, since there is no PhD programme in State and Local
Government at the ENU.
When entering the labour market, graduates can work in state and local government bodies,
public sector organizations, civil society institutions, international organizations, public
relations and government relations units of organisations as well as national, state and
private companies. They can take manager positions in state (ministries, agencies) and local
government bodies as well as companies; work as researchers in scientific institutes and
centers as well as teachers, analysts, department heads at higher educational institutions.

Appraisal:
The qualification objectives of the programmes are explained and convincingly presented by
the University in relation to the target group, targeted professional field and societal context
of the discipline. They embrace academic proficiency, comprehensive employability, as well
as the development of the individual student’s personality. The subject-specific and extracurricular qualification objectives and skills to be acquired correspond with the aspired level
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at graduation. They take into account the requirements of both the National Qualifications
Framework of Kazakhstan and the European Qualifications Framework.

Exceptional

Exceeds
Does not
Meets quality
quality
meet quality
requirements
requirements
requirements

n.r.

1.1*

Objectives of the study programme
(Asterisk Criterion)

1.2

International orientation of the study programme design (Asterisk
Criterion)

X

The first task within the ENU’s Development Strategy is titled as “The functioning of the ENU
in accordance with the basic parameters of the Bologna process” (Strategic direction 1:
Preparation of competitive specialists). In addition to the provided harmonization of the study
programmes’ content with the National and the European Qualifications Frameworks, this
strategic task encompasses the following objectives of the University with regard to
internationality:
 to ensure the quality of study programmes through the national and international
accreditation;
 to ensure the competitiveness of graduates as well as the relevance and international
recognition of diplomas;
 to sign cooperation agreements with high-ranking universities in order to promote
academic mobility of students and teaching staff;
 to participate in international programmes ERASMUS +, DAAD, etc.;
 to attract foreign students into study programmes, including those taught in English;
 to conclude agreements with foreign and domestic universities on academic exchange,
joint research projects, commercialization projects, advanced training of teaching staff;
 to conclude agreements with universities from CIS countries and other countries on joint
study programmes;
 to promote participation of Bachelor, Master and PhD students in national and
international conferences, seminars, competitions with the aim of enhancing creative
and innovative potential.
The strategic objectives of the ENU in terms of internationality have been transferred into the
operative Implementation Plan and are reflected in the internationalisation policies of the
Faculty of Law and the Faculty of Economics, which in turn are applied to the study
programmes at hand.
In pursuit of these objectives, the Faculties implement polylingual (Kazakh, Russian and
English) education in the programmes, by introducing modules taught in English and
constantly increasing the number of such modules. Two Master programmes – in
Jurisprudence and State Audit – even offer the possibility to study all modules in English (see
Chapter 3.4). These efforts are furthermore visible in the University-internal documentation of
the study programmes: all curricula and module descriptions are currently designed in three
languages from the outset.
The international orientation of the study programmes at hand manifests itself furthermore in:
 participation of academic staff in international scientific conferences and seminars;
 agreements with foreign universities, joint educational and scientific projects, including
available double degree options in Jurisprudence and the preparation of such options in
State Audit;
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scientific internships at universities abroad for Master students (short-term-internships
even state-funded);
academic mobility of students and teachers;
invitation of foreign lecturers to teach in the programmes;
invitation of the ENU’s teachers as visiting lecturers to foreign HEIs (see also Chapters
3.4 and 4.3)
teachers’ publications in international journals, including the Scopus indexed journals.

Appraisal:
The ENU has an explicit internationalisation strategy on the University level, which is
convincingly translated into the international orientation of the study programmes’ design.
The panel regards the international activities of the Faculties as beneficial for graduates’
employability. The experts recommend to place a stronger focus on the compatibility of the
ENU’s study programmes with those of foreign universities, which would foster academic
mobility and other forms of international exchange further on.
Exceptional

Exceeds
Does not
Meets quality
quality
meet quality
requirements
requirements
requirements

1.2*

International orientation of the study
programme design (Asterisk Criterion)

1.3

Positioning of the study programmes

n.r.

X

The ENU is one of nine National Universities of Kazakhstan, which are considered as leading
centers of higher education as well as basic and applied research in the country. This
annually provides the ENU’s new students with a high number of state educational grants,
when this funding is distributed by the Ministry of Education and Science. Due to its status,
the University enjoys the opportunity of selecting particularly qualified students by taking
applicants with a higher score in the national tests (see also Chapter 2).
In national rankings, the University regularly takes a position at the very top. In 2019, the
ENU has been ranked second in the IAAR National Ranking on Demand for HEIs in
Kazakhstan. Internationally, the ENU is ranked 418th in the QS World University Ranking
2019 and 40th in the QS University Rankings: Emerging Europe & Central Asia 2019, which
is the second-best result among the universities of Kazakhstan.
The study programmes at hand are also best ranked in the subject-specific National Ranking
on Demand for HEIs 2019. The Bachelor and PhD programmes in Jurisprudence are ranked
second among all Jurisprudence programmes in the country, the Master programme takes
the first place. All three programmes in State Audit are ranked first, and they are also the
only ones ranked in this subject field. The Bachelor programme in State and Local
Government occupies second place in Kazakhstan, the Master programme is at third place.
Unlike the programmes in Jurisprudence and State and Local Government, which are well
established in the education market of Kazakhstan, the programmes in State Audit have a
pioneer character. They have been introduced at the ENU in 2016 as the first programmes of
this subject profile in the Kazakh higher education. The demand for the programmes has
been identified in connection with the reform and transformation of the state financial control
system into a state audit system, which has created a new profession of a state auditor. The
new programme name has been included in the Classificator of the Specialities of Higher
and Postgraduate Education in the Republic of Kazakhstan. The ENU’s programmes in State
Audit have been established and designed in cooperation with the Accounts Committee for
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Control over the Execution of the Republican Budget, the supreme body in the system of
State Audit in Kazakhstan. To date, the ENU is the only HEI in the country that offers the
State Audit higher education at all three – Bachelor, Master and PhD – levels. The majority of
students enrolled in the programmes have received state grants or grants from employers (in
the framework of the so called “target training”).
The Faculty of Economics caries out an analysis of the education market for the programmes
in State and Local Government, in which the market share and the main competitor
programmes at other HEIs are identified, and also (upon recommendation from the initial
accreditation by the IAAR) the risk analysis, in which potential threats to the programmes are
figured out and corresponding measures are derived.
The Faculties describe the unique feature of their study programmes as the strong
integration of education, scientific activities and professional practice.
The intense scientific mentoring, especially at the Master level, is provided by the academic
staff of the programmes, which is selected on a competitive basis and includes renowned
scientists of Kazakhstan and visiting professors from foreign universities. Since many
teachers conduct their own scientific research, students can participate in research projects.
The practical orientation is evident in the fact that the Faculties attract potential employers to
the development, implementation and quality assurance of the study programmes. The
content of all programmes is agreed with employers’ organisations in order to ensure the
professional competences and the employability of graduates. The Faculties state that about
30 % of the programmes’ content, primarily the elective modules, are updated annually upon
the recommendations of employers and practitioners.
Both Faculties advertise for their programmes with the arguments that they have very intense
contacts and agreements with the relevant state government bodies and judicial authorities,
public and private organisation, at which students can perform their internships, and also
write their theses under the guidance of practitioners. The programmes in State Audit even
have a dual character, since a range of modules is conducted externally, at the state organs
involved in the programme (see Chapters 3.1 and 3.6).
According to information provided by the Faculties, the majority of programmes’ graduates
(mostly over 90 %) find employment soon after their graduation.
The Faculties state that they strictly follow the Development Strategy of the ENU by
developing programmes in cooperation with external partner organisations, attracting an
increasing number of applicants, monitoring the quality of the programmes with the
participation of relevant stakeholders, conducting intensive research activities, extending
international cooperation, etc.

Appraisal:
The experts found that the status and the outstanding reputation of the University and its
programmes, supported by rankings, provide for a favorable position of its programmes in
the education market, and its graduates in the job market. With the programmes in State
Audit, the University has developed a unique offer in Kazakhstan. The panel regards the
reasons given for the positioning of all study programmes at hand in the educational market
as plausible.
The ENU has established a university-wide system of subsequent assessment of employers’
needs and adaptation of programmes to the requirements of the market and the
corresponding professions, which the panel welcomes a lot. The arguments in support of the
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graduate employability on the basis of the stated qualification objectives have been
convincingly presented by the University. The future fields of employment for the graduates
of all programmes are plausibly set forth.
The University has an overall development strategy, also with regard to its study
programmes. The respective study programmes are convincingly integrated into this
strategy. The study programmes’ qualification goals are in line with the ENU’s mission and
strategic planning.

Exceptional

1.3
1.3.1
1.3.2
1.3.3

Positioning of the study programme
Positioning of the study programme in
the educational market
Positioning of the study programme on
the job market for graduates
(„Employability“)
Positioning of the study programme
within the HEI's overall strategic concept
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2.

Admission

Kazakhstan has a national system of admission to higher education. The admission to
Bachelor programmes at all HEIs of Kazakhstan is performed on a competitive basis taking
into account the scores of applicants in one of two national tests for secondary school
graduates - the Unified National Test (UNT) and the Comprehensive Test (CT). The test
scores are also crucial for the distribution of state educational grants, which allow students to
study at HEIs free of charge.
High school graduates of the current year take part in the Unified National Test (UNT) which,
according to the state regulations from 2018, takes 230 minutes and contains five subjects,
of which three are mandatory:
1. Mathematical literacy,
2. Reading literacy (ability to generalize, compare etc.) and
3. the History of Kazakhstan.
Another two profile subjects can be chosen by school graduates in view of the requirements
of the targeted group of programmes they intend to study at a HEI.
Currently it is possible to take the UNT four times a year, one time free of charge, and three
times for minor fees.
School graduates of the previous years, graduates of professional schools as well as those
who graduated from secondary schools abroad can participate in Comprehensive Test (CT),
which currently comprises the same subjects and has the same duration as well as the same
amount of points as the UNT.
For the Bachelor programme in Jurisprudence the profile test subjects are: 1) World History
and 2) Human. Society. Law. For the Bachelor programme in State Audit as well as State
and Local Government the profile subjects are: 1) Mathematics and 2) Geography.
The University does not select applicants for Bachelor programmes. Enrolment is carried out
by the ENU in conformity with the results of the meeting of the state Republican Competition
Commission for awarding state educational grants under the MES RK. The Commission is
taking its decisions based on the outcomes of the competitive selection in accordance with
UNT scores.
The maximum UNT/CT score as the result of all 5 tests is 140 points. Whereas the minimum
entrance requirement for enrolling at HEIs in Kazakhstan is 50 points, it is necessary to score
at least 65 points for a paid tuition at the ENU’s Bachelor programmes.
In 2018, the passing scores for state educational grants at the Bachelor programmes at hand
(Kazakh and Russian group, respectively) were as follows: 134/124 points in Jurisprudence,
137/122 points in State Audit, 136/131 points in State and Local Government.
Bachelor students who want follow an English-speaking study programme need to pass an
obligatory English test after the general admission to the programme.
Admission to Master programmes is performed according to the state admission regulations
as well. Applicants need to pass two entrance examinations: the foreign language test and
the programme-based examination.
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The standardized foreign language test in English, German or French is organised by the
National Testing Centre of the Ministry of Education and Science. Alternatively, applicants
may present language certificates with the certain minimum amount of points/ minimal level
requirements:
 for English: TOEFL ITP (at least 460 points), TOEFL IBT (at least 87 points), TOEFL
PBT (560 points), IELTS (at least 6.0),
 for German: DSH (С1), TestDaF (С1),
 for French: TFI (B1), DELF (В2), DALF (С1), TCF (at least 400 points).
After submitting the relevant language certificate, applicants are exempt from taking a
language proficiency test and are awarded 100 points out of the maximum of 200 points for
both exams.
The programme-based exam (written or oral) is organised by the University. The admission
decision is made by the Admission Commission of the ENU, consisting of teachers
specialized in the respective fields. The list of questions for examination is proposed by the
respective chair and signed by the Vice Rector for Academic Affairs.
The programme-based entrance exam for the Master programme in Jurisprudence is a
comprehensive exam comprising questions in the following disciplines: 1. Theory of State
and Law; 2. Civil Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan; 3. Criminal Law of the Republic of
Kazakhstan. The programme-based exam in State Audit contains two blocks of questions: 1.
Financial Accounting; 2. Management Accounting; 3. Audit. In State and Local Government,
the exam includes questions in: 1. Theory of Public Administration; 2. State and business; 3.
State regulation of Economy.
In order to receive the state educational grant, applicants need to achieve a total score of at
least 150 points for both exams for the scientific and pedagogical Master programme and at
least 130 points for the profile Master programme. If applicants have the same amount of
points, priority is given to the ones with more points in the programme-based test.
Applicants who have passed the entrance exams, but lost the competition for state grants,
may be enrolled to the Master programmes on a fee basis.
For applicants who completed Bachelor programmes with different subject profiles than the
aspired Master programmes, the lists of prerequisite subjects and credit points necessary is
set out.
Foreign citizens are generally admitted to the studies at ENU on a fee basis, with the
exception of the students enrolled within the framework of bilateral or multilateral agreements
of Kazakhstan (e.g. citizens of Ukraine, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan and the member countries of
the Shanghai Cooperation Organization).
On the website of the ENU, there is an admission section for future students
(http://www.enu.kz/ru/abiturientu/), where applicants can find necessary information about
the admission rules and requirements for Bachelor and Master programmes. A brief
information on admission is also available on the websites of the both Faculties
(http://yur.enu.kz/page/forincoming; http://ef.enu.kz/page/forincoming).
A special Call Center for Admission has been established at the ENU. Applicants can contact
the University administration via phone, email or Skype.
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The Center for Vocational Guidance and Testing of the ENU provides advice to potential
students and carries out explanatory and preparatory work for the admission campaign jointly
with the Department of International Cooperation and other departments.
In order to recruit more students for the Bachelor programmes, the University works closely
with secondary schools in the different regions of Kazakhstan. During the school year, the
ENU organises University tours for the target groups of school students including visiting
laboratories, classrooms and gaining insight into the admission and study processes through
the presentations of study programmes.
Besides that, the University places information about the programmes in newspapers, holds
annual subject school Olympiads, e.g. the “Person. Society. Law” Olympiad of the Faculty of
Law for the pupils in the final school classes. The Faculties also organize Open Days for
potential students, providing them with advice about the programmes, admission rules,
academic mobility, etc.
Upon the decision of the Republican Competition Commission on awarding state educational
grants for Bachelor students, the order “On enrolment to higher education study
programmes” is issued by the ENU. The decision on enrolment to Master programmes
made by the Admission Commission of the ENU is also documented in a special order.
Orders on enrolment are published on the website of the University and on the ENU’s
information board.
The University has an Appeals Commission to which applicants can turn if they are not
satisfied with the decision on admission.
Professional experience of applicants is not required, neither on the Bachelor nor on the
Master level.
Once enrolment of the Bachelor students has been processed, the University conducts an
IELTS based English language test to determine the students’ proficiency level. This test has
become necessary due to the implementation of the principles of multilingual education at
the universities of Kazakhstan. Based on the results of this test, students can participate in a
range of modules taught in English.
Beyond the obligatory modules on Foreign Language and Professional Foreign Language
taught in the first two study years of all Bachelor programmes, students can improve their
language skills independently in one of the ENU’s language centers. There are also
preparatory language courses in foreign languages at the Institute for Advanced Studies and
Additional Education of the University for those interested in entering the Master
programmes.

Appraisal:
The rules for admission to the ENU's Bachelor and Master programmes are developed on
the basis of the state regulatory documents issued by the Government of the Republic of
Kazakhstan. These rules are documented and openly available for interested parties on the
website of the University.
However, no information on the specific prerequisites and programme-based exams for the
Master programmes could be found on the websites of the Faculties. The English versions of
the Admission section of the ENU’s website and also of the English websites of the Faculties
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might not be transparent for international applicants due to some “empty” links and scarce
information. The panel recommends the University to verify that the relevant websites
contain all necessary information on the admission system in general as well as on the
particular requirements for the study programmes at hand (profile subjects for the Bachelor
programmes, prerequisites and programme-based exams for the Master programmes,
required scores and further selection criteria in the event of the same scores etc.). The
experts also recommend to check the links in the English version of its websites to make
sure that they lead to the contents specified in the titles.
The experts find that ENU’s counselling processes and offerings meet the needs of
applicants. Potential students can directly turn either to the Call Center for Admission or to
the Center for Vocational Guidance and Testing of the ENU for clarification of specific
admission-related questions or e.g. questions on career perspectives after the graduation
which is important for selecting the right study programme. Personal dialogue between
applicants and the University is ensured.
As the National University, ENU has an advantage that on the Bachelor level it can enrol only
the applicants with a high score in the national tests, which works towards selecting
particularly qualified students. On the Master level, the University also has the opportunity to
select the candidates according to their individual performance in relevant subjects. The
selection procedures for both levels of study are transparent and ensure that qualified
students are admitted.
Due to the fact that some of the modules are conducted in English, the English language test
is organized by the University shortly after the admission to the Bachelor programmes in
order to ensure that students are able to successfully complete these modules. The
language centres of the ENU offer English courses for students who are considered to be
below the necessary level at the time of admission.
On the Master level, admission requirements with regard to the foreign language proficiency
are in place in order to make sure that Master students can participate in courses taught in
English and to read foreign literature. These and other requirements ensure that students are
able to successfully complete their study programme.
The admission decision is based on transparent criteria and is communicated in writing.

Exceptional

2.1*

Admission requirements (Asterisk
Criterion)
2.2
Counselling for prospective students
2.3*
Selection procedure (if relevant)
2.4(*) Professional experience (if relevant;
Asterisk Criterion for master
programmes that require professional
experience)
2.5*
Ensuring foreign language proficiency
(Asterisk Criterion)
2.6*
Transparency and documentation of
admission procedure and decision
(Asterisk Criterion)
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3 Contents, structure and didactical concept of the
programmes
3.1

Contents

When defining the content of study programmes, higher education institutions in Kazakhstan
follow the State Comprehensive Education Standards (GOSO) for the Bachelor and Master
levels of study, which are issued by the Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of
Kazakhstan. The GOSO describe the overall structure of curriculum, the required workload of
its cycles and components, the mandatory educational activities and their learning outcomes.
The concrete module contents are to be developed by HEIs. The status of a National
University makes it possible for the ENU to develop experimental educational programmes,
which can deviate from the GOSO.
All Bachelor programmes contain the cycle of the general education providing for the
acquisition of a broad fundamental knowledge. It also aims at fostering the personal
intellectual development of students. The further purpose of the cycle is to equip students
with soft skills allowing them to adjust to the changing demands of the labour market and
technology and also to work in teams.
The cycle of the general education in all three Bachelor programmes comprises:
 the obligatory state component according to GOSO (labelled as GCD CC in the curricula
tables, see Annexes 1-3) with the modules on Modern History of Kazakhstan,
Philosophy, Foreign language, Kazakh (Russian) language, Information and
Communication Technologies (in English), Professionally oriented foreign language;
 the obligatory University’s component with the modules on Entrepreneurship and
Business, “Rukhani Zhangyru”/ Modernization of Public Consciousness;
 the elective component with the modules on Management psychology, Theory and
practice of politics, Cultural studies, Self-knowledge, Digital Technologies by branches,
Speech culture and Business Rhetoric, Sociology, Political Science, Fundamentals of
Anti-corruption Culture (labelled as GCD EC in the curricula tables, see Annexes 1-3).
According to GOSO, the volume of the cycle of the general education should not exceed
23% of the total volume of a Bachelor study programme.
The cycle of the basic (professional) disciplines allows Bachelor students to acquire the
foundation knowledge and competences for their future profession.
For example, in the Bachelor programme in State and Local Government, as a result of
studying the basic cycle, students should be able to demonstrate the knowledge of the
theoretical foundations in the fields of public administration, accounting and auditing,
management of enterprise’s financial resources, and also to be able to apply statistical and
marketing research methods in the evaluation of investment projects.
The cycle of the basic disciplines contains the obligatory HEI component (labelled as BD CC
in the curricula tables) and the elective component (labelled as BD EK).
In the Bachelor programme in Jurisprudence the cycle of the basic disciplines includes the
obligatory modules on Theory of State and Law, Constitutional Law of the Republic of
Kazakhstan, Professional Foreign Language, Professional Kazakh (Russian) Language, Civil
Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan (General Part), Criminal Law of the Republic of
Kazakhstan (General Part), Civil Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan (Special Part), Criminal
Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan (Special Part). The cycle of this programme also
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comprises the elective modules: Roman Law, History of State and Law of the Republic of
Kazakhstan, Family Law, Administrative Law, Criminology, Labour Law of the Republic of
Kazakhstan, Financial Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Environmental Law of the
Republic of Kazakhstan, Business Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan (see the
corresponding modules of the Bachelor programmes in State Audit and State and Local
Government in Annexes 2 and 3).
The cycle of the major (profile-forming) disciplines allows Bachelor students to get a stronger
professional profile and a specialist expertise in certain fields.
E.g. in the Bachelor programme in State and Local Government, the purpose of the cycle is
that students acquire skills and abilities to use the legislation and regulatory acts governing
the sphere of state and local management, to make management decisions in the field of
public administration and to monitor their implementation.
The cycle of the major disciplines consists of the modules of the obligatory HEI component
(labelled as PD CC) and the elective component (labelled as PD EC).
In the Bachelor programme in Jurisprudence the major obligatory HEI component includes
the modules on Civil Procedural Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan and Criminal procedural
law of the Republic of Kazakhstan. The major elective component of the programme
comprises a number of modules: Practical work on preparation of civil law documents,
Modern Legal Systems, Corporate Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Criminalistics,
Electoral Law of Kazakhstan and Foreign Countries, Intellectual Property Law etc. (see the
complete list and the corresponding modules of the Bachelor programmes in State Audit and
State and Local Government in Annexes 2 and 3).
The additional types of training in the Bachelor curricula stand for sports (1st, 2nd, 3rd and
4th semesters) and internships.
Bachelor students undertake three types of internships during their studies:
1. the introductory (educational) internship in the 2nd semester, which is carried out at the
University;
2. the professional (industrial) internship for students of advanced semesters, which is in
most cases carried out in external organisations;
3. the pre-diploma internship in external organisations, during which students collect
material for their Bachelor theses.
All Bachelor programme contains five internships: one educational internship in the 2nd
semester, three industrial internships in the 4th, 6th and 8th semester and one pre-diploma
internship in the 8th semester.
Students perform their industrial and pre-diploma internships in organisations, with which the
ENU has signed corresponding contracts.
The Faculty of Law has concluded contracts with 47 organizations, which offer places for
internships to the students in Jurisprudence. Among those are the Office of the Senate of the
Parliament of the Republic of Kazakhstan, the Ministry of the Interior of the Republic of
Kazakhstan, the Department of the Interior of Nur-Sultan city, the Department of Civil Service
and Anti-corruption of the Akmola region, the Office of the Court of Nur-Sultan city, the
Prosecutor’s Offices of Nur-Sultan city, Atyrau city and other relevant organizations.
The Accounts Committee for Control over the Execution of the Republican Budget, the
Centre on Research of Financial Infringements, the Committee of the Internal Public Audit of
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the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Kazakhstan and other organizations offer
opportunities for internships for the Students of the programmes in State Audit.
Students of the programmes in State and Local Government collect practical experience in
more than 10 organizations and institutions, including the Ministries of the Republic of
Kazakhstan, government agencies, research institutes and leading national companies of the
country.
During their internships, students have to fill out the journals of internships, where they make
notes on their daily activities as well as knowledge and skills they acquired. Student advisers
at the University monitor the progress of students and are in contact with the practice
coordinator on the side of the external company. At the end of an internship, students write
reports in which they summarise their practical experience.
The purpose of the pre-diploma internships is to enable students to apply their knowledge
and research methods to the solution of theoretical and practical problems. Examples of the
thesis based on the study of practical materials collected during the internships were given
by the Faculties. Coordinators of internships from external organisations often become
external reviewers of the Bachelor theses. The panel was told that students often find
employment in the course of their internships.
The GOSO provides for two types of the Master programmes:
1. the “Master programme of a scientific and pedagogical direction” with a duration of four
semesters and a large share of theoretical education, pedagogical and research work;
2. the practically oriented “Master programme of a profile direction” with a duration of two
or three semesters.
The Master programmes of the scientific and pedagogical direction (Jurisprudence, State
Audit and State and Local Government) contain the cycle of basic disciplines, which aims at
providing in-depth knowledge and professional skills taking into account current world trends
in the fields of pedagogics and scientific research.
The basic cycle incorporates the obligatory HEI component (labelled as BD CC in the
curricula tables, see Annexes 4-7) and the elective component (labelled as BD EC).
The obligatory basic component in all three programmes of the scientific and pedagogical
direction includes the modules on History and Philosophy of Science, Foreign Language
(professional), Pedagogics and Psychology.
The elective basic component in the Master programme of the scientific and pedagogical
direction in Jurisprudence includes the modules on Introduction to Scientific Work and its
Methodology, Philosophy and Sociology of the Law, Main Issues of the Formation of the
Modern State and the Law in Western Countries: the comparative legal aspect (until the XX
century), Modernization of Labour Law in the Innovation Economy, Problems of Labour
Migration in the Eurasian Economic Union, International Legal Regulation of Women’s Work,
Development of the Criminalistic Theory on the Study of Personality and Personal Rights,
Tendencies in the Development of Criminalistic Tactics, Problems of Reforms in the Criminal
Legislation of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Modern Problems of Legal Regulation of Land
Relations, Problems of Improvement of Ecological Legislation, Actual Problems of Legal
Regime of the Real Property, Modern Issues of the Development of Judicial Power: National
and Foreign Experience, Theoretical and Practical Aspects of the Property Right, Problems
of Crime Prevention in the Republic of Kazakhstan, Legal Regulation of Competition (see the
corresponding modules of the Master programmes in State Audit and State and Local
Government in Annexes 6 and 7).
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The ENU states that the cycle of the major disciplines in the Master programmes of the
scientific and pedagogical direction is there to provide specialised theoretical knowledge as
well as skills for independent research and for practical professional activities in the relevant
fields. This cycle includes:
 one obligatory module of the HEI component (Methodology of Legal Analysis in the
programme in Jurisprudence; State Audit (аdvanced) in the programme in State Audit;
Theory and Practice of Public Administration in the programme in State and Local
Government) as well as
 the elective component with 20 profile-forming modules (labelled as PD EC, see
Annexes 4-7).
The additional types of training in the scientific and pedagogical Master curricula comprise
the research work of students in all 4 semesters as well as two internships: the pedagogic
internship in the 3rd and the research internship in the 4th semester.
The pedagogic internship is aimed at acquiring knowledge and practical skills related to the
methods of teaching at HEI. During their pedagogical internship, which is mostly performed
at the ENU and which content is planned by scientific supervisors, Master students learn the
methodology of teaching, draw up teaching materials, conduct lectures and seminars in the
presence of supervisors etc. At the end, the internship reports are written and publicly
defended by Master students at Chair meetings.
During the research internship Master students should become familiar with the latest
achievements of national and international science, as well as gain experience in applying
modern research methods for their thesis. The research internship is carried out in research
institutions and at universities in Kazakhstan and abroad (e.g. in Azerbaijan, Poland,
Romania, Russia, Turkey) under the control of scientific supervisors at the ENU as well as
the internship coordinators at partner institutions. Students collect research experience
geared to the topic of their thesis. This experience and the research results are then outlined
in an internship report, which, in the final stage, should be defended at a meeting of the
relevant Chair.
The Master programme of a profile direction in Jurisprudence has a duration of two
semesters. Its cycle of basic disciplines includes:
 the obligatory HEI component (labelled as BD CC in the curricula tables, see Annex 5),
which includes only three modules: Foreign Language (professional), Management and
Psychology;
 the elective component (labelled as BD EC) with the modules on Introduction to
Scientific Work and its Methodology, International Labour Standards, Problems of
Improvement of the Criminal Legislation, Actual Problems of Entrepreneurial Law.
The cycle of basic disciplines in the profile Master in Jurisprudence has one obligatory
module of the HEI component (Methodology of Legal Analysis) as well as the elective
component with 12 profile-forming modules (labelled as PD EC, see Annex 5).
The additional types of training in the profile Master curriculum include (both in the 2nd
semester):
 the industrial internship and
 the experimental research work of a student, including the implementation of the Master
project.
In order to support the conversion of theoretical knowledge into practical skills, both Faculties
engage employers and professionals in the teaching process as wells as in the development
of the study programmes.
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For the Bachelor and Master programmes in Jurisprudence and State Audit, the lists of
modules were provided, which have been incorporated into the curricula upon
recommendations from employers.
For example, the following modules recommended by stakeholders have been included in
the Bachelor programme in Jurisprudence:
Stakeholders
The Republican Association of Trade
Unions “Trade Unions Federation of
the Republic of Kazakhstan”

The Republican Public Association
“The Lawyers Union of Kazakhstan”
Notary Dyussenova N.K.

Modules included in the study programme
 Legal regulation of labour of certain categories
of employees
 Corporate Law
 Legal regulation of Information systems
 Practical textbook on civil proceedings in the
courts of first instance
 Trade unions Law
 Legal support of business
 Basics of Mediation
 Investment Law
 State registration of rights to immovable
property
 Extrajudicial settlement of civil-law disputes

In order to better integrate theory and practice in the programmes in State Audit, elements of
dual education have been introduced, including the establishing of branches of the Chair of
State Audit at three external partner organisations: at the Centre on Research of Financial
Infringements, at the Committee of the Internal Public Audit as well as at the State Revenue
Committee of the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Kazakhstan. Several modules of the
Master programme are taught at these branches: Compliance Audit, Foreign Experience in
Organization of State Audit; Internal State Audit and Financial Control, International
Standards of State Audit, Audit of Financial Statements etc.
The study of the general education cycle on the Bachelor level allows to enhance
interdisciplinary thinking through the development of universal competencies in obligatory
modules on Modern History of Kazakhstan, Information and Communication Technologies,
Philosophy, Entrepreneurship and Business as well as in the number of elective modules. On
the Master level, the interdisciplinary thinking is supported by the cycles of basic disciplines.
The University emphasizes the importance of developing methodological competences of
students, in particular, with regard to understanding different theories and practically applying
the knowledge gained. Each module contains a specification of its learning objectives,
formulated as a set of competences to be acquired, including the methodological ones.
Both on the Bachelor and Master level the curricula of the programmes contain modules
which in particular aim at developing the methodological competences of students. For
example, the Bachelor programme in State and Local Government includes the compulsory
modules on Economic theory, Macroeconomics and Marketing, which purpose is to foster the
ability of students to apply quantitative and qualitative methods of analysis in assessing the
state of the socio-economic and business environment as well as the investment and
innovation climate in the regions. The same programme offers elective modules on
Mathematics in Economics and Statistics. The Bachelor programme in State Audit has
elective modules on Fundamentals of Research, General Theory of Statistics and State
Finance Statistics. In the Bachelor programme in Jurisprudence, a number of modules
concerning different areas of law address issues of comparative analysis.
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The Master programmes in Jurisprudence, State Audit as well as State and Local
Government have a status of scientific and pedagogical Master programmes, which means
that they are primarily focused on research. A large part of the programmes’ content is
dedicated to the individual work of students with their scientific supervisors. Together they
formulate individual plans of student scientific work at the beginning of the studies. The
current control of scientific and research work of Master students during the semester is also
carried out by scientific supervisors. Students record the results of their scientific work in
reports. At the end of each semester, students present the results of their scientific work at
Chair meetings. Scientific supervisors award grades according to the quality of the research
work, the quantity and quality of presentations at scientific and methodological seminars, the
quantity and quality of scientific and methodological publications on the topic of research.
The final control of scientific and research work of Master students is held at the end of the
second year of study in the form of defending the Master thesis.
The profile Master programme in Jurisprudence contains the obligatory module on
Methodology of Legal Analysis, the elective modules on Introduction in Scientific Work and
its Methodology and Specific-sociological Studies of Crime Problems as well as the
experimental research work of a student, including the implementation of the Master project.
The ENU states that Master students are also actively involved in the research projects of
the Chairs, which results in the publication of scientific articles by students, ether individually
or co-authored with supervisors.
The University states that additional scientific competences of the Bachelor and Master
students are developed through extracurricular activities, e.g. through participation in the
ENU’s scientific-theoretical conference “Science and Education”, at which students from
other universities take part as well. The Faculty of Law, in collaboration with the
Constitutional Council of the Republic of Kazakhstan, holds an annual international scientificpractical conference dedicated to the Constitution Day of the Republic of Kazakhstan, at
which Master and PhD students are invited to participate. Collections of conference papers
are published in paper form as well as on the ENU’s website and in the electronic resources
of the University’s library. Students are also encouraged to participate in conferences,
subject Olympiads and other scientific events at other HEIs.
At the ENU, there is a Council of Young Scientists, which goal is to promote scientific activity
of young teachers as well as Master and PhD students. Members of the Council provide
consultations on research issues to students, assist them in research work, support students
in the preparation for the national and international conferences.
The ENU attaches particular importance to complying with ethical principles. On the
University level, codes of corporate ethics are introduced for teachers and students. The
ENU is aware of potential bribery risks and took a number of compliance measures in order
to detect such risks and to respond to any violations of anti-corruption rules in Kazakhstan.
On the programme level, both the passports of the programmes and the module descriptions
contains learning outcomes, in which ethical issues are specified. For instance, one of the
main goals of the Bachelor programme in State Audit is the formation of professional values
and ethics of state auditors. The Bachelor programme in State and Local Government
includes the elective modules on Social Responsibility of Business as well as on Ethics and
Work Organization of Civil Servants. The intended learning outcome of a number of modules
in Jurisprudence programmes is to enable students to conscientiously fulfil their professional
duties, to adhere to the ethics of a lawyer and to maintain and strengthen the public
confidence in the legal community. The University states, that ethical standards are also
communicated to students in various modules of the cycles of general education and basic
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disciplines, e.g. in the module “Rukhani Zhangyru” aimed at the development of students’
personality in terms of inquisitiveness, awareness of inter-cultural differences etc.
The formal system of examination is defined for the programmes in the ENU’s internal
regulations (see Chapter 3.2). The content of examinations on the module level is elaborated
by teachers and then discussed and approved by Chairs and Faculties.
Bachelor students need to pass a State Examination on the history of Kazakhstan in the first
year of study. For finishing their programme, they need to have completed all modules, pass
the state examination and successfully defend their thesis. Bachelor students start their work
on the Bachelor thesis in the seventh semester and finish it in the eighth semester. Credit
points are awarded for the thesis.
Master students write their dissertations or work on their Master projects during their whole
study time. The State Attestation Commission, which members are appointed by the decree
of the Rector and approved by the Ministry of Education and Science, is responsible for
conducting the state comprehensive examination for Master and PhD students as well as the
defence of Master and PhD final attestation work. Master students who have passed a
comprehensive examination with at least satisfactory grade are allowed to defend their thesis
or project. An appeal procedure is set up by the ENU.
Upon completion of the Bachelor study programmes, the ENU awards the academic
degrees:
 Bachelor of Law in the Speciality 5B030100 Jurisprudence;
 Bachelor of Economics and Business in the Speciality 5В052100 State Audit;
 Bachelor of Economics and Business in the Speciality 5B051000 State and Local
Government.
Upon completion of the Master study programmes, the University awards the academic
degrees:
 Master of Legal Sciences in the Speciality 6М030100 Jurisprudence (scientific and
pedagogical direction);
 Master of Law in the Speciality 6М030100 Jurisprudence (profile direction);
 Master of Economic Sciences in the Speciality 6М052100 State Audit;
 Master of Economic Sciences in the Speciality 6M051000 State and Local Government.
These degrees and programme names are prescribed in the GOSO and follow the
Classificator of the Specialities of Higher and Postgraduate Education in the Republic of
Kazakhstan, which is nationally used to ensure transparency in the higher education and on
the job market for graduates as well as for other applied purposes, e.g. for the state
educational grant system. The different titles of the Master degrees indicate the difference
between the two types of Master programmes and ensure transparency towards the labour
market and further stakeholders.

Appraisal:
The panel recognises the composition of the curricula at hand to be adequately focused
towards the qualification objectives and the intended learning outcomes of the study
programmes. Generally, there is a balanced mixture of modules in terms of content and they
are arranged in a logical sequence. In addition to the modules of general education included
in accordance with the State Comprehensive Education Standards (GOSO), the curricula
include compulsory modules, which the University selects considering the professional
requirements of the relevant subject fields, the scientific state of the art as well as the needs
of employers. The panel appreciates the opportunity for students to acquire additional –
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professional and generic – competencies and skills according to the individual preferences
by choosing among the broad range of elective modules.
The modules of general education represent a significant part of the curricula, especially on
the Bachelor level. The panel acknowledges that through these modules and courses
students are made familiar with a vast range of different disciplines, which strengthens the
interdisciplinary knowledge of students. However, no explanation has been given by the
University as to how these elements contribute to the achievement of the overall professional
qualification objectives of the programmes. It is also not obvious from the module
descriptions how the contents of these disciplines are linked to the core subjects. The
experts thus recommend to gear the contents of the general modules as much as possible to
the core contents of the respective study programmes. For instance, the obligatory module
on Psychology in the Master programme in Jurisprudence could be concentrated on the
topics of Legal Psychology as suggested by one of the employers during the site visit (see
below).
Bachelor programmes also contain obligatory additional types of training like sports and
military training, which are not relevant for the subject profiles of the programmes and also
not usual for higher education study programmes in European countries. While recognizing
that the additional types of training are required by the GOSO, the experts recommend, if
possible (e.g. due to the status of a National University, in the framework of the experimental
programmes), to reduce the share of this subjects in the curricula.
The names of the programmes and the degrees granted upon completion of the programmes
correspond to the programme content, academic tradition and the state regulations in
Kazakhstan.
The panel regards the mandatory internships as very helpful to promote students’
employability and their individual and professional development. The internships help
students to get familiar with the nature and demands of the related professional field.
Dissertations and Master projects can be prepared about issues identified during the
internships, based on the materials from the real professional life. The panel welcomes that
both lecturers and internship coordinators give a feedback on students’ internship reports.
Considering, furthermore, the regular involvement of employers and practitioners in the study
process, the experts have come to the conclusion that theory and practice are systematically
interrelated throughout the curriculum. Theoretical discourse and practical application
complement each other in developing the students’ qualification profile. On this significant
point, all study programmes at hand exceed the quality requirements.
However, during the site visit, the experts heard from both employers and students, that in
the programmes at hand they miss the courses which would enable students to write
business letters in Kazakh, Russian and English. The employers also accentuated that the
graduates of the programmes sometimes lack the knowledge of the legal terminology,
technical legal language, the ability to prepare legal documents and to speak in public. One
of the employers mentioned that graduates of the programmes in Jurisprudence are not
sufficiently provided with the practical skills to work in notary institutions. Another employer
also suggested to consider the possibility to establish a course on Legal Psychology in the
Jurisprudence programmes in order to better prepare students for the work as lawyers in
court proceedings. Therefore, the experts recommend both Faculties to introduce new
modules or amend the existing ones so that students can acquire the above-mentioned soft
skills and knowledge which would be beneficial for their employment and future carriers.
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Ethical implications, including those of economical or juridical ways of thinking and acting,
are appropriately communicated in the programmes.
Both Bachelor and Master programmes allow for the acquisition of sufficient methodological
competence. Bachelor students are empowered to conduct academic work, e.g. through
modules containing elements of analysis, the pre-diploma internship or participation in
scientific Olympiads. On the Master level methodological competence is acquired by
students in a number of scientifically oriented modules, during the research or experimental
work and the research internship, as well as in the process of preparing Master theses /
projects under the guidance of scientific supervisors. Still, the experts recognize the need to
strengthen the scientific education of Bachelor and Master students. While Master
programmes in Jurisprudence contain an elective module on Introduction to Scientific Work
and its Methodology, none of the programmes at hand includes such module on a
compulsory basis. The panel recommends to strengthen the scientific qualification and
methodological competence of Bachelor and Master students by introducing an obligatory
module on research methodology in all programmes.
Examinations and thesis papers of the programmes were made available to the panel on site
in Kazakh and Russian language and considered by the national experts. Based on their
impression as well as the transparent module descriptions in English, the assessors agree
that the level of performance in examinations and the thesis are aligned with the learning
outcomes of the modules in terms of form and content. The requirements are in line with the
level necessary to attain the qualification in question. The University applies various forms of
assessment when evaluating students’ performance in examinations. Altogether the students
have provided evidence that they are capable of achieving the intended learning outcomes of
the programme.
Exceptional

3.1
Contents
3.1.1* Logic and conceptual coherence
(Asterisk Criterion)
3.1.2* Rationale for degree and programme
name (Asterisk Criterion)
3.1.3* Integration of theory and practice
(Asterisk Criterion)
3.1.4 Interdisciplinary thinking
3.1.5 Ethical aspects
3.1.6* Methods and scientific practice (Asterisk
Criterion)
3.1.7* Examination and final thesis (Asterisk
Criterion)
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3.2

Structure

The structure of the Bachelor programme in Jurisprudence is carried out as follows:
Projected study time

8 semesters

Number of Credit Points (CP)

240 ECTS credit points

Workload per CP

30 hours

Number of modules

37

Time required for processing the final
thesis and awarded CP

30 ECTS credit points

Number of contact hours

1935 hours

The Bachelor programme in State Audit has the following structure:
Projected study time

8 semesters

Number of Credit Points (CP)

240 ECTS credit points

Workload per CP

30 hours

Number of modules

Overall 12 modules (72 subjects) are
offered (depending on the choice of
electives the real number could be between
9 and 12).
Pre-Diploma internship: 9 ECTS credit
points
Preparation and defence of the Bachelor
thesis: 8 ECTS credit points
1935 hours

Time required for processing the final
thesis and awarded CP

Number of contact hours

The Bachelor programme in State and Local Government has the following structure:
Projected study time

8 semesters

Number of Credit Points (CP)

240 ECTS credit points

Workload per CP

30 hours

Number of modules

10 modules (50 subjects)

Time required for processing the final
thesis and awarded CP

Pre-Diploma internship: 9 ECTS credit
points
Preparation and defence of the Bachelor
thesis: 8 ECTS credit points
1935 hours

Number of contact hours

The Master programme in Jurisprudence has the following structure:
Projected study time

Workload per CP

4 semesters (scientific and pedagogical
direction) / 2 semesters (profile direction)
120 ECTS credit points (scientific and
pedagogical direction) / 60 ECTS credit
points (scientific and pedagogical direction)
30 hours

Number of modules

28 / 11 modules

Time required for processing the final
thesis and awarded CP

7 / 8 ECTS credit points

Number of Credit Points (CP)
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Number of contact hours

645 / 315 hours

The Master programme in State Audit has the following structure:
Projected study time

4 semesters

Number of Credit Points (CP)

120 ECTS credit points

Workload per CP

30 hours

Number of modules

28 modules

Time required for processing the final
thesis and awarded CP

Scientific and research work of a Master
student: 28 ECTS credit points in 4
semesters
Research internship: 12 ECTS credit points
Preparation and defence of the Master
thesis: 7 ECTS credit points
690 hours

Number of contact hours

The Master programme in State and Local Government has the following structure:
Projected study time

4 semesters

Number of Credit Points (CP)

120 ECTS credit points

Workload per CP

30 hours

Number of modules

10 modules (12 subjects)

Time required for processing the final
thesis and awarded CP

Scientific and research work of a Master
student: 28 ECTS credit points in 4
semesters
Research internship: 12 ECTS credit points
Preparation and defence of the Master
thesis: 7 ECTS credit points
615 hours

Number of contact hours

The structure of the programmes follows the general default structure provided by the State
Comprehensive Education Standards (GOSO) for the Bachelor and Master levels of study,
which build a normative framework for designing programmes at the HEIs in Kazakhstan.
The concrete design of the particular programmes represents a mixture between stateprescribed elements and those elaborated independently.
The GOSO define the standard duration and the overall workload of the study programmes:
4 years (240 ECTS credit points) for the Bachelor programmes;
1 year (60 ECTS credit points) for the Master programmes of the profile direction;
2 years (120 ECTS credit points) for the Master programmes of the scientific and
pedagogical direction.
In accordance with the GOSO, the structure of all Bachelor programmes comprises:
 theoretical education, including the cycles of the general education, basic and major
modules (the cycles contain the obligatory component according to the GOSO, the
obligatory HEI components and the elective components);
 additional types of training: internships, sports;
 the examination sessions and the final attestation, the latter consisting of:
1) the state examination and
2) the preparation and defence of the Bachelor thesis.
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The structure of the Master programmes comprises the following components:
 theoretical education, including the cycles of basic and major modules (the cycles contain
the obligatory component according to the GOSO, the obligatory HEI components and the
elective components);
 internships;
 for the Master programmes of the scientific and pedagogical direction (relevant for
Jurisprudence, State Audit and State and Local Government): research work enclosing
the preparation of the Master thesis;
 for the Master programmes of the profile direction (relevant for Jurisprudence): the
experimental research work, enclosing the preparation of the Master project;
 the examination sessions and the final attestation, the latter consisting of:
1) the comprehensive examination and
2) the defence of the Master thesis/project.
Planning and organisation of the educational process at the ENU are carried out on the basis
of the university-own curricula. There are three types of curricula to be distinguished:
 the Basic Curricula,
 the Individual Curricula and
 the Working Curricula.
The Basic Curriculum is the main document defining the structure of each study programme.
It contains:
 the passport of the programme including the code and the name of the programme, its
application area, the relevant legal base as well as the profile map of the programme: its
objectives and concept;
 the qualification characteristics of graduates;
 the competency map / profile of the programme, a table combining the required
professional competences as defined in professional standards issued by employers’
associations, the intended learning outcomes as well as the corresponding modules in
which the intended competences and outcomes are to be achieved;
 the curricular overview of the programme for all semesters of study, including the names
of the modules and subjects taught, the language of instruction, workload in Kazakh and
ECTS credit points, volume of hours for different types of study activities, forms of
examination, codes of competences to be acquired and the responsible chair.
In addition to the Basic Curriculum, a Catalogue of Disciplines (subjects) is annually
developed, which is a systematic annotated list of all subjects offered in the particular
programme, both obligatory and elective. According to the GOSO, the volume of elective
modules and subjects in the Bachelor programmes should be more than 55 % of the total
curriculum, in the Master programmes more than 76 %. The Catalogue of Disciplines reflects
the prerequisites of each discipline and is aimed at providing students with the opportunity of
individually selecting the appropriate elective subjects.
On the basis of the Basic Curriculum and the Catalogue of Disciplines, Bachelor students,
assisted by their advisers, compile their Individual Curricula consisting of obligatory subjects
and individually selected electives. The choice of modules and subjects is carried out in
consideration of the obligatory sequence of study. A student may not be registered for the
module, if he or she had not mastered the prerequisites in the previous semester. In order to
avoid a random choice of elective subjects, electives are grouped and sequenced in
individual study tracks, allowing students to gain a specific profile focused on a particular
professional area. E.g. the study programmes in Jurisprudence have three individual study
tracks: the constitutional law, the criminal law and the civil law track.
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Master students, assisted by their supervisors, develop individual working plans which
include the Individual Curriculum, the individual plan of experimental / research work, the
plan of internships, the topic, structure and the implementation plan of their final project /
thesis and a plan of scientific publications.
Working curricula of programmes are constructed for an academic year on the basis of the
Basic Curricula and the Individual Curricula of students and are approved by the Academic
Council and the Rector of the University. Working curricula provide a framework for creating
a
schedule of studies as well as the calculation of teachers’ workload.
An academic year consists of two semesters: the autumn and the spring semester, each has
a duration of 15 weeks. The terms of organisation of all periods of study of an academic year
are specified in the academic calendar.
The ENU is involved in academic mobility programmes with partner universities; students are
recommended to participate in these programmes during their studies. The issues of
academic mobility and the recognition of periods of study at other (including foreign) HEIs
are laid down in the ENU’s “Regulation on Academic Mobility”. According to this regulation,
for mobility students Learning Agreements are signed beforehand with partner universities.
Academic periods spent abroad are recognized on the basis of transcripts of records within
the programmes of academic mobility with the partner HEIs.
Following the state regulations, the University uses the national credit system, where 1
Kazakh credit corresponds to a varying number of academic hours, depending on the level of
study and the type of educational activities. E.g. one Kazakh credit of theoretical education
corresponds to 45 academic hours. When it comes to the internships in both Bachelor and
Master programmes, one Kazakh credit is equal to 15 academic hours for educational
practice, 30 academic hours for pedagogical internship, 75 academic hours for professional
internship, and to 120 academic hours for research internship. One credit of research work of
Master students also corresponds to 120 academic hours. Each academic hour of classroom
work of students has to be complemented by a corresponding number of hours of
independent work of students.
One academic hour corresponds to different amounts of minutes for particular types of
educational activities. In general, one academic hour is equal to 50 minutes, except for the
studio work where one academic hour is equal to 75 minutes, as well as laboratory work and
sports where one academic hour is equal to 100 minutes.
For the purposes of academic mobility and international accreditation, the ENU also uses the
ECTS system with one ECTS credit point corresponding to 30 academic hours. The
recalculation of Kazakh credit points into ECTS credit points and vice versa is carried out by
the aid of conversion coefficients defined by the state. During the site visit the panel was
informed that the University is currently planning a complete transition from the national
credit system to ECTS.
According to the state regulations, the maximum workload for Bachelor students including
the self-study must not exceed 54 academic hours (50 minutes) per week. The maximum
workload for Master students is 57 academic hours per week.
The University also states that it uses the results of the students’ surveys as the basis for the
analysis of the real student workload.
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The design of all programmes is based on a modular system of studying. One module can
comprise one or more subjects and end with a final control (see below). The duration of one
module is between one and two academic semesters. The University uses a national relative
grading system, which is comparable to the ECTS grading scale. The Grade Point Average
(GPA, the average value of educational achievements of students) is calculated for each
student for every academic year.
Letter
grades
А
АВ+
В
ВС+
С
СD+
DFX
F

Grade Point Value
4,0
3,67
3,33
3,0
2,67
2,33
2,0
1,67
1,33
1,0
0,5
0

Grade Percentage
Value
95-100
90-94
85-89
80-84
75-79
70-74
65-69
60-64
55-59
50-54
25-49
0-24

Traditional System of
Grading
Өте жақсы/Отлично/
Excellent
Жақсы/Хорошо/ Good

Қанағаттанарлық/
Удовлетворительно/
Satisfactory
Қанағаттанарлықсыз/
Неудовлетворительно/
Unsatisfactory

The University issues the Diploma Supplement in the national format for all its graduates.
The study and examination regulation of the ENU rely on the rules specified in the Decrees
of the Ministry of Education and Science, which were integrated in the academic policy of the
University. According to these regulations, there are four main forms of controlling the
performance in theoretical education of Bachelor and Master students:
1. The current control, which is a systematic assessment of students’ performance during
the semester. The forms of the current control depend on the specific module and are
selected by teachers. They can include survey, written control, presentation of
homework, colloquia, essays, reports, tests, project work.
2. The mid-term control, which includes the results of current control; usually, there are two
periods of the mid-term control per semester, whereby each period lasts for one week.
3. The final control, which is conducted in the written, oral, test or combined form after the
completion of the study of the entire module during the examination session; the form
and the procedure of the examination for each module are set by the Academic Council
of the faculty.
4. The final attestation, which is conducted in the form of state examination and the
defence of the thesis for Bachelor students and in form of a state comprehensive
examination and the thesis/project defence for Master students.
Additionally, Bachelor students need to pass a State Examination on the Modern history of
Kazakhstan in the first year of study.
In order to monitor the current achievements of students, an individual performance rating of
each student is composed two times during a semester based on the results of the current
and the mid-term control (on a 100-percent-scale). All ratings are published in the “Platonus”
automated information system. Upon completion of the module the rating of admission is
determined: only the students who have a rating of at least 50 % are admitted to the final
control (module examination). The overall grade of a module is composed of the grade for
current control (60 %) and the final control (40 %).
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The ENU provides equal opportunities and gender equality for its students and staff following
the State Law „On state guarantees of equal rights and equal opportunities for men and
women”. During the site visit, the panel noted that the significant proportion of the academic
and administrative staff as well as three of five Vice Rectors are female. In all programmes in
State Audit there is a majority of female students. In the programmes in State and Local
Government there is a relatively even split between female and male students. Only in the
programmes in Jurisprudence male students outnumber the female students which reflects
the overall situation in this subject field at the HEIs in Kazakhstan.
As part of the social policy of Kazakhstan, a wide range of instruments is in place to support
socially disadvantaged students. These instruments are implemented at the ENU. There are
quotas defined by law for the admission of disabled students and orphans. For these and
other categories of disadvantaged persons, allowances and scholarship are provided by the
state and the University. The provision of support to students with disabilities or in special life
situations is regulated in the ENU’s Rules on internal university grants, benefits and social
assistance for students. Students also have advisers whose tasks include supporting their
mentees in finding individual solutions for individual problems.

Appraisal:
With regard to the overall structure of the study programmes, the ENU follows the national
state regulations and the international standards.
The Basic Curricula and the Catalogues of Disciplines provided by the University for each
programme show how the curricula are constructed and how the modules are grouped. The
elective modules and the individual study tracks are in place in order to enable students to
acquire beneficial skills in accordance with their own preferences. However, the concrete
study options in the individual study tracks could not be clearly understood by the experts. In
the programmes in Jurisprudence, three study tracks are defined but each of them has a
different number of modules listed. In the programmes in State Audit and State and Local
Government there are lists of electives, but the individual trajectories are not explicitly
indicated. The panel thus recommends to clearly define the individual study tracks as part of
the programmes’ structure and show how these tracks support students in reaching the
specific learning objectives.
The module descriptions for the modules taught in English language were provided by the
ENU in English, further extensive module descriptions (Educational and Methodological
Complex of the Disciplines including the syllabi) were only available in Russian language und
were subject to review by the national experts.
The programme assigns credit points per module. The practical components, such as
internships, are designed and integrated in such a way that credit points can be acquired.
The module descriptions provide detailed information on the intended learning outcomes, the
prerequisites, content, learning activities and teaching methods, required literature and
further data defined in the ECTS Users’ Guide. The experts find that the structure of the
programmes generally supports the smooth implementation of the curricula and contributes
towards achieving the defined learning outcomes.
While the ECTS system is used at the ENU mostly for the purposes of student mobility and
international accreditation procedure, the national credit system based on the ministerial
regulations is still commonly applied in practice. This system is based on contact hours and a
corresponding number of hours for self-guided work. Due to the need of recalculation from
Kazakh credit points into ECTS credit points, academic semesters of full-time study do not
always sum up to 30 ECTS credit points, and the ratio between Kazakh and ECTS credit
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points varies from case to case. The panel welcomes the ENU’s plan to use the ECTS more
extensively in the future and recommends to implement this credit system in full compliance
with the ECTS Users’ Guide.
The experts also recommend to involve all teaching staff in the implementation process of
the ECTS, as they are the ones who implement it in daily practice. Prior to that, they should
all become informed about the principles of the ECTS and the prerequisites for its thorough
introduction.
Furthermore, in order to foster the academic mobility of its graduates, the panel
recommends, in addition to the national Diploma Supplement, to issue the internationally
acknowledged Europass Diploma Supplement.
The ENU has study and examination regulations for all study programmes based on
ministerial orders, which are legally checked. The recognition of studies at other Kazakh
higher education institutions is assured, as basically all of them use the state educational
standards and further state regulations as a basis for the design of their curricula. The
recognition of study periods abroad is organised based on the University’s “Regulation on
Academic Mobility”. The panel could not find any reference to the principles stated in the
Lisbon Recognition Convention, which was ratified by Kazakhstan in 1997, in this regulation
of the ENU. Moreover, academic periods spent abroad are only recognized within the
programmes of academic mobility with the partner HEIs. The experts got the impression that
recognition of study periods abroad is not problematic for students, as they are encouraged
to take part in exchange programmes as part of the University’s internationalisation strategy.
However, it has not become clear to the panel how the periods of study spent at foreign HEIs
out of scope of the cooperation agreements are recognized at the ENU. From the viewpoint
of the panel, current recognition regulations do not fully comply with the Lisbon convention,
which requires that: 1) the recognition of periods of study must occur if the University does
not identify any substantial differences 2) there is an obligation on the part of the University
to provide justification when refusing recognition. Therefore, the experts recommend to grant
accreditation under the following condition:
The principles of the Lisbon Recognition Convention – general recognition of study periods
abroad if no substantial differences can be proven by the higher education institution – are
implemented in the study and examination regulations.
The University has a relative grading system but the experts found it difficult to understand its
practical application. For the purposes of academic mobility, they recommend the ENU to
implement the ECTS Grading Table as described in the ECTS Users’ Guide.
The overall feasibility of the study programmes’ workload is ensured by a suitable curriculum
design, an adequate number and frequency of examinations as well as through the
appropriate
support of students by their advisers. Even though the real student workload does not serve
as a basis for the design of the study programmes, this actual workload is taken into
consideration when monitoring the quality of the study programmes (see Chapter 5). The
maximum workload of students is defined based on state requirements. During the site visit,
students confirmed that mastering their studies within the given period of time and even
working alongside their study programmes was possible.
The ENU ensures gender equality and non-discrimination. Students with disabilities are
provided with affirmative actions concerning time and formal requirements throughout the
programmes and examinations. Students in special circumstances are particularly assisted.
Still, the experts have gained the impression that the information on the different forms of
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social assistance is not sufficiently communicated. Therefore, they recommend the University
to conduct a more active information policy on issues of equality and social support.
Exceptional

3.2
Structure
3.2.1* Modular structure of the study
programme (Asterisk Criterion)
3.2.2* Study and exam regulations (Asterisk
Criterion)
3.2.3* Feasibility of study workload (Asterisk
Criterion)
3.2.4 Equality of opportunity

3.3

Exceeds
Does not
Meets quality
quality
meet quality
requirements
requirements
requirements

n.r.

X
Condition

X
X

Didactical concept

Teachers at the ENU are free to choose adequate teaching methods to achieve the learning
objectives of the modules and to apply these methods. The University states that, in addition
to the traditional lectures, teachers increasingly use interactive methods. The goal is to
create an open environment of educational communication which would foster interaction of
students amongst themselves and with their teachers as well as imply the equality of the
participants’ arguments, the joint knowledge accumulation and the possibility of mutual
assessment.
For example, as stated in the self-assessment report of the ENU, the academic staff of the
Chair of State Audit integrates interactive methods in the common teaching formats:
 in lectures, by conducting problem-based lectures, provocative lectures, binary lectures,
conference lectures, brainstorming, discussion lectures;
 in practical classes (seminar), by organising work in small groups, business games, case
studies, brainstorming.
The general rationale behind the choice of didactic methods is that they should stimulate
students to independently search for and analyse information, to develop skills of public
speaking and putting forward their own opinion.
Further teaching methods used in the programmes are instructor led problem solving, case
studies, student presentations, problem-based learning, multimedia-based interactive
exercises, “mind mapping”, business and role-playing games (e.g. “moot courts”), special
applied and analytical methods used in criminalistic studies as well as excursions, practical
classes in external organisations (e.g. at the Institute of Forensic Examination, in courts).
The teaching methodology varies between the Bachelor and Master level. At the Bachelor
level, students first gain theoretical knowledge and have more practical classes in their
further
studies. At the Master level, students are required to conduct more individual scientific or
experimental research. For example, in Jurisprudence, at the Bachelor degree teachers
typically use discussions, moderation, court cases and the general case methods, whereby
the teaching methods applied at the Master level are to a greater extent aimed at involving
students in scientific activities like formulation of research topics, solving experimental
hypotheses, conducting comparative legal analysis.
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The University states that in recent years the independent work of students plays an
increasingly important role in the study process. This manifests itself in the fact that students’
self-studies are formalised and the corresponding rules are documented in the internal
regulations. At the ENU, there are two types of self-study: 1) the independent work of
students; 2) the independent work of students under the guidance of a teacher. In the course
of the latter work, teachers hold consultations on difficult questions related to subject matters,
on homework, semester works and students’ reports.
When working independently, students develop skills in summarizing and analysing
theoretical concepts and practical material and forming professional judgement. The forms of
independent work include writing essays, conducting critical analysis, solving cases and
preparing presentations of the results.
The independent work of students is supported by educational and methodical materials in
the form of traditional textbooks and manuals, electronic textbooks, video lectures,
methodical instructions on studying particular subjects and carrying out practical training,
collections of tasks and exercises, questions for a self-check, etc. In addition, scientific
articles published by teachers in domestic and foreign scientific journals are used as
educational materials.
In order to provide students with educational and methodical literature, the academic staff of
the Chair of State Audit, together with practitioners from the Chair’s branches at partner
organisations, published the textbooks on State Audit, State Financial Control and Internal
State Audit, which are the first such textbooks in Kazakhstan.
At the ENU, students have access to informational (library recourses) and material (copying
and laboratory equipment) resources necessary for their study process.
The University also makes efforts to involve students in the development of study
programmes including its didactic formats. In the current Survey on students’ satisfaction
with the quality of the modules taught, two questions are aimed at evaluating teaching
formats. Students are asked:
 whether they are satisfied with the quality of lectures, seminar, practical and laboratory
classes in terms of their theoretical level, practical orientation and presentation of the
material, development of critical thinking;
 whether a teacher uses a variety of educational technologies (information technology,
project and case methods, business games, etc.).
When teachers create syllabi, they define which forms of independent or guided students’
learning are most suitable for achieving the intended learning outcomes of the respective
modules (e.g. independent reading as part of the homework, preparation of group projects or
essays). Typical formats of examination used at the ENU are traditional written exam (written
work), oral examination, creative task (project, presentation, essay and other), practical
examination and testing.
Teaching materials are prepared by each teacher individually in the form of the Educational
and Methodological Complex of the Discipline, which includes a syllabus, an overview of
lectures, tasks for independent work, recommendations for practical classes, test questions
for the self-examination, a list of main and supplementary literature, additional texts and
videos, questions for the mid-term control, seminars, and the final exam. Teachers upload
these materials to the “Platonus” automated information system of the ENU, where
necessary parts of these materials can be viewed by students during the study process.
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To improve students’ theoretical and practical competences, visiting professors from national
and foreign universities, as well as representatives of cooperating organisations and
experienced professionals are invited to conduct lectures, seminars and master classes.
PhD and Master students are involved in teaching in Bachelor programmes.

Appraisal:
The didactic concept of the programmes has been explained by the University and appears
aligned with the overall objectives of the programmes.
The didactical concept is described, plausible, and oriented towards the objectives of the
study programmes. The panel welcomes that the teachers in the programmes apply a mix of
didactic methods, including case studies and practical projects, and encourage students to
take an active part in the study process.
During the on-site visit, the panel team was informed that the course materials are available
in the “Platonus” system, and are therefore digitally accessible for the students.
Guest lecturers are partly involved in the teaching of the programmes. They come primarily
from partner organizations (government bodies, public organisations, research institutes), as
well as from other universities from Kazakhstan and abroad. This helps to promote students’
employability and to develop their scientific and practical skills.

Exceptional

3.3
Didactical concept
3.3.1* Logic and plausibility of the didactical
concept (Asterisk Criterion)
3.3.2* Course materials (Asterisk Criterion)
3.3.3 Guest lecturers
3.3.4 Lecturing tutors

3.4

Exceeds
Does not
Meets quality
quality
meet quality
requirements
requirements
requirements

n.r.

X
X
X
X

Internationality

In all Bachelor programmes there are obligatory modules on Foreign Language and
Professional Foreign Language. The obligatory module on Information and Communication
Technologies is taught in English in all Bachelor programmes. All Master programmes also
include the obligatory module on Foreign Language (professional).
Some modules of the programmes have a clearly international focus. A large number of
further modules cover both national and international topics (e.g. when the national
regulations in certain fields are compared to those abroad).
In several modules of the Bachelor programme in Jurisprudence, one of the learning
outcomes is determined as “the ability to analyse foreign experience of legal regulation”, e.g.
for the modules on Theory of State and Law, History of Law and Political Theories, Modern
Legal Systems, Electoral Law of Kazakhstan and Foreign Countries, International Public
Law, International Private Law, Roman Law, etc.
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The Master programme in Jurisprudence (scientific and pedagogical direction) contains
modules with international reference: Philosophy and Sociology of the Law, Main Issues of
the Formation of the Modern State and the Law in Western Countries: the comparative legal
aspect (until the XX century), Modernization of Labour Law in the Innovation Economy,
Problems of Labour Migration in the Eurasian Economic Union, International Legal
Regulation of Women’s Work, Modern Issues of the Development of Judicial Power: National
and Foreign Experience, etc. The Master programme in Jurisprudence (profile direction) has
reference to international matters in the modules on International Labour Standards, Actual
Issues of Budget and Banking Law, Children’s Rights and Juvenile Justice.
For the programmes in State and Local Government, the following list of modules containing
international aspects was provided.
Bachelor study programme in State and
Local Government
Foreign Experience of Management in
Public Sector
State Regulation of Economy in Foreign
Countries
Integration Policy of a State

Master study programme in State and
Local Government
Public Administration of International Trade
Activities
Antimonopoly Regulation in Kazakhstan and
EU countries
Management and Assessment of Investment
Projects
Management of the External Economic Clustering in Regional Government
Policy of a State
Public-Private-Partnership
State and Business
For the programmes in State Audit, the following table of internationally focused modules has
been provided.
№

Name of module

Content of module

Bachelor study programme
1
Introduction to the Introduces the history of state audit in foreign and domestic
Theory of State Audit practice.
2
Standards of State Examines the composition and content of state audit
Audit
standards developed in accordance with international
INTOSAI standards.
3
Financial Accounting Examines the fundamental themes of international financial
reporting standards.
Master study programme
4
State
Audit The study of an integrated system approach to improve the
(advanced)
management and use of budgetary funds, state assets and
quasi-public sector entities.
5
Theory and Practice International experience in the organization of accounting and
of
International financial reporting.
Accounting and Audit
6
International
Discloses the classification of procedural standards - a
Standards of State structured system for codifying procedural standards in
Audit
accordance with INTOSAI international standards.
7
International
Issues of formation of scientifically based ideas about the
Standards
of basic concepts, approaches and patterns of application of
Auditing
international auditing standards in professional activities.
8
Compliance Audit
Study of the problems of methodological and methodical
nature during the audit of compliance with the requirements of
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international standards INTOSAI.
Covers the formation of scientifically based ideas about the
basic concepts, approaches and patterns of organizing and
conducting performance audits in accordance with the
international standards INTOSAI.
10 IT Audit
Forms a holistic view of the global and domestic practice of
procedures for which IT audits are carried out.
11 Foreign Models of Studies foreign financial control organization models:
State
Audit
and Westminster, Collegiate and Napoleonic. The possibility of
Financial control
applying the best practices of foreign countries in the domestic
practice of state audit is considered.
9

Performance Audit

As stated in the Basic Curricula, one of the main learning outcomes for writing Bachelor and
Master theses is that students develop the ability to use domestic and foreign sources of
information, collect necessary data, analyse it and prepare an analytical report on that basis.
According to the ENU, in most theses a section on studying international experience on the
topic or field of study in question is included.
Intercultural aspects on the Bachelor level are reflected in modules on Speech Culture and
Business Rhetoric, Cultural Studies, etc.
Academic mobility of teaching staff and students is an essential part of the
internationalisation strategy of the University and both Faculties. Opportunities are available
for students and academic staff to study, conduct research, participate in scientific events or
do internships at universities abroad.
Master students normally spend a certain amount of time (from several days to a semester or
even an academic year) at foreign universities, mostly for research internships, as this is a
part of the study programme requirements. According to ENU’s Rules on research internship,
the ten-day research internship abroad for Master students is funded by the state.
Master students of the programmes in State and Local Government spent their recent
research internships at HEIs in China, Germany, Poland, Russia and Slovakia. Since 2017,
41 Master students in State Audit concluded or have started research internships at
universities of Azerbaijan, Poland, Russia and Romania. Students in Jurisprudence passed
their latest research internship e.g. at the RUDN University, Russia, and at the Istanbul
University, Turkey.
Outside of the scope of the research internships, Bachelor and Master students participate in
academic mobility programmes. For example, during the site visit, a group of Bachelor
students of the State Audit programme reported on their semester abroad at the Belarusian
State University, Belarus, funded by the ENU. Further destinations of academic mobility of
the Bachelor and Master students in State Audit were the leading universities of Lithuania,
Poland, Russia and South Korea. The ENU provides opportunities for outgoing student
exchange by means of cooperation agreements with foreign HEIs (see Chapter 4.3.).
At the Faculty of Law, an outgoing student mobility is, furthermore, carried out under the
Erasmus+ programme and the MEVLANA academic exchange programme.
The University takes measures to attract international students. Within the programmes of
academic mobility, foreign students can study at the ENU and use the University’s dormitory
free of charge. In 2018, a new dormitory was built specifically for foreign students and
teachers. In order to effectively integrate foreign visitors into the new academic and cultural
environment, the WELCOME Centre has been established in the ENU’s student house. In
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order to increase the number of foreign students, the ENU and its faculties participate in
education fairs abroad (especially in Central Asian countries).
For the study programmes at hand, lists of foreign students who studied at the ENU both fulltime and within the programmes of academic mobility, were provided. For instance, full time
students in the Master programmes in State Audit and State and Local Government came
from China, Afghanistan and Mongolia. In 2018, 5 Bachelor students in Jurisprudence from
the Kyrgyz National University spent their year abroad at the ENU. In total, since 2015 the
Bachelor programme in Jurisprudence received 16 foreign students, mostly from the
neighbouring countries.
The ENU invites foreign professors for a short-term period (1 month), which is funded by the
Ministry of Education and Science, or for a long-term period (6 months to 1 year), which is
funded by the University. Since 2015, 5 guest lecturers from Czech Republic, Germany,
Latvia, Switzerland and Ukraine have visited the Faculty of Economics. Another 5 visiting
professors from Russia and Belarus were invited to teach in the programmes in State Audit.
In 2018, leading experts from Germany (e.g. the former Vice-President of the Federal
Criminal Police Office and the Head of the German Centre for Combating Cyber Crime at the
office of the Public Prosecutor General of Frankfurt in Gießen) and Russia (the Chairman of
the Investigative Committee of the Russian Federation) and Poland (University of Wroclaw)
have been giving lectures at the ENU at the invitation of the Faculty of Law.
Teachers of both Faculties are invited to give lectures at the universities of Belarus,
Kyrgyzstan, Lithuania, Poland and Russia, e.g. under the Erasmus+ programme or in the
framework of the cooperation agreements.
In order to acquire international experience and additional professional and pedagogical
skills, teachers of both Faculties undertake further training courses at foreign universities,
public organisations and companies, e.g. in Germany, Russia and Ukraine.
There are special government funds for academic mobility, above all the Bolashak
International Scholarship of the Government of Kazakhstan, which is awarded to the best
performing Master and PhD students for studying at the leading universities abroad and
covers all study related costs. Upon completion of their programmes, scholars must return to
Kazakhstan to work for a period of at least 5 years. Since 2008, the scholarship is also
awarded
to the teaching and research staff of the Kazakh universities, offering them an opportunity to
do research abroad. The ENU incentivises its teachers to apply for Bolashak and they
regularly receive such scholarships (see Chapter 4.1).
The concept of polylingual learning, which is being implemented at the ENU, means that in
the future students of all programmes can study in each of three languages: Kazakh,
Russian and English. Currently, most students of the ENU are studying in Kazakh and
Russian language groups. At the same time, students of the most programmes at hand are
given the opportunity to study particular modules in English in multilingual groups. The ENU’s
Department for the Development of Multilingual Education and Academic Resources
conducts recruitment of academic staff for teaching subjects in English based on the
language test results and in accordance with the internal regulatory documents.
In Jurisprudence, currently 23 modules are taught in English at the Master level, including
those on Methodology of Legal Analysis, Actual Problems of Civil Law, Legal Issues of
Public-Private Partnership, WTO Law: Theory and Practice, Human Rights Law, etc. One
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group of Master students in Jurisprudence was organised, where all modules are studied in
English.
The Chair of State Audit currently increases the share of multilingual education. 4 modules
are currently taught in English in the Bachelor programme in State Audit (e.g. Introduction to
the Theory of State Audit) and 6 modules in the Master programme (e.g. Organization of
Planning of the Budget Revenues and Expenses and Methods of Economic Research). In
2018-2019, a group of Master students in State Audit has been organized for the first time, in
which all modules can be studied in English.

Appraisal:
International and intercultural content forms a sufficient part of most of the programmes’
curricula. All study programmes comprise modules, which are ether internationally focused or
include some international, mostly comparative, elements. Students are enabled to act in
international and intercultural environment. Still, the panel recommends to add more up-todate international literature and scientific journals in the module descriptions and to use it as
a learning base in lectures and practical classes.
Both Faculties are engaged in intensive academic mobility programmes in collaboration with
partner universities abroad, especially with those from the countries of the Eurasian
Economic Union, which reflects the Eurasian orientation of the University. There is also a
requirement for the Master students to spend a study period at foreign universities, which, in
connection with the provided funding, fosters the outgoing mobility of students.
In order to ensure the international composition of the faculty, the ENU involves foreign
visiting professors and practitioners to teach in the programmes. The University also
provides opportunities for its own academic staff to gain professional and scientific
experience abroad. The panel recommends the University to invite more lecturers from
foreign HEIs to teach international contents and intercultural soft skills. One possible option
would be an invitation of foreign teachers – native English speakers – to train students in
preparing documents and writing business letters in English, since the need for these skills
has been emphasized by students and employers (see Chapter 3.1).
The measures taken to promote internationality of the student body are goal-oriented.
The foreign language contents correspond with the qualification objectives of the
programmes. The experts appreciate the impressive steps made by the Faculties of
Economics and Law to implement the concept of the polylingual education. On this basis, the
international composition of the student body could be further developed.
The panel assesses the internationality of the study programmes in State and Local
Government as expandable in terms of the amount of international and intercultural aspects
in the curricula, academic mobility of students and teachers as well as foreign language
content. The panel therefore recommends to strengthen the internationality of both
programmes, e.g. by integrating modules with international content as well as modules
taught in English in the curricula, by fostering international exchanges of students and
teachers as part of the cooperation agreements with foreign universities, by increasing the
level of international experience of the permanent teaching staff, etc. These measures would
further strengthen the employability of the programmes’ graduates.
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Exceptional

3.4
Internationality
3.4.1* International contents and intercultural
aspects (Asterisk Criterion)
3.4.2 Internationality of the student body
3.4.3 Internationality of faculty
3.4.4 Foreign language contents

3.5

Exceeds
Does not
Meets quality
quality
meet quality
requirements
requirements
requirements

n.r.

X
X
X
X

Multidisciplinary competences and skills (Asterisk Criterion)

The curricula of all study programmes promote broad additional knowledge through the
cycles of the general education at the Bachelor level and the cycles of basic disciplines at the
Master level (see Chapter 3.1).
For example, in the obligatory module on Information and Communication Technologies (in
English) taught by the Chair of Computer Sciences, all Bachelor students can develop a
holistic view on the use of the ICT in various fields of professional activity and learn to use
modern technologies, work with professional software, networks and web applications. For
example, the students of the Jurisprudence programme learn how to work with the national
legal information systems like Paragraph, Adilet, etc.
The module descriptions of the Bachelor and Master programmes provide generic learning
outcomes. Amongst others, these are soft skills, analytical and problem-solving skills.
Furthermore, according to the ENU, the content of the study programmes also ensures the
acquisition of students’ knowledge and skills in the fields of communication, public speaking,
team work, leadership, emotional intelligence, psychology and ethics. Those skills are mostly
formed in practical and seminar classes, where students learn to independently set and solve
educational and practical tasks and cases as well as to present them, express and argue
their point of view, prove or disprove various arguments.
The curricula of the Master programmes include research seminars where Master students
present the results of their scientific work and thus have an opportunity to improve their
communication skills.
For each student, an Individual Curriculum is developed, which, according to the ENU,
makes it possible to study modules of other programmes and thereby acquire
multidisciplinary competences.
Furthermore, students at the University are given the opportunity to participate in activities of
a number of clubs and associations. Examples include: the ENU’s Debate Club, where
students can acquire communication, public speaking, cooperation and conflict resolution
skills; the Centre of Youth Policy as part of the student self-government; the International
Lawyer's club of the Faculty of Law; the “Zhas Auditor” club for the students in State Audit,
etc.
The University has its own Student Business Incubator to facilitate start-ups and spin-offs,
which allows students to realize their creative potential and to enhance leadership skills. One
of the Bachelor students of the Jurisprudence programme recently became a resident of
Business Incubator with the project on creating image products for the ENU.
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Both Faculties also encourages students to actively participate in conferences, round tables
and workshops which are regularly carried out at ENU. An important direction in the
development of scientific skills and knowledge of students is the involvement of young
people in science. For this purpose, the Council of Young Scientists has been founded at the
University (see Chapter 3.1).
At the ENU, there is an Institute for Advanced Studies and Additional Education, which aim is
to develop and improve professional skills and offer continuous additional education for
interested parties within and outside the ENU, including students, teachers and employees of
the partner organizations and state bodies. The Institute conducts additional education
courses for professional development, seminars, webinars on different subjects, as well as
language courses.

Appraisal:
Through various possibilities offered by the University, students acquire communication and
public-speaking skills as well as cooperation and conflict handling skills. This is supported by
means of suitable didactic and methodological measures.
The acquisition of further multidisciplinary competences, such as leadership skills and broad
contextual knowledge, is also ensured.

Exceptional

Exceeds
Does not
Meets quality
quality
meet quality
requirements
requirements
requirements

3.5*

Multidisciplinary competences and skills
(Asterisk Criterion)

3.6

Skills for employment / Employability (Asterisk Criterion)

n.r.

X

The Bachelor programmes are designed for comprehensive training. They consist of
obligatory and elective elements; the latter allow students to gain a deeper understanding in
the areas of their individual interests.
Bachelor students undertake an introductory internship, three industrial internships as well as
a pre-diploma internship in various public and private organisations including several state
Ministries, organs of the national judicial system, law enforcement, local authorities and
companies. Rules and methodological recommendations regulating internships of students
have been adopted at the University level. Coordinators of internships from external
organisations give their feedback on the work of students and frequently act as external
reviewers of the Bachelor theses. Some students already agree on working contracts while
undergoing the internship.
Bachelor theses are often practice-oriented. The materials, on which these works are based,
are collected during the pre-diploma internship in external organisations under conditions
close to the real professional situations.
The Master programmes facilitate graduate employability by providing students with generic
and professional competencies as well as analytical and research skills. The pedagogical
internship is obligatory for Master students and serves as a preparation for careers in the
education system.
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At the Faculty of Law, the Legal Clinic has been established, which is a non-profit
organization providing free legal assistance to the most vulnerable social groups and giving
students of the Faculty the opportunity to gain professional experience.
Close interrelation of theory and practice is at the core of the State Audit study programmes,
which are implemented together with the Centre on Research of Financial Infringements and
two committees of the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Kazakhstan (see also Chapter
3.1). Modules of the programmes are partially taught by representatives of these partner
organisations. The programmes prepare students for the state professional certification as
state auditors, since the curricula include subjects necessary for the relevant state
examination. More than 65% of the Master students in State Audit conduct applied research
at the partner organisations of the Chair.
The ENU has a close relationship with employers, both on the University level and on the
level of faculties, which ensures that students gain the skills they need for future
employment. Representatives of employers’ organisations are actively involved in the
development and expertise of programmes’ curricula and the work of the state attestation
commissions. They, furthermore, teach in the programmes at hand, make proposals on the
topics of Bachelor and Master theses, conduct master classes for students, support the
Student Business Incubator and assist in the employment of graduates. The ENU has
established a Council of Employers, which acts as a platform for exchange between the
University’s top and operative administration and the key employers of its graduates. At the
regular meetings of the Council, its members deal with the issues of:
 the quality of study programmes in connection with the requirements of the labour
market,
 the development of professional competencies of graduates according to the
recommendations of employers,
 the participation in the development of study programmes,
 the provision of places for internships,
 the implementation of joint research projects and further joint activities;
 the assistance in the employment of the ENU’s graduates.
External organisations participate in the survey on employers’ satisfaction with the quality of
training of the ENU’s graduates (see also Chapter 5), which is conducted in order to identify
recommendations, requests and preferences of employers with regard to the professional
and personal qualities and skills of the University’s graduates as potential employees, and
also the prospects of the graduates in particular subject areas on the labour market of
Kazakhstan. According to the results of the survey for 2018, 53% of respondents suggested
that for the successful employment of the future graduates, it is necessary to raise the level
of students’ practical training, 24% see the need for improving the skills of self-development
and self-education. 61% of employers find that the graduates of the Faculty of Law are better
professionally trained compared to graduates from other universities.

Appraisal:
The promotion of employability – both through the integration of theory and practice and
through the promotion of multidisciplinary competences and skills – runs as a common
thread through the content of the study programmes.
The panel has no doubt that graduates of the programmes will be employable according to
the objectives of the programmes. Employers and practitioners are intensively involved in the
development of the study programmes, make a real impact on the programmes’ quality and
inform the University on professional competences and skills necessary for employment.
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The experts welcome the good practices and positive incentives of the University in this field.

Exceptional

3.6*

Skills for employment / Employability
(Asterisk Criterion)
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4 Academic environment and framework conditions
4.1

Faculty

The teaching staff of the study programmes consists of the Deans of both Faculties, the
deputy Deans, the Heads of the related Chairs, professors, associate professors, senior
lecturers, lecturers and visiting professors/ lecturers.
In total, there are 50 full-time faculty members teaching at the study programmes at hand.
Besides the regular teaching staff of the ENU, experienced practitioners and foreign
professors regularly give lectures and master classes on important issues.
By defining the number of the full-time teachers, the University adheres to the state
regulation, which determines the ratio of students to teachers at all HEIs in Kazakhstan. For
the Bachelor programmes it amounts to 12:1; for the Master programmes to 6:1; for the PhD
programmes to 4:1.
67% of the teachers hold the highest academic degrees, among them 12 teachers holding an
academic degree “doctor of sciences”, 16 teachers with the degree “candidate of sciences”
and 4 teachers with PhD degree.
Staff recruitment for vacant positions falls within the competence of the HR department and
is carried out on a competitive basis according to the HR Policy of the ENU, the Rules on the
procedures for recruitment, admission, adaptation, transfer and dismissal of employees of
the ENU, the staffing schedule and the job descriptions. The invitation of foreign lecturers is
regulated by the Rules on attracting foreign specialists and the procedure for reimbursement
of expenses for invitations.
When selecting candidates, the ENU’s Competition Commission takes account of the
academic degrees and titles of the potential employees, their teaching and research
experience, methodical and scientific publications as well as the English language
proficiency. The decision on hiring a candidate is made by the Rector of the University on the
basis of the meeting minutes of the Competition Commission. For hiring visiting lecturers no
formal competition procedure is necessary; the recruitment is carried out in accordance with
the relevant civil law legislation.
For each of the study programmes, the University has provided an extensive staff handbook,
where the qualification level, the academic career and the main publications of each teacher
are described.
In recent years, several teachers have become winners of the national prize “The best
University teacher” and other prizes for teaching excellence awarded by the Ministry of
Education and Science.
A number of teachers of both Faculties undertakes active research activities, e.g. by
publishing monographs, articles in national and international scientific journals, participating
in scientific conferences, conducting research projects. The Faculty of Economics has
provided the panel with the information on the H-index (Scopus) of six teachers. In the last
few years, several teachers of the Faculty of Law have been awarded scientific grants (i.a.
from the Ministry of Education and Science) which have enabled them to conduct research
projects on the subjects of legal support of the hydropower industry, citizens' rights
protection, legal culture of civil servants and other.
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Both Faculties put emphasis on attracting practitioners as teachers. Many of the teachers –
both employed on the regular basis and external lecturers – come from the professional
practice. In fact, the majority of the faculty staff members the experts met during the site visit
had an impressive professional background. Some of them worked in organs of the national
judicial system, law enforcement, other government bodies and public organisations (the
Presidential Administration of Kazakhstan, the Ministry of the Interior, the Ministry of
Education and Science, the Supreme Court, the Prosecutor’s Office, the Accounts
Committee for Control over the Execution of the Republican Budget, the Financial Police, the
Criminal Police, the Chamber of Auditors of the Republic of Kazakhstan), related research
institutes, international management and legal consulting companies and other private
organisations as top and senior executives, officials, lawyers, auditors, accountants,
consultants etc. in the past, or they are still engaged in practical activities and combine them
with their teaching positions.
Professional development of teaching staff is carried out in order to regularly update their
specialist and methodical knowledge, pedagogical skills and to introduce new teaching
technologies. According to the Ministry regulations and the ENU’s Rules on personnel
development, all academic staff members should participate in the professional training as
frequently as necessary, but at least once in five years. To improve the qualification of
teaching staff, the University organises training courses (e.g. in the fields of information and
computer technology, pedagogical skills etc.), foreign internships and internships at other
HEIs in Kazakhstan.
Planning of the professional training is performed by the Faculties, personnel service and
HR-department based on the analysis of teachers’ needs for professional development, and
is reflected in the annually approved and implemented operational plans for HR
development. Correspondingly, special budgets are annually allocated for the financing of
advanced training courses in accordance with the plans, inter alia, of the courses abroad.
Both the Faculty of Economics and the Faculty of Law have presented the lists of the
teachers who participated in such courses at foreign universities, e.g. those from Kyrgyzstan,
Lithuania, Romania, Russia and Ukraine.
The University provides support for faculty members applying for the Bolashak Programme
(Bolashak International Scholarship) to study at the leading universities overseas allexpenses paid. In the last years, three teachers of the Faculty of Law went for doctoral and
post-doctoral studies to universities of Italy, Germany and the UK.
In order to support the further development of the young teachers at the level of the faculties,
there is a School of Pedagogical Excellence. Furthermore, the Division for Assessment of the
Quality of Education (see Chapter 5) is responsible for the introduction and dissemination of
innovative didactical methods and teaching technologies. The Division systematically visits
teachers’ classes, organises open classes of teachers which are afterwards discussed by
colleagues at the meetings of chairs and faculties. Faculty members are asked for their
feedback. Such meetings of the teaching staff are held regularly and address issues of the
educational, methodical and research work, the development of modules and study
programmes (see Chapter 5).
In addition to their main obligations, some teachers also act as Bachelor students’ advisers
and scientific supervisors for Master students.
Advisers are appointed from among the full-time teaching staff. The list of advisers is
approved by the Deans of the Faculties. One adviser is responsible for a group of Bachelor
students consisting of 20-25 students for the entire duration of study. Advisers assist
students in defining their individual study tracks, determining the direction of their scientific
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research and the choice of supervisors for the Bachelor theses, finding places for
internships, choosing paths for their personal development, including the recommendations
on extracurricular activities at the University.
Supervisors – teachers with at least a PhD degree and 3 years of pedagogical experience –
are in charge of creating necessary conditions for carrying out research work of students,
which includes providing advice during the dissertation research, giving feedback on the
scientific work and helping in the selection of places for internships.
In the process of training, students have an opportunity to receive consultation by lecturers
on a regular basis. Teachers individually support students as part of the “independent work
of students under the guidance of a teacher” which is provided for each module according to
a consultation schedule. There are reception hours for parents and other interested parties
set out by the management of the chairs and faculties. The Dean's Office for the work with
students is established, which aims at supporting students during the study process and
providing them with additional services.

Appraisal:
The ENU generally defines the structure and number as well as the necessary qualification
of
teaching staff in accordance with the state requirements. Thus, even when professional
activities of teachers in other organisations are taken into account, the structure and number
of the faculty correspond to the programmes’ requirements and ensure that the students
reach the intended qualification objectives. The faculty’s composition, consisting of the
permanent full-time and external teachers, guarantees that both the academic standards and
the requirements of professional practice are fully satisfied.
The academic qualification of the faculty also corresponds with the objectives of the study
programmes. The University verifies the qualifications of the faculty members by means of
an established procedure.
Specific measures for the further qualification of the faculty members are implemented. Still,
in order to strengthen the foreign language competence of students, the panel recommends
to pay more attention to the English language proficiency of teachers, both by means of
further qualification of the resident teachers and within the procedure of the competitive
selection of teaching staff.
The pedagogical and didactic qualification of the teaching staff is in line with teachers’ tasks
in the programmes. The ENU ensures that assessors are familiar with existing testing and
examination methods and receive support in developing their skills in this field.
The panel is confident that the faculty members of both Faculties have the above-average
professional and business experience and use it in their teaching activities.
The faculty members cooperate with each other for the purpose of tuning the modules
towards
the overall qualification objectives and introducing modern teaching methods. Meetings of all
those teaching in the programmes, both at the level of the Chairs and the Faculties, take
place regularly. Scientific projects are conducted cooperatively by groups of teachers.
Student support and coaching are an integral part of the services provided by the academic
staff of the Faculties. The panel welcomes the individual support and supervision provided
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for the students by the teaching staff. Lecturers are clearly dedicated to their work and
demonstrate great responsibility for their students.
During the interview, students reported that they are content with the support they receive.

Exceptional

4.1
Faculty
4.1.1* Structure and quantity of faculty in
relation to curricular requirements
(Asterisk Criterion)
4.1.2* Academic qualification of faculty
(Asterisk Criterion)
4.1.3* Pedagogical / didactical qualification of
faculty (Asterisk Criterion)
4.1.4 Practical business experience of faculty
4.1.5* Internal cooperation (Asterisk Criterion)
4.1.6* Student support by the faculty (Asterisk
Criterion)
4.1.7(*) Student support in distance learning
(only relevant and an Asterisk Criterion
for blended-learning/distance learning
programmes)

4.2

Exceeds
Does not
Meets quality
quality
meet quality
requirements
requirements
requirements

n.r.

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Programme management

The management of the study programmes in State Audit and State and Local Government
is represented by the Dean of the Faculty of Economics, the Deputy Deans for Academic
Affairs, Scientific Work and Work with Students, as well as the Heads of two Chairs: the
Chair of Management and the Chair of State Audit. The programmes in Jurisprudence are
managed by the Dean of the Faculty of Law, the Deputy Deans for Scientific Work and Work
with Students, as well as the Heads of three Chairs: the Chair of Criminal Law, the Chair of
Civil, Labour and Environmental Law and the Chair of Theory and History of State and Law,
as well as Constitutional Law.
The Chairs are the basic organisational units responsible for study programmes. They
supervise programme-related activities, coordinate and support the work of teachers who
develop and conduct particular modules, organize the work of the educational and
methodological commissions (see Chapter 5).
In order to coordinate the development of the ENU’s study programmes at the University
level, the Academic Council on the Development and Expertise of Study Programmes has
been established, which is responsible for the development of the curricula in accordance
with the state regulations, the University-internal regulations and the stakeholders’ needs, as
well as for the quality of the study programmes. The Council includes the leading teachers,
students as well as practitioners and employers, among the latter are the members of
“Atameken”, the National Chamber of Entrepreneurs of the Republic of Kazakhstan. The
Academic Council is sub-divided into several sections (working groups) on different subject
areas (e.g. the Law section), where the representatives of the Faculties, together with
stakeholders, develop the concepts and the main documents of the study programmes (see
also Chapter 5).
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Students are furthermore involved in the work of the collegiate governing bodies: the
Scientific and Methodological Council of the University and the Scientific Councils of the
Faculties. There is a student government at the ENU (Student Council, Council of Heads of
Academic Groups). The rights and responsibilities of students are regulated by the ENU’s
internal documents: the Academic Policy of the University, the Code of Honor and Student
Conduct, the Regulation on the Council of Heads of Academic Groups, the Regulation on the
Student Council, the Regulation on Volunteering Activities and others. According to the ENU,
the Council of Heads of Academic Groups takes an active part in the evaluation of study
programmes. Its activities are aimed at promoting the improvement of the study and research
processes and ensuring students’ awareness of the decisions made with regard to the
programmes.
For freshmen students, the University holds an annual adaptation week, which is aimed at
familiarizing students with the organization of the study process and the work of structural
units. In order to ensure that the students are informed, each of them is provided with the
“Student’s Guide”, which describes the University’s Academic Policy, the rights and duties of
students and the rules on examinations and credit technology.
The Service Center for Students provides consulting services to students on academic,
organizational and social issues throughout the entire period of study.
With a view to administrative support of the faculty staff, the Center for Distance
Technologies has been created in 2018. Its activities include:
 imbedding of distance learning technologies in the study process;
 providing consultations for teachers and assisting the professional development of
teachers in the application of distance learning technologies;
 creating conditions for the faculty staff to develop and update educational resources (e.g.
online courses and video lectures).
The ENU is equipped with the “Platonus” automated information system, through which
students are provided with learning and methodological materials and have access to the
records on their study progress.
For continuous professional development, the University offers its staff members the
opportunity of taking part in refresher courses, workshops and training seminars. In order to
stimulate the professional development of teachers and to improve the quality of teaching
and research activities, a system of Key Performance Indicators (hereafter KPI) has been
introduced for academic and administrative staff, supported by the corresponding system of
financial incentives.
The University furthermore provides incentives for the professional and personal
development of teachers and staff, e.g. by awarding certificates, prizes, introducing
candidates for the titles “Honored Worker of Education of the Republic of Kazakhstan”, “Best
Teacher”, “Best Curator”.
The Registrar’s Office of the ENU provides further administrative support. One of its basic
functions is to organise the examination sessions and the corresponding appeal procedure. It
also maintains the database of students’ educational achievements during the entire period
of study and issues transcripts of records to the students at their request.
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Appraisal:
The organisation of the study process is based on the University-internal regulations and
ensures the smooth operation of the study programmes. The Heads of the Chairs and the
administration of the Faculties coordinate the activities of everyone involved in the
programmes.
Sufficient staff is available at all levels of the University’s administration. Decision-making
processes, authority and responsibilities are clearly defined. Teachers, students and
employers are included in the decision-making processes.
The ENU offers both the teaching and the administrative staff opportunities for continuous
professional development.
The University has convincingly demonstrated that students are supported well and the
opportunities of electronic service support are used.

Exceptional

4.2
Programme management
4.2.1* Programme Director (Asterisk Criterion)
4.2.2 Process organisation and administrative
support for students and faculty

4.3

Exceeds
Does not
Meets quality
quality
meet quality
requirements
requirements
requirements

n.r.

X
X

Cooperation and partnerships

The University’s strong focus on supporting Eurasian integration is reflected in the
international policy of its Faculties, which are engaged in a wide range of cooperation
activities with the universities from the neighbouring countries and member states of the
Eurasian Economic Union.
The Faculty of Economics, at which the programmes in State Audit and State and Local
Government are offered, has signed agreements with 24 foreign universities from Belarus,
China, Czech Republic, Hungary, Kyrgyzstan, Lithuania, Peru, Poland, Romania, Russia
Turkey, Switzerland and Ukraine. These agreements are used for incoming and outgoing
academic mobility of students and teachers, as well as for providing Master students with
places for research internships abroad (see Chapter 3.4).
The ENU plays an integral part in the development of the G-Global initiative, which was
launched by President Nursultan Nazarbayev and is aimed at attracting wider circles of in the
progressive world community to discuss issues of global development. The key element of
the project is the G-Global communication platform, where users can participate in activities
of international organisations, such as the Eurasian Economic Club of Scientists, the Astana
Club of Nobel Prize Laureates and the Astana Economic Forum. The Faculty of Economics
uses the platform “G-Global” for taking part in online conferences on the issues of State
Audit, together with universities from the neighbouring countries.
The international cooperation of the Faculty of Law is based on more than 100 cooperation
agreements with foreign HEIs, including universities from Russia (Lomonosov Moscow State
University, RUDN University, Saint Petersburg State University, Tyumen State University,
Siberian Federal University, North Caucasus Federal University, Altai State University),
Belarus (Belarusian State University), Kyrgyzstan (Kyrgyz National University named after J.
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Balasagyn, Kyrgyz State University named after I. Arabaev), Azerbaijan (Baku State
University), Turkey (Istanbul University, Ankara Hacı Bayram Veli University), Poland
(University of Warsaw, University of Wrocław), USA (University of Pittsburgh, Washington
State University), China (China University of Political Science and Law, Renmin University of
China), Lithuania (Vilnius University, Vytautas Magnus University), Italy (University of
Padova), Spain (University of Córdoba) and others.
The Faculty of Law also mentions that agreements on double-diploma programmes in the
field of Jurisprudence have been concluded on the Master level with two universities in
Russia: the RUDN University and the Tyumen State University (latter within the
specialization “Protection of Human Rights and Business”. As part of this double-diploma
programmes, which were not subject to the current accreditation procedure, there has been
a student exchange between the ENU and the Russian universities.
Within the framework of cooperation agreements, the University regularly conducts joint
events with partner HEIs, which are reflected in the annual development plan of the ENU’s
Department of International Cooperation.
The implementation of the study programmes at hand takes place in close cooperation and
interaction with the ENU’s numerous partner organisations, including the Ministries of the
Republic of Kazakhstan, further state bodies and agencies, organs of the national judicial
system, research institutes and private companies (see Chapter 3.1). These partner
organisations offer places for internships to the students, provide expertise for the
development of the study programmes and support the employment of ENU’s graduates.

Appraisal:
Cooperation with HEIs and other academic institutions is pursued by the Faculty of
Economics and the Faculty of Law, which results in organising student internships abroad, in
inviting foreign students, visiting lecturers and the mobility of the ENU’s academic staff, as
well as in participation in international events. These activities have a clear impact on the
conception and implementation of the study programmes and contribute to the development
of the students’ qualification and skills. The scope and nature of this cooperation are
plausibly presented. The agreements forming the basis of the cooperation are documented.
The most intensive academic cooperation can be observed in relation to the HEIs of the
member countries of the Eurasian Economic Union, which corresponds to the Eurasian
profile of the University. Since Kazakhstan actively participates in the Bologna Process, the
panel recommends the Faculties to additionally establish stronger links with the universities
from the European Union and to use the agreements with leading universities for longer-term
internships of students and teachers.
Cooperation with further external partners is actively promoted by the ENU. The University
and both Faculties involve representatives of the employers’ organisations in all relevant
processes of study programmes’ development with a view to adapting these programmes to
the requirements of the labour market and the corresponding professions, which the panel
welcomes a lot. The established partnerships significantly contribute to the development of
qualifications and skills of the ENU’s students and to the quality of their final theses and
projects. Such cooperation has a formative impact on the profile of the graduates and
enhances their employability.
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Exceptional

4.3
Cooperation and partnerships
4.3.1(*) Cooperation with HEIs and other
academic institutions or networks
(Asterisk Criterion for cooperation
programmes)
4.3.2(*) Cooperation with business enterprises
and other organisations (Asterisk
Criterion for educational and vocational
programmes, franchise programmes)

4.4

Exceeds
Does not
Meets quality
quality
meet quality
requirements
requirements
requirements

n.r.

X

X

Facilities and equipment

One of the main goals of the University, as stated in the Strategy of the ENU, is the
development of its infrastructure and technical equipment.
The current infrastructure of the ENU comprises 22 objects: 7 academic-laboratory and
administrative buildings, 7 student houses and dormitories, the House of Young Scientists,
the small family dormitory for students and teaching staff, the “Eurasia” sports complex, the
canteens, the sports and recreation centre “Tұmar”, and the building of a scientific library.
The Faculty of Law is located in the main building of the ENU, and its classes are held there.
The Faculty of Economics has its office and conducts classes in the new 8-storey academic
and laboratory building, designed for 4 000 students, which entered service in 2003.
The academic buildings of the ENU comprise lecture halls, seminar rooms and laboratory
rooms.
The technical infrastructure includes 33 computer rooms and overall 2 500 computers.
Computer rooms provide access to the library’s network. They can be used for classes and
are also available for the students outside the class hours. Many classrooms are equipped
with multimedia facilities (projectors, whiteboards, and multimedia devices). Faculty staff and
students have free access to the WLAN.
On-site, the experts visited the Dean's office, the Department of Theory and History of State
and Law as well as Constitutional Law, the Belarus Center for Reference Legal Information
for Citizens of Kazakhstan, the courtroom, one of the computer rooms, the criminalistic
laboratory, the auditorium of the Notary Chamber of the Republic of Kazakhstan (in which the
legal clinic is located), the forensic office, the Registrar’s Office, the Alumni office, the Centre
for Career and Business Partnership, the Department of Educational and Methodical work
and the methodical office, the Call Center, the Service Center for Students, the scientific
library, the lecture hall of the department “Accounting and Analysis”, the specialized office of
the Chair of State Audit, etc.
The Faculty of Law has a specialized teaching and laboratory equipment at its disposal,
which is used to conduct practical training of students and research in Jurisprudence
programmes: the “Sonda” software and hardware complex “Automated Fingerprint
Information Retrieval System”, the “RASTER” automated workplace of a criminalistic expert,
the software and hardware complex “Automated ballistic information retrieval system” of the
information security system “Arsenal”, etc. Working with this professional equipment allows
students to acquire practical skills in detecting traces of criminal activity and solving crime
cases.
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The ENU’s information management is carried out based on the following information
systems:
 “Platonus”: the automated information system;
 SYNERGY.ENU: the electronic document management system;
 MAIL.ENU: the Email management system;
 MY.ENU: the information and service system;
 MOODLE.ENU: the distance learning system;
 CATALOG.ENU: the electronic library catalogue;
 KPI.ENU: Key Performance Indicators;
 LIBRARY.ENU: the electronic library;
 REPOSITORY.ENU: the repository of the scientific electronic library.
The total fund of the ENU’s scientific library as of the 2018-2019 academic year is 1 626 430
volumes. The electronic library provides access to the full-text databases of Springer,
Scopus, Science direct, Web of science, eLibrary USA, Oxford scholarship online,
Euromonitor International Passport, eBook Academic Collection, Academic Search
Complete, the ELS (electronic library system) “IPRbook”, the ELS “Polpred”, the ELS
Znanium.com, the Epigraph Database, the Kazakhstan National Electronic Library, and
others. The current volume of the electronic library comprises 152 129 bibliographic records,
including 17 825 scientific articles.

Appraisal:
During the site visit, the panel had the opportunity to see the facilities of the ENU and both
Faculties offering the study programmes at hand. In the view of the panel, the number and
size of teaching rooms as well as the media and IT equipment of facilities are in line with the
needs described for the programmes. Access to the wireless internet is provided free of
charge. A sufficient number of group rooms is available.
The rooms in the main building are properly equipped for disabled students and give them
barrier-free access.
The opening hours of the library take students’ needs sufficiently into account. Access to the
literature and journals as well as to digital media (e.g. electronic media, databases) is
ensured. The literature required for the study programme is available in the library and also
kept up to date.

Exceptional

4.4
Facilities and equipment
4.4.1* Quantity, quality, media and IT
equipment of teaching and group rooms
(Asterisk Criterion)
4.4.2* Access to literature (Asterisk Criterion)
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Does not
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quality
meet quality
requirements
requirements
requirements

n.r.

X
X
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4.5 Additional services
On-site, the panel visited the Centre for Career and Business Partnership of the ENU, which
tasks are, among others:
 to coordinate the ENU’s activities related to students’ internships by:
- establishing and developing long-term partnerships with enterprises and institutions,
- maintaining a database of organizations cooperating with the University on the issues
of internships and employment of graduates,
- conducting methodological seminars on planning and organization of internships,
- summarizing the experience of cooperation with external organizations,
 to promote students’ employment by:
- organizing annual job fairs and meetings, where companies can introduce
themselves and inform graduates about the prospects and development trends of
particular industries;
- advising students on various issues referring to the job search, such as writing a CV
and preparing for a job interview,
- and even actively searching for jobs for ENU’s graduates and sending their CVs to
potential employers.
The website of the University in the section “Base of contracts” contains information about
enterprises with which cooperation agreements have been concluded (currently, 1 593
organisations). Information on job offers, internships and up-coming events is posted on the
Instagram account of the ENU.
Students can either get information online or visit the Centre and get a personal advice onsite.
The Alumni Association of the ENU has been founded in order to strengthen both the
contacts between the University and its graduates and the corporate spirit among students
and alumni of all generations. Meetings of graduates are organized annually. Currently, the
electronic database of graduates is being developed at the ENU.
Both Faculties and also the Chair of State Audit have their own Alumni Clubs.
The University organises ENUTalks, the regular meetings with graduates who have achieved
significant success in economics, politics, science and other professional areas, and who are
ready to share their experience with ENU’s students.

Appraisal:
The panel appreciates the range of career counselling and placement services offered by the
ENU to its students and graduates. During the site visit, the panel had the opportunity to talk
to the very dedicated and motivated staff of the Centre for Career and Business Partnership.
Students can receive counselling on an individual basis. The activities of the Centre are
planned on a long-time basis, performed regularly, and are actively marketed. The University
also brings its graduates in contact with representatives of the employers’ organisations at
regular events. The panel is convinced that the career services provided by the ENU
facilitate the employability of its graduates.
An alumni organisation at the University level as well as the alumni clubs at the level of the
Faculties have been set up with the aim of developing an alumni network. Alumni activities
and events are performed regularly.
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Exceptional

4.5
4.5.1

Exceeds
Does not
Meets quality
quality
meet quality
requirements
requirements
requirements

4.5.2

Additional services
Career counselling and placement
service
Alumni Activities

4.6

Financing of the study programmes (Asterisk Criterion)

n.r.

X
X

As a National University, the ENU is state-funded, including the costs of teaching staff,
administrative staff, facilities, library and other services.
The student body of the ENU is financed through the budgetary funding, the placement of the
state educational orders for the training of specialists (state educational grants) as well as
the tuition fees from students without state grants.
The rules for calculation of tuition fees per student for the state-funded HEIs are approved by
the Ministry of Education and Science. A tuition fee per student is calculated based on the
number of teaching staff involved in the programme. The total number of teachers is defined
by the ratio of students to one teacher.
The purchase of technical equipment and teaching materials is carried out according to the
public procurement plan, which is annually approved by a commission headed by the Rector
of the University.

Appraisal:
The ENU is funded from the State budget. The system of educational grants and tuition fees
ensures that the University receives resources on the basis of an actual number of students
and can thus finance its teaching activities. Within the limits of a review process and with
regard to the financial stability of the University in recent years, the panel concludes that the
financing of the study programmes is ensured for the entire accreditation period.

Exceptional

4.6*

Financing of the study programmes
(Asterisk Criterion)
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Does not
Meets quality
quality
meet quality
requirements
requirements
requirements

n.r.

X
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5 Quality assurance and documentation
The ENU has established a quality assurance system working on the level of the institution
as the whole, its faculties and study programmes. This system comprises several subsystems, which are based on different technologies, methods and tools, and it involves both
internal and external stakeholders.
At the University level, the Department for Strategic Development is in charge of the quality
assurance policy of the ENU. This structural unit combines three divisions: 1. The Division for
Strategic Planning and Monitoring; 2. The Division for Accreditation and Rating; 3. The
Division for Assessment of the Quality of Education.
The main task of the Division for Strategic Planning and Monitoring is to organise and
supervise the implementation of the Development Strategy of the ENU for 2018-2020 at all
levels of the University’s activities.
The function of the Division for Accreditation and Rating is to support the national institutional
accreditation of the ENU as well as the accreditation of the study programmes by national
and international agencies included in the National Register of Accreditation Bodies of the
Ministry of Education and Science. The ENU has been institutionally accredited by the
Kazakh national accreditation agency IQAA. Since 2011, a wide range of study programmes
of the University have obtained accreditation from the national agencies IAAR and IQAA, as
well as from the European agencies ASIIN and ACQUIN (Germany). The Division also
manages the participation of the ENU in national and international university rankings.
The Division for Assessment of the Quality of Education organises internal audits in
accordance with the ENU’s ESG-based internal quality assurance standards; coordinates the
development and updates of the internal regulatory documents; conducts surveys of internal
and external stakeholders and monitors the degree of their satisfactions; analyses the Key
Performance Indicators (hereafter KPI) of the academic staff, heads of chairs and deans of
faculties; coordinates the functioning of the automated KPI information system.
One of the key elements of the ENU’s quality assurance of teaching is the so-called “system
of educational and methodological work” (hereafter EMW). This system has both internal
(within the University) and also external (within the system of higher education of
Kazakhstan) responsibilities. The latter include the task of making proposals to the Ministry
of Education and Science for improvement of state regulations and the classification of study
programmes, including the development of the state compulsory educational standards in
particular subject areas of higher education. This applies particularly to the field of state
audit: several teachers of the Chair of State Audit are members of the Educational and
Methodological Association of the Republican Educational and Methodical Council of the
Ministry of Education and Science for the disciplines of Business, Management and Law
(Section: State Audit).
With regard to the quality of the University-internal processes, the ENU’s EMW is carried out
in order to integrate science and education, improve the educational process, provide the
educational process with teaching and methodical documentation, develop and implement
new learning technologies and provide further training for teachers at the University.
The EMW comprises, among others, the following areas of responsibility:
 development and implementation of modern teaching materials as well as electronic
learning, information and library systems;
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development / analysis of the quality of curricula, textbooks, teaching materials and
teaching aids (including electronic media), tests and other forms of assessing of
students’ academic progress;
synthesis and dissemination of the best teaching experience and information
technologies in learning;
monitoring of the adequate supply of literature and methodological materials for the
teaching process;
methodological support for the self-study work of students;
analysis of the quality of teaching and the level of academic achievements of
students;
organisation of seminars, conferences, workshops on improving the teaching
process.

The EMW is organised in a hierarchical way. The Vice Rector for Academic Affairs holds the
chief position for the educational process of the University and has overall responsibility for
the operational management of the EMW system. The main administrative body of ENU with
regard to the university-internal EMW is the Scientific and Methodological Council of the
University (hereafter SMC), which is a collegial consultative unit aimed at discussing and
making recommendations to the administration of the University on scientific and
methodological issues and the educational policy. The SMC operates in order to determine
the direction and the mechanisms of the University-internal quality assurance and to assist
the structural units of the University in the implementation of the principles of quality
management. Members of the SMC are deans and heads of administrative departments.
At the level of the faculties and chairs, the EMW is conducted by educational and
methodological commissions, which are working groups including academic staff and
students, organised in order to coordinate and improve the teaching process, develop the
curricula and syllabi design, and introduce new methods and technologies into the learning
process.
The EMW is also performed by teachers on the basis of individual plans, coordinated by the
educational and methodological commissions of the chairs and faculties. This work involves
planning and conducting public lectures, mutual visits to the colleagues’ classes and the
subsequent collegial discussions at the department meetings with the suggestions for
improvement.
The implementation of the study programmes is carried out using a system of planning,
monitoring, reporting and continuous improvement.
The University attaches importance to the documentation of its processes and the clear
distribution of functions and responsibilities. All academic activities, including the design,
approval and further development of the study programmes, are regulated by internal orders:
The Rules of organization and implementation of the educational and methodological work;
The Regulation on the Academic Council on the Development and Expertise of Study
Programmes; Methodical guidelines for the development of study programmes, including
experimental and innovative study programs; The Regulation on the control of the learning
achievements of students etc.
The Academic Council on the Development and Expertise of Study Programmes, which
coordinates the development of the study programmes at the University level, develops the
passports of the study programmes, the main curricula, the catalogues of elective disciplines
as well as the methodological recommendations on internships and theses. The drafts of
these documents are then considered by the educational and methodological commissions
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of the chairs and faculties, the ENU’s Council of Employers, the SMC of the University, and
then, after being endorsed by these bodies, are approved by the Rector of the University.
The documentation for particular modules (educational and methodical complexes of
disciplines), including the syllabi, is developed by individual teachers in accordance with the
„Methodical recommendations for the development of teaching materials” of the ENU. The
drafts are considered by collegial bodies of the chairs and faculties and are then approved by
the deans of the faculties. The educational and methodical complexes of disciplines are
updated annually.
Teachers also contribute to monitoring and improving the quality of the programmes, e.g. by
evaluating the results achieved during the study process or by making proposals for the
introduction of new modules (e.g. elective courses), whereby all suggestions are recorded in
the protocols of the meetings of the chairs and faculties. For the programmes in State Audit
and State and Local Government, particular modules introduced on the suggestion of the
teachers were listed in the self-assessment report.
Students and employers are also given the opportunity to make suggestions on the content
of the programmes. At the suggestion of employers and students, seven modules have been
included in the Bachelor programme in State Audit, aiming at strengthening research skills
and practical knowledge on the modern budget, treasury and information systems, on the
effective execution of the state budget as well as on financial law.
Upon approval by the Academic Council and the Rector of the ENU, the documentation of
the study programmes is published in the “Platonus” automated information system and on
the ENU website.
The University reports that monitoring of the implementation of the programmes on the level
of the faculties comprises a systematic collection and analysis of statistical data with regard
to a number of key indicators, e.g. the share of students who successfully passed the
examinations, the graduates’ employment rate and the share of graduates moving to the next
level of education; student intake; students’ satisfaction with the study conditions, study
process and learning outcomes; feedback from partner organizations, etc.
Considering the feedback from stakeholders as an important tool for evaluating and
improving the quality of the study programmes, the ENU conducts a number of regular
surveys:
 the survey “Teacher in the eyes of students” (the results are used for the Republican
contest “The Best Teacher of the Year”),
 the First-year student’s survey (“Platonus”-based),
 the survey on students’ satisfaction with the quality of the modules taught (“Platonus”based),
 the survey on students’ satisfaction with the quality of the experimental study
programmes (“Platonus”-based),
 the survey on students’ satisfaction with the organization of professional internships
(online),
 the survey on graduates’ satisfaction with the quality of educational services provided by
ENU (online),
 the survey on employers’ satisfaction with the quality of training of the ENU’s graduates
(online),
 the survey of academic staff on satisfaction with working conditions (“Platonus”-based),
 as well as sociological studies to determine the degree of stakeholders’ satisfaction with
the quality of educational services and the transparency of the University’s activities.
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The outcomes of the surveys are analysed and discussed at the meetings of the chairs and
other collegial decision-making bodies. The University states, that these results are taken
into account in the process of developing and updating the study programmes. The
outcomes of the surveys are available for internal stakeholders (teachers and students) in
the electronic document management system SYNERGY.ENU and “Platonus”. Besides that,
the results are published as brochures and sent to all relevant structural units of the
University; they are also presented on the LED screens on the campus. The decisions taken
based on stakeholders’ feedback are communicated to students through the “Platonus”
system. The academic advisors discuss the results of the surveys and the decisions taken
with the students of the respective programmes, which was confirmed by the students during
the site visit.
At the end of each academic year, students are asked by their advisors for their views on the
content of the programmes, the quality of modules, the actual workload, and the topics for
the final theses. At the chairs, there are “boxes for proposals” where students can submit
written suggestions. The proposals of students are documented in the protocols of the chairs’
meetings and are taken into account in the further development of the programmes.
Taking into account the opinion of the graduates on the lack of the teamwork skills, which
has been expressed in the graduates’ survey, the teachers were recommended to focus
more on fostering those skills through various teaching methods, e.g. the implementation of
group projects, business games and working in small groups.
The quality assurance policy of the ENU also applies to the activities carried out by external
partners including the organisations offering places for internships and partner HEIs. Quality
requirements for external services are reflected in the technical specifications: The
Regulation on academic mobility of students, academic staff, administrative-management
staff, and researchers; The Rules for Internships etc.
The basic information about the ENU, its strategic documents, as well as the latest news are
published on the ENU website.
Processes related to the implementation of the study programmes are documented and
accessible to the internal stakeholders in the electronic document management system of
the ENU under the headings “Professional Practice”, “Study process”, “Educational and
methodical work”, “Research work”, “Control of educational achievements” etc.
In the “Platonus” system, students have access to the information on study programmes,
particular modules and their syllabi, internships, teaching materials, criteria for assessing
learning outcomes, and grades.
The main documents belonging to the study programmes are also available on the ENU
website, including the approved curricula, conditions for the recognition of prior learning,
requirements and rules for awarding academic degrees, professional profile of graduates,
catalogues of elective disciplines, study programmes’ development plans etc.
The University’s website and the websites of the both Faculties provide information on the
various aspects of the study process, including:
 academic calendar and information on the organization of the examination sessions;
 information on the credit technology and the workload of students, the method of the GPA
calculation, etc.;
 instructions on the organization of the independent work of students and the work with
educational and scientific literature;
 academic staff, etc.
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The Faculty of Economics states that it has updated and further developed its website
following the recommendations of the IAAR experts given in the framework of the initial
accreditation of the programmes in the field of State and Local Government. A more detailed
description of the study programs is published, comprising information on professional
competencies, qualifications assigned, specializations, specifics of the profession and the
labour market, requirements for admission and tuition fees.
The chairs prepare annual overviews of activities in the form of reports on the
implementation of their operational plans and submit these reports in the electronic
document management system. In addition, the reports on activities of the chairs are
published in paper form and are approved by the faculties.
The ENU publishes an annual handbook “The Student’s Guide” containing information on the
University and its faculties, the academic calendar for the current year of study, the
description of the study process, student life and services at the ENU as well as the list of
contact persons at the faculty and the University level.
As part of the preparation for the admission campaign, the ENU publishes further information
booklets on its study programmes.

Appraisal:
For its study programmes, the ENU has a system of quality assurance and development in
place, which involves all administrative levels of the University, different quality assurance
instruments and relevant parties.
One of the strong points of this system is the clear definition of rules, processes and
responsibilities, which has been demonstrated to the panel with a comprehensive set of
documentation representing different aspects of the University’s academic policy.
Among further strengths of this system especially notable is the involvement of key
stakeholders – students, graduates, teachers, employers and professionals – in the different
mechanisms of quality assurance.
Academic staff is to a great extent in charge of the development, monitoring and further
improvement of the particular modules and the study programmes as the whole. The
structure and the content of the study programmes are considered at the meetings of
collegial bodies and are approved in the prescribed manner. Monitoring of the
implementation of these decisions is regularly carried out. Teachers annually take part in the
evaluation of their working conditions; the outcomes of the survey are communicated and
provide input for the quality development process.
It is to be welcomed that the teachers of the ENU, individually and in groups, take a great
deal of responsibility for assuring and enhancing the quality of the study programmes by
designing the content of the programmes and the accompanying materials, engaging in the
University-internal EMW at different levels, taking part in evaluations and sometimes even
contributing to the formulation of the state compulsory standards. During the site visit, the
panel was impressed by the personal engagement of the teachers of both Faculties, actively
participating in shaping their programmes.
Students and employers are involved in the work of the collegial bodies in charge of
programmes’ design. The documents presented by the University as well as the panel
interviews with students and employers during the site visit have shown that the stakeholders
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have in fact used this possibility to make an impact on the content of the programmes at
hand. This allows to take into account interests and the specific expertise of the parties
concerned and to implement the study programmes which serve the needs of the future
graduates and the labour market. Concrete examples of changes made to the programmes
by teachers, students and employers were given to the panel before and during the site visit.
Evaluations by stakeholders are widely used at the ENU, whereby the University regards
surveys as the source of information needed for improvement of the quality of study
programmes and teaching, of the organization of educational process as well as of the
material and technical infrastructure.
Students are regularly given the possibility to evaluate the quality of teaching and the study
conditions. The outcomes of the surveys and measures taken as a consequence are
communicated to the students.
In the Survey on students’ satisfaction with the quality of the modules taught, students are
asked whether they are satisfied with the volume of tasks given in the modules and the time
allotted for their implementation. The possible answers range from “completely satisfied” to
“not satisfied” and “no answer”. In the panel’s view, in this particular case the questionnaire
design only allows for a very general analysis of the student workload, since students are not
asked for the amount of hours spent on the different types of work, especially on their selfstudies. The experts recommend to formulate the question and the possible answers on the
workload more precisely in order to receive well evaluable results. These concrete outcomes
should be used for the workload adjustment in cases where the actual workload (teaching
time, self-study time, examinations) does not fully correspond with the estimated workload.
An external evaluation by alumni is carried out on a regular basis and in accordance with a
prescribed procedure; the outcomes provide input for the quality development process.
However, it is not quite clear to the panel how further information on the employment of
graduates is collected and interpreted. In addition to the survey on graduates' satisfaction
with the quality of educational services, the experts recommend the University to conduct
systematic alumni tracking studies and use the results to improve the quality of study
programmes.
In addition to other surveys, evaluation by employers has been introduced as one of the main
tools of gaining information needed for further improvement of programmes. The panel
appreciates this systematic involvement of employers in the development and quality
assessment of programmes, which is conducted by the Faculty of Law and the Faculty of
Economics, the related Chairs as well as the ENU’s Division for Assessment of the Quality of
Education.
The panel considers that the quality assurance system which systematically and
continuously monitors and develops the quality of the programmes with respect to its
contents, processes, and outcomes, has been set up. Still, the experts got the impression
that this system has potential for further improvement. It is not always obvious, how the
different elements of this quality system are interlinked and how different quality assurance
tools (EMW, KPI, surveys etc.) are geared towards the systematic pursuit of the University’s
Strategy. The panel recommends to integrate all elements and to establish a comprehensive
and cohesive system of quality assurance geared to the fulfilment of the strategic objectives
of the University, its units and study programmes. This could be documented in a quality
handbook, which would contain the main processes, all parties involved in the development
process, the quality assurance instruments and their use, the main development targets and
the results of measures taken to improve quality.
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The study programmes’ content, curricula and examination regulations have been suitably
documented and published. The ENU also regularly publishes current information about the
study programmes. Both the relevant documentation and the information on the various
aspects of the study process are available to students and teachers via the “Platonus” and
the SYNERGY.ENU systems and to the external parties via the ENU’s website so that
transparency is generally ensured.
The panel also welcomes the fact that the Faculty of Economics has revised its website
based on the recommendations given in the initial IAAR accreditation. However, the general
quality-related information on the University’s website is partly still outdated. For instance,
the information on the positioning in the QS World University Rankings on the University’s
homepage was last updated in 2013; in the English version, the Department for Strategic
Development is still presented as the Office on Bologna process etc. The panel therefore
recommends to regularly review the homepages of the University and the faculties in all
three language versions (Kazakh, Russian and English) and to make sure they provide an
up-to-date information.
The experts have also noticed that a large part of the information on the study programmes
is only available with the login data. The panel recommends the University to consider
making more information on its website open to the public so that external stakeholders and
potential students have a better insight into the study process.
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Quality profile
HEI: L.N.Gumilyov Eurasian National University
Bachelor / Master programme:
Jurisprudence (Bachelor)
Jurisprudence (Master)
State Audit (Bachelor)
State Audit (Master)
State and Local Government (Bachelor)
State and Local Government (Master)
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Exceptional

3.1.7* Examination and final thesis (Asterisk
Criterion)
3.2
Structure
3.2.1* Modular structure of the study
programme (Asterisk Criterion)
3.2.2* Study and exam regulations (Asterisk
Criterion)
3.2.3* Feasibility of study workload (Asterisk
Criterion)
3.2.4 Equality of opportunity
3.3
Didactical concept
3.3.1* Logic and plausibility of the didactical
concept (Asterisk Criterion)
3.3.2* Course materials (Asterisk Criterion)
3.3.3 Guest lecturers
3.3.4 Lecturing tutors
3.4
Internationality
3.4.1* International contents and intercultural
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3.4.2 Internationality of the student body
3.4.3 Internationality of faculty
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Exceptional

faculty
4.3
Cooperation and partnerships
4.3.1( Cooperation with HEIs and other
*)
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(Asterisk Criterion for cooperation
programmes)
4.3.2( Cooperation with business enterprises
*)
and other organisations (Asterisk
Criterion for educational and vocational
programmes, franchise programmes)
4.4
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4.4.1* Quantity, quality, media and IT
equipment of teaching and group
rooms (Asterisk Criterion)
4.4.2* Access to literature (Asterisk Criterion)
4.5
Additional services
4.5.1 Career counselling and placement
service
4.5.2 Alumni Activities
4.6*
Financing of the study programme
(Asterisk Criterion)
5
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5.2
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5.2.1 Evaluation by students
5.2.2 Evaluation by faculty
5.2.3 External evaluation by alumni,
employers and third parties
5.3
Programme documentation
5.3.1* Programme description (Asterisk
Criterion)
5.3.2 Information on activities during the
academic year
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5
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charge
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t and
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A,B,C

ECTS

Пән атауы/
Нименование
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Пәннің
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д
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ин/
дисциплин/
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Module name and
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Язык обученияLanguage of
instruction

Annex 1: The Curriculum of the Bachelor study programme in Jurisprudence

1 семестр /1 семестр /semester 1
EDUC 21101
Жалпы білім
беру модулі.
Модуль общей
образованности.
Module of the
general education

Ақпараттықкоммуникациялық
AKT1105
технологиялар
IKT1105 Информационнокоммуникационные
ICT1105 технологии
Information and
communication
technology
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ЖБП МК
ООД ОК

A тобы

Ағылш
ын
Англии
йский

/группа А

Еnglish

GCD CC

90

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н
Exam

/ group А
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ӘҚа
УКа
UCa

Информатика
кафедрасы
Кафедра Информатики
Department of Computer
science

EDUC 21101
Жалпы білім
беру модулі.
Модуль общей
образованности.
Module of the
general education

K(O)T11
03
K(R)YA1
103
K (R)L
1103

Қазақ (орыс) тілі

ЖБП МК

Казахский (русский)
язык

ООД ОК

Kazakh (Russian)
language

GCD CC
A тобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

45

90

Kazakh
Russia
n

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

ӘҚа
УКа
UCa

Exam

Практикалық қазақ тілі
кафедрасы
Кафедра практического
казахского языка
Practical Kazakh l Орыс
филологиясы
кафедрасы

/группа А
/ group А

Кафедра русской
филологии
Department of Russian
Philology
anguage

EDUC 21101

ShT1104

Шетел тілі

ЖБП МК

Жалпы білім
беру модулі.
Модуль общей
образованности.

IYa1104

Иностранный язык

ООД ОК

FL 1104

Foreign language

GCD CC

Ағылш
ын
Англии
йский

A тобы

Еnglish

Module of the
general education

LAWS 22204Мемлекет және
құқық теориясы
Теория
государства и
права
Theory of state
and law

3

5

45

90

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

ӘҚа
УКа
UCa

Exam

Шетел тілдері
кафедрасы
Кафедра иностранных
языков
Foreign Languages
Department

/группа А
/ group А

MKT
1203

Мемлекет және
құқық теориясы

TGP120
3

Теория государства
BD CC
и права
A тобы
Theory of state and
law
/группа А

TSL
1203

БП МК
БД ОК

Қазақ/
Орыс

2

3

15

Kazakh
Russia
n

15

60

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н
Exam

/ group А

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Мемлекет және құқық
теориясы мен тарихы,
конституциялық құқық
кафедрасы
теория и история
государства и права,
конституционного
права
Department of the theory
and history of state and
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law, constitutional law
LAWS 22204Қазақстан
Республикасы
және шет
елдердің
мемлекет және
құқық тарихы
История
государства и
права
Республики
Казахстан и
зарубежных
стран
History of state
and law of the
Republic of
Kazakhstan and
the foreign
countries

RK1204
RP 1204

Рим құқығы
Римское право
Roman law*

RL 1204

БП ТК
БД КВ
ВD EK
B тобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

4

30

15

90

Kazakh
Russia
n

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Exam

/ group B

IGPRK
1205
HSLRK1
205

Қазақстан
Республикасының
мемлекет және
құқық тарихы

БП ТК

История
государства и
права Республики
Казахстан

B тобы

БД КВ
ВD EK

Қазақ/
Орыс

2

3

15

15

60

Kazakh
Russia
n

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Exam

Кәсіпкерлік және
бизнес
Предпринимательс
тво и бизнес
Entrepreneurship
and business
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Мемлекет және құқық
теориясы мен тарихы,
конституциялық құқық
кафедрасы
теория и история
государства и права,
конституционного
права

/группа B
/ group B

History of State and
Law of the Republic
of Kazakhstan*
MNGT21003
KB 1106
Экономикалық
PB 1106
және ұйымдық
басқарушылық
EB 1106
қызмет
негізіндегі
модуль. Модуль
основ
экономической и
организационноу
правленческой
деятельности.
The module of

Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права
Department of the civil
and ecological law

/группа B

KRMKT1
205

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы

Department of the theory
and history of state and
law, constitutional law
ЖБП/ТК
ООД/КВ
GCD/EC
A тобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30

Kazakh
Russia
n

15

90

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н
Exam

/группа А
/ group А
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ӘҚа
УКа
UCa

Кафедра экономики и
предпринимательства

bases economic
and
organizationally –
administrative
activity
2 семестр /2 семестр /semester 2
EDUC 21101
Жалпы білім
беру модулі.
Модуль общей
образованности.

KKZT11
01
SIK1101
MHK110
1

Module of the
general education

Қазақстанның
қазіргі заман
тарихы
Современная
история Казахстана
Modern history of
Kazakhstan

ЖБП МК
ООД ОК
GCD CC

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30

15

90

Kazakh
Russia
n

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

ӘҚа
УКа
UCa

Қазақстан
тарихы/Истории
Казахстана/History of
Kazakhstan

Exam

A тобы
/группа А
/ group А

EDUC 21101
Жалпы білім
беру модулі.
Модуль общей
образованности.
Module of the
general education

K
(O)T110
3
K(R)YA1
103

Қазақ (орыс) тілі

ЖБП МК

Казахский (русский)
язык

ООД ОК

Kazakh (Russian)
language

K
(R)L1103

GCD CC
A тобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

45

90

Kazakh
Russia
n

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

ӘҚа
УКа
UCa

Exam

Практикалық қазақ тілі
кафедрасы
Кафедра практического
казахского языка
Practical Kazakh l Орыс
филологиясы
кафедрасы

/группа А
/ group А

Кафедра русской
филологии
Department of Russian
Philology
anguage

EDUC 21101
Жалпы білім
беру модулі.

ShT
1104

Шетел тілі

ЖБП МК

Иностранный язык

ООД ОК

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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Ағылш
ын
Англии

3

5

45

Page 76

90

Емтиха
н
экзаме

ӘҚа
УКа

Шетел тілдері
кафедрасы
Кафедра иностранных

Модуль общей
образованности.

IYa1104

Foreign language

FL 1104

Module of the
general education

GCD CC

йский

н

A тобы

Еnglish

Exam

UCa

языков
Foreign Languages
Department

/группа А
/ group А

LAWS 22605Қазақстан
Республикасыны
ң
конституциялық
құқығы
Конституционно
е право
Республики
Казахстан
Constitutional law
of the Republic of
Kazakhstan

KRKK
1204

HIST21002
Стандарттар,
ережелер және
әлеуметтікэтникалық
нормалар
модулі.
Модуль
социальноэтических
норм, правил и
стандартов.
Module of social
ethical
standards, rules
and standards

RZh
1112

KPRK
1204
CLRK
1204

Қазақстан
Республикасының
конституциялық
құқығы
Конституционное
право Республики
Казахстан
Constitutional law of
the Republic of
Kazakhstan

БП МК
БД ОК
BD CC
А A тобы
/группа А
/ group А

Қазақ/
Орыс

2

3

15

15

60

Kazakh
Russia
n
Ағылш
ын
Англии
йский

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Exam

теория и история
государства и права,
конституционного
права
Department of the theory
and history of state and
law, constitutional law

Еnglish

RZh
1112
RZh
1112

Рухани жаңғыру

ЖБП/ТК

Рухани жангыру

ООД/КВ

Rukhani Zhangyru

GCD/EC

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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B тобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

Мемлекет және құқық
теориясы мен тарихы,
конституциялық құқық
кафедрасы

2

3

15

Kazakh
Russia
n

15

60

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н
Exam

/группа B
/ group B

Page 77

ӘҚc
УКc
UCc

Еуразиялық зерттеулер
кафедрасы
Кафедра Евразийских
исследований
Department of Eurasian
Studies

MATH 22005
Кәсіби қызметтің
физика
матиматикалық
негізі модулі
Модуль
физикоматемати
ческих основ
профессиональн
ой
деятельности.
Module of
physical and
mathematical
bases of
professional
activity.

СTCBK
1120
СTOP
1120
DTBA
1120

MNGT21003
Экономикалық
және ұйымдық
басқарушылық
қызмет
негізіндегі
модуль.
Модуль основ
экономической
и
организационноу
правленческой
деятельности.
The module of
bases economic
and
organizationally
administrative
activity.

TMIR
1121
KRDR
1121
SCBR
1121

HIST21002
Стандарттар,

STP
1117

Өнеркәсіп бойынша ЖБП/ТК
сандық
ООД/КВ
технологиялар
GCD/EC
Цифровые
технологии по
С тобы
отраслям
/группа С
применения
Digital technologies
by industry

/ group С

Тіл мәдениеті және
іскери риторика
Культура речи и
деловая риторика
Speech culture and
busi
ness rhetoric

ООД КВ
GCD EC
С тобы
/группа С
/ group С

Қазақ/
Орыс

2

3

15

15

60

Kazakh
Russia
n

Қазақ/
Орыс

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

ӘҚc
УКc
UCc

3

15

15

60

Kazakh
Russia
n

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

Кафедра Информатики
Department of Computer
science

Exam

2

Информатика
кафедрасы

ӘҚc
УКc
UCc

Exam

Теориялық және
қолданбалы
лингвистика
кафедрасы
Кафедра
теретической и
прикладной
лингвистики
Department of
Theoretical and
Applied Linguistics

Cаясат теориясы
мен

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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ЖБП ТК
ООД КВ

Қазақ/

2

3

15
Page 78

15

60

Емтиха
н

ӘҚc

Саясаттану кафедрасы

ережелер және
әлеуметтікэтникалық
нормалар
модулі.
Модуль
социальноэтических
норм, правил и
стандартов.
Module of social
ethical
standards, rules
and standards.

TPP
1117
TPP
1117

практикасы
Теория и практика
политики
Theory and practice
of
politics

GCD EC
С тобы

MNGT21003
BP 1109
Экономикалық
PU 1109
және ұйымдық
MP 1109
басқарушылық
қызмет
негізіндегі
модуль.
Модуль основ
экономической
и
организационноу
правленческой
деятельности.
The module of
bases economic
and
organizationally –
administrative
activity

Басқару
психологиясы
Психология
управления
Management
psychology

ЖБП ТК
ООД КВ
GCD EC
С тобы

MNGT21003
Экономикалық
және ұйымдық
басқарушылық
қызмет

Өзін-өзі тану
Самопознание
Self-knowledge

OOT
1115
Sp 1115
SK 1115

/группа С
/ group С

/группа С

Орыс

экзаме
н

Kazakh

Кафедра политологии

UCc

Department of Political
Science

ӘҚc

Әлеуметтік
педагогика
жәнеӛзін-ӛзітану
кафедрасы
Кафедра
Социальной
педагогики и
самопознания
Department of Social
pedagogy and
selfknowledge

Exam

Russia
n

Қазақ/
Орыс

УКc

2

3

15

15

60

Kazakh
Russia
n

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

УКc
UCc

Exam

/ group С

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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ЖБП ТК
ООД КВ
GCD EC
С тобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

2

3

30

Kazakh

Page 79

60

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

ӘҚc
УКc
UCc

Әлеуметтік
педагогика
жәнеӛзін-ӛзітану
кафедрасы
Кафедра

негізіндегі
модуль.
Модуль основ
экономической
и
организационноу
правленческой
деятельности.
The module of
bases economic
and
organizationally –
administrative
activity.

/группа С
/ group С

HIST21002
Стандарттар,
ережелер және
әлеуметтікэтникалық
нормалар
модулі.
Модуль
социальноэтических
норм, правил и
стандартов.
Module of social
ethical
standards, rules
and standards

Mad
1118
Kul 1118
CS 1118

HIST21002
Стандарттар,
ережелер және
әлеуметтікэтникалық
нормалар
модулі.
Модуль

Saya
1123
Pol 1123
PS1123

Мәдениеттану
Культурология
Cultural studies

ЖБП ТК
ООД КВ
GCD EC
С тобы
/группа С

Russia
n

Қазақ/
Орыс

Exam

2

3

15

15

60

Kazakh
Russia
n

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

Социальной
педагогики и
самопознания
Department of Social
pedagogy and
selfknowledge

ӘҚв

Философия кафедрасы

УКв

Кафедра философии

UCв

Department of
Philosophy

ӘҚв

Саясаттану
кафедрасы
Кафедра
политологии
Department of
Political Science

Exam

/ group С
GCD EC
В тобы/
группа В/
group В

Саясаттану
Политология
Political Science

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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ЖБП ТК
ООД КВ
GCD EC
С тобы
/группа С

Қазақ/
Орыс

2

3

15

Kazakh
Russia
n

15

60

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н
Exam

/ group С
Page 80

УКв
UCв

социальноэтических
норм, правил и
стандартов.
Module of social
ethical
standards, rules
and standards
HIST21002
Стандарттар,
ережелер және
әлеуметтікэтникалық
нормалар
модулі.
Модуль
социальноэтических норм,
правил и
стандартов.
Module of social
ethical
standards, rules
and standards

Aleu
1122
Soc
1122
Soc
1122

HIST21002
Стандарттар,
ережелер және
әлеуметтікэтникалық
нормалар
модулі.
Модуль
социальноэтических норм,
правил и
стандартов.
Module of social
ethical

SZhKMN

Әлеуметтану
Социология
Sociology

ЖБП ТК
ООД КВ
GCD EC
С тобы
/группа С

Қазақ/
Орыс

2

3

15

15

60

Kazakh
Russia
n

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

ӘҚв
УКв
UCв

Exam

/ group С

21003
OAK
21003
FACC
21003

Сыбайлас
жемқорлыққа қарсы
мәдениеттің негізі
Основы
антикоррупционной
культуры
Fundamentals of
anti-corruption
culture

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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ЖБП ТК
ООД КВ
GCD EC
С тобы
/группа С

Қазақ/
Орыс

2

3

15

Kazakh
Russia
n

15

60

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н
Exam

/ group С

ӘҚв
УКв
UCв

Әлеуметтану
кафедрасы
Кафедра
Социологии
Department
Module of social ethical
standards, rules and
standards.
group В Of
Sociology

Мемлекет және құқық
теориясы мен тарихы,
конституциялық құқық
кафедрасы
теория и история
государства и права,
конституционного
права
Department of the theory
and history of state and
law, constitutional law

Page 81

standards, rules
and standards
Отбасы құқығы

OK 2208

Отбасы құқығы

БП ТК

Семейное
право*

CP 2208

Семейное право

БД КВ

FL 2208

Family law

BD EK

Family law

В тобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

4

30

15

90

КҚА
ПКА

Kazakh

PCА

Russia
n

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы
Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права
Department of the civil
and ecological law

/группа В
/ group В

Итого кредитов за 1 курс

37

60

2

3

225

330

11
10

30

60

3 семестр /3 семестр /semester 3
PhLG 22004
Қатынасу және іс
қағаздарын
жүргізудің кәсіби
тілдер
модулі
Модуль
профессиональн
ых
языков общения
и
делопроизводст
ва
Module of
vernaculars of
communication
and office-work

KBShT2
202

HIST21002
Стандарттар,
ережелер және

FiI 2102

Философия

ЖБП МК

FiI 2102

Философия

ООД ОК

POIYa
2202
POFL22
02

Кәсіби бағытталған
шет тілі
Профессиональноориентированный
иностранный язык
Professionally
oriented foreign
language

БП МК

BD CC

Ағылш
ын
Англии
йский

A тобы

Еnglish

БД ОК

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

ЖКҚ
А

ОПК
А

Exam

Шетел тілдері
кафедрасы
Кафедра иностранных
языков

DICА

Foreign Languages
Department

ӘҚв

Философия
кафедрасы
Кафедра философии

/группа А
/ group А

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30

Page 82

15

90

Емтиха
н
экзаме

УКв

әлеуметтікэтникалық
нормалар
модулі.
Модуль
социальноэтических
норм, правил и
стандартов.
Module of social
ethical
standards, rules
and standards

FiI 2102

LAWS 32606Қазақстан
Республикасыны
ң азаматтық
құқығы (жалпы
бөлім)

KRAK(Z
hB)2205

Гражданское
право
Республики
Казахстан

Philosophy

GCD CC

Kazakh

н

A тобы

Russia
n

Exam

/группа А

UCв

Department of
Philosophy

КҚА

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы

/ group А

GPRK
(OCh)
2205
CLRK
(G)2205

Қазақстан
Республикасының
азаматтық құқығы
(жалпы бөлім)

БП МК
БД ОК
BD CC

Гражданское право
Республики
Казахстан

A тобы

(общая часть)

/ group А

/группа А

Civil Law of the RK
(General)

(общая часть)

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30

15

90

Kazakh
Russia
n

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

ПКА
PCА

Exam

Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права
Department of the civil
and ecological law

Ағылш
ын
Англии
йский
Еnglish

Civil Law of the
RK (General)
LAWS 42507Қазақстан
Республикасыны
ң Қылмыстық
құқығы (жалпы
бөлім)
Уголовное право
Республики
Казахстан

KRKK
(ZhB)
2207
UPRK
(OCh)
2207
CLRK
(GP)

Қазақстан
Республикасының
Қылмыстық құқығы
(жалпы бөлім)

БП МК

Уголовное право
Республики
Казахстан

A тобы

(общая часть)

/ group А

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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БД ОК
BD CC

/группа А

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30

Kazakh
Russia
n

15

90

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н
Exam

Ағылш
ын
Англии
Page 83

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Қылмыстық-құқықтық
пәндер кафедрасы
Кафедра уголовноправовых дисциплин
Department of Criminal
Law Disciplines

(общая часть)

2207

Criminal law of
the Republic of
Kazakhstan (the
general part)
LAWS 22605Қазақстан
Республикасы
және шет
елдердің
мемлекет және
құқық тарихы
История
государства и
права
Республики
Казахстан и
зарубежных
стран
History of state
and law of the
Republic of
Kazakhstan and
the foreign
countries

Criminal law of the
Republic of
Kazakhstan (the
general part)

ASKZh
2209

Англо-саксондық
құқық жүйесі

ASPS
2209

Англосаксонской
правовой системы

TASLS
2209

The Anglo-Saxon
law system

йский
Еnglish

БП ТК
БД КВ
ВD EK
В тобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

4

6

30

30

12
0

Kazakh
Russia
n

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Exam

Мемлекет және құқық
теориясы мен тарихы,
конституциялық құқық
кафедрасы
теория и история
государства и права,
конституционного
права

/группа В
/ group В

Department of the theory
and history of state and
law, constitutional law
PK 2209

Прецеденттік құқық

БП ТК

PP 2209

Прецедентное
право

БД КВ

CL 2209

Case law

ВD EK
В тобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30

15

90

Kazakh
Russia
n

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Exam

Мемлекет және құқық
теориясы мен тарихы,
конституциялық құқық
кафедрасы
теория и история
государства и права,
конституционного
права

/группа В
/ group В

Department of the theory
and history of state and
law, constitutional law
LAWS 22605Әлеуметтік
қамсыздандыру
құқығы және
нотариат
Право

AKK
2209
PCO
2209
LSS

Әлеуметтік
қамтамасыз ету
құқығы
Право социального
обеспечения

БП ТК
БД КВ
ВD EK
В тобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

4

6

30

Kazakh
Russia
n

12
0

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н
Exam

Law of social

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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30

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы
Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права
Department of the civil

Page 84

социального
обеспечения и
нотариат Right
of social security
and notariat

2209

security

/группа В

and ecological law

/ group В

N2209

Нотариат

БП ТК

N2209

Нотариат

БД КВ

N2209

Notary

ВD EK
В тобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30

15

90

Kazakh
Russia
n

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Exam

/ group В

TUK
2209

Legal regulation
of housing and
investment law

PRNI
2209

ZhP
2209

Тұрғын үй құқығы

БП ТК

Жилищное право

БД КВ

Housing law

ВD EK
В тобы

HL 2209

Қазақ/
Орыс

4

6

30

30

12
0

Kazakh
Russia
n

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Exam

/ group В

LARE
2209

Жылжымайтын
мүлікті құқықтық
реттеу
Правовое
регулирование
недвижимого
имущества
Legal adjusting of
the real estate

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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БП ТК
БД КВ
ВD EK
В тобы

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы
Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права
Department of the civil
and ecological law

/группа В

ZhMKR2
209

Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права
Department of the civil
and ecological law

/группа В

LAWS 22605Тұрғын үй
қатынастарын
құқықтық реттеу
және
инвестициялық
құқық
Правовое
регулирование
отношений
недвижимости и
ннвестиционное
право

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30

Kazakh
Russia
n

15

90

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н
Exam

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы
Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права
Department of the civil
and ecological law

/группа В
/ group В

Page 85

LAWS 22605Құқық қорғау
органдары мен
сот билігі
Судебная власть
и
правоохранител
ьные органы
Judicial power
and law
enforcement
authorities

KRKKO
2209
PORK
2209
LEAORK
2209

Қазақстан
Республикасындағ
ы құқық қорғау
органдары
Правоохранительн
ые органы
Республики
Казахстан
Law enforcement
agencies of the
Republic of
Kazakhstan

БП ТК
БД КВ
ВD EK
B тобы

6

30

30

12
0

Kazakh
Russia
n

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Exam

Қылмыстық-құқықтық
пәндер кафедрасы
Кафедра уголовноправовых дисциплин
Department of Criminal
Law Disciplines

/ group B

Адвокатура

БП ТК

A2209

Адвокатура

БД КВ

Advocacy

4

/группа B

A2209

A2209

Қазақ/
Орыс

ВD EK
B тобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30

15

90

Kazakh
Russia
n

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Exam

Қылмыстық-құқықтық
пәндер кафедрасы
Кафедра уголовноправовых дисциплин
Department of Criminal
Law Disciplines

/группа B
/ group B

LAWS 22605соттық риторика
және логика
модулі

SR 2209

Соттық риторика

БП ТК

SR 2209

Судебная риторика

БД КВ

JR 2209

Judicial rhetoric

LAWS 22605Судебная
Риторика и
Логика
LAWS 22605module Trial
Rhetoric and

ВD EK
B тобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

4

6

30

30

12
0

Kazakh
Russia
n

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Exam

Қылмыстық-құқықтық
пәндер кафедрасы
Кафедра уголовноправовых дисциплин
Department of Criminal
Law Disciplines

/группа B
/ group B

L 2209

Логика

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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БП ТК

Қазақ/

3

5

30
Page 86

15

90

Емтиха
н

КҚА

Қылмыстық-құқықтық

Logic

L2209

Логика

БД КВ

Орыс

L 2209

Logics

ВD EK

Kazakh

B тобы

Russia
n

/группа B

экзаме
н

ПКА

пәндер кафедрасы

PCА

Кафедра уголовноправовых дисциплин

Exam

Department of Criminal
Law Disciplines

/ group B

4 семестр /4 семестр /semester 4
PhLG 22004
Қатынасу және іс
қағаздарын
жүргізудің кәсіби
тілдер
модулі
Модуль
профессиональн
ых
языков общения
и
делопроизводст
ва
Module of
vernaculars of
communication
and office-work

KK (R)T
3201

LAWS 32606Қазақстан
Республикасыны
ң азаматтық
құқығы (ерекше
бөлім)

KRAK
(EB)220
6

Гражданское
право
Республики

PK(R)Ya
3201
PK (R)L

GPRK
(OsCh)
2206
CLRK
(SP)220

Кәсіби қазақ
(орыс) тілі
Профессиональ
ный казахский
(русский) язык
Professional
Kazakh
(Russian)
language

БП МК

Қазақстан
Республикасын
ың азаматтық
құқығы (ерекше
бөлім)

БП МК

Гражданское
право
Республики
Казахстан

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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БД ОК
BD CC
A тобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

2

3

30

60

Kazakh

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

ЖКҚ
А

ОПК
А

Russia
n

Exam

DICА

/группа А
/ group А

БД ОК
BD CC
A тобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30

Kazakh
Russia
n

15

90

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н
Exam

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Практикалық қазақ
тілі
кафедрасы
Кафедра
практического
казахского языка
Practical Kazakh
language
Орыс филологиясы
кафедрасы
Кафедра русской
филологии
Department of
Russian Philology

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы
Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права
Department of the civil
and ecological law

/группа А
/ group А

Page 87

Казахстан
(особенная
часть)
Civil law of the
Republic of
Kazakhstan
(special part)

6

(особенная
часть)
Civil law of the
Republic of
Kazakhstan
(special part)

LAWS 42507Қазақстан
Республикасыны
ң қылмыстық
құқығы (ерекше
бөлім)
Уголовное право
Республики
Казахстан
(особенная
часть)
Criminal law of
the Republic of
Kazakhstan
(special part)

KRKK
(EB)220
8

Қазақстан
Республикасын
ың қылмыстық
құқығы (ерекше
бөлім)
Уголовное
право
Республики
Казахстан
(особенная
часть)
Criminal law of
the Republic of
Kazakhstan
(special part)

БП МК

LAWS 32606-ҚР
еңбек
қатынастарын
құқықтық реттеу
Правовое
регулирование
трудовых
отношений в РК
Legal regulation
in labor relations
in Republik of
Kazakhstan

AK 1205

Әкімшілік құқық

БП ТК

AP 1205

Административн
ое право
Administrative
Law

БД КВ

LAWS 22605-

AJs 2209 Әкімшілік

UPRK
(OsCh)
2208
CLRK
(SP)220
8

AL 1205

БД ОК
BD CC
A тобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30

15

90

Kazakh
Russia
n

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Exam

Кафедра уголовноправовых дисциплин
Department of Criminal
Law Disciplines

/группа А
/ group А

BD EK
В тобы
/группа В
/ group В

Қазақ/
Орыс

4

6

30

30

12
0

Kazakh
Russia
n
Ағылш
ын
Англии
йский

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Exam

БП ТК

Қазақ/

Мемлекет және құқық
теориясы мен тарихы,
конституциялық құқық
кафедрасы
теория и история
государства и права,
конституционного
права
Department of the theory
and history of state and
law, constitutional law

Еnglish

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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Қылмыстық-құқықтық
пәндер кафедрасы

3

5

30
Page 88

15

90

Емтиха

КҚА

Мемлекет және құқық

Қазақстан
Республикасынд
а әкімшілік
әділет және
мемлекеттік
басқару
Государственно
е управление и
административн
ая юстиция в
Республике
Казахстан State
regulation of the
financial system
of the Republic of
Kazakhstan

AJs 2209 юстиция

БД КВ

Орыс

AJ 2209

BD EK

Kazakh

B тобы

Russia
n

Административн
ая юстиция
Administrative
justice

/группа B

н
экзаме
н

ПКА
PCА

Exam

теориясы мен тарихы,
конституциялық құқық
кафедрасы
теория и история
государства и права,
конституционного
права

/ group B

Department of the theory
and history of state and
law, constitutional law
AZh
2209
AO 2209
AR 2209

Әкімшілік
жауапкершілік
Административн
ая
ответственность
Administrative
Responsibility

БП ТК
БД КВ
BD EK
B тобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30

15

90

Kazakh
Russia
n

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Exam

Мемлекет және құқық
теориясы мен тарихы,
конституциялық құқық
кафедрасы
теория и история
государства и права,
конституционного
права

/группа B
/ group B

Department of the theory
and history of state and
law, constitutional law
LAWS 22605Азаматтық
құқықтық қатынастардың
жеке түрлерін
құқықтық реттеу
Правовое
регулирование
отдельных
видов
гражданских
правоотношений
Legal regulation
of certain types of

STKZh
2209
PPJL
2209
LSLE
2209

Заңды
тұлғалардың
құқықтық
жағдайы
Правовое
положение
юридических
лиц

БП ТК
БД КВ
BD EK
В тобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30

15

90

Kazakh
Russia
n

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Exam

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы
Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права
Department of the civil
and ecological law

/группа В
/ group В

Legal status of
legal entities
SKSTM
2209

Зиян келтірудің
салдарынан

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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БП ТК

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30

Page 89

15

90

Емтиха
н

КҚА

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық

civil relations

OBBPB
2209

туындайтын
міндеттемелер

TOAOIH
2209

Обязательства,
возникающие
вследствие
причинения
вреда

БД КВ

Kazakh

BD EK

Russia
n

В тобы

экзаме
н

ПКА

кафедрасы

PCА

Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права

Exam

Department of the civil
and ecological law

/группа В
/ group В

The obligations
arising owing to
infliction of harm
LAWS 22605Азаматтық
құқықтық қатынастардың
жеке түрлерін
құқықтық реттеу
Правовое
регулирование
отдельных
видов
гражданских
правоотношений
Legal regulation
of certain types of
civil relations

MK 2209
NP 2209
IL 2209

Мұрагерлік
құқық
Наследственное
право
Inheritance law

БП ТК
БД КВ
BD EK
В тобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30

15

90

Kazakh
Russia
n

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Exam

/ group В

OP 2209
LO 2209

Міндеттемелік
құқық
Обязательствен
ное право
Law of
obligations

БП ТК
БД КВ
BD EK
В тобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30

15

90

Kazakh
Russia
n

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Exam

ZhTTP
2209
TPNN
2209

Жазаны
тағайындаудың
теориясы мен
практикасы

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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БП ТК
БД КВ
BD EK

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы
Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права
Department of the civil
and ecological law

/группа В
/ group В

LAWS 22605Қазақстан
Республикасы
мен шет елдер
қылмыстық

Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права
Department of the civil
and ecological law

/группа В

MK 2209

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30

Kazakh
Russia
Page 90

15

90

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Қылмыстық-құқықтық
пәндер кафедрасы
Кафедра уголовноправовых дисциплин

құқығының
қазіргі таңдағы
мәселелері
Современные
проблемы
уголовного
права
Республики
Казахстан и
зарубежных
стран
Modern Problems
of Criminal Law of
the Republic of
Kazakhstan and
foreign countries

TPPP
2209

Теория и
практика
назначения
наказания

В тобы

n

Exam

Department of Criminal
Law Disciplines

/группа В
/ group В

Theory and
practice of
purpose of
punishment
KSM
2209
PKP
2209
PGC
2209

Қылмыстарды
саралаудың
мәселелері
Проблемы
квалификации
преступлений
Problems of
qualification of
crimes

БП ТК
БД КВ
BD EK
В тобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30

15

90

Kazakh
Russia
n

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Exam

Қылмыстық-құқықтық
пәндер кафедрасы
Кафедра уголовноправовых дисциплин
Department of Criminal
Law Disciplines

/группа В
/ group В

Итого кредитов за 2 курс

36

60

300

240

10
80

2

3

15

15

60

5 семестр /5 семестр /semester 5
LAWS 32606Қазақстан
Республикасыны
ң aзаматтық
процессуалдық
құқығы
Гражданское
процессуальное
право
Республики
Казахстан
Civil Procedural
Law of the
Republic of

KRAPK
3301
GPPRK
3301
CPLRK
3301

Қазақстан
Республикасының
aзаматтық
процессуалдық
құқығы
Гражданское
процессуальное
право Республики
Казахстан
Civil Procedural Law
of the Republic of
Kazakhstan

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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КП МК
ПД ОК
PD СС
A тобы

Қазақ/
Орыс
Kazakh
Russia
n

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н
Exam

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы
Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права
Department of the civil
and ecological law

/группа A
/ group A

Page 91

Kazakhstan
LAWS 42507Қазақстан
Республикасыны
ң қылмыстық
процессуалдық
құқығы
Уголовнопроцессуальное
право
Республики
Казахстан

KRKPK
3302
UPPRK
3302
CPLRK
3302

Қазақстан
Республикасының
қылмыстық
процессуалдық
құқығы
Уголовнопроцессуальное
право Республики
Казахстан

КП МК
ПД ОК
PD СС
A тобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30

15

90

Kazakh
Russia
n

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Exam

Қылмыстық-құқықтық
пәндер кафедрасы
Кафедра уголовноправовых дисциплин
Department of Criminal
Law Disciplines

/группа A
/ group A

Criminal procedural
law of the Republic
of Kazakhstan

Criminal
procedural law of
the Republic of
Kazakhstan
LAWS 32606Азаматтық іс
жүргізу
қатынастардың
жеке түрлерін
құқықтық реттеу
Правовое
регулирование
отдельных
видов
гражданских
процессуальных
правоотношений
Legal regulation
of certain types of
civil procedural
relations

APKKBP
3303

LAWS 22204Қазіргі заманғы
құқықтық жүйе

KZKZh
3304

PSGPD
3303
PWDCL
D 3303

PSS

Азаматтықпроцессуалдық
құжаттарды
құрастыру
бойынша
практикум

Қазақ/
Орыс
КПТК
ПДКВ

Практикум по
составлению
гражданскопроцессуальных
документов
Practical work on
drafting of civiljudicial documents

PD EC

Қазіргі заманғы
құқықтық жүйе
Правовые системы

КПТК

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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4

6

30

30

12
0

Kazakh
Russia
n

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Exam

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы
Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права
Department of the civil
and ecological law

B тобы
/группа B
/ group B

ПДКВ

Қазақ/
Орыс

4

6

30

Page 92

30

12
0

Емтиха
н
экзаме

КҚА
ПКА

Мемлекет және құқық
теориясы мен тарихы,
конституциялық құқық

Правовые
системы
современности
The legal
systems of
modernity*

3304
TLSM
3304

современности
The legal systems of
modernity*

PD EC

Kazakh

н

В тобы

Russia
n

Exam

/группа В

PCА

кафедрасы
теория и история
государства и права,
конституционного
права

/ group В

Department of the theory
and history of state and
law, constitutional law

LAWS 21205Шет елдердегі
конституциялық
бақылау және
мемлекеттік
құрылым туралы
конституциялық
құқықтық ілімдер
Конституционны
й контроль в
зарубежный
странах и
конституционноправовые
учения о
государственном
устройстве
Constitutional
control and are in
and constitutional
law learninigs
about political
system the
foreign countries

KRShES
K 3304
IPRKZS
3304
TRVRKF
S 3304

Саяси құқықтық
ілімдер тарихы
История правовых
и политических
учений
The history of law
and political
learnings

КПТК
ПДКВ
PD EC
Bтобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

4

6

30

30

12
0

Kazakh
Russia
n

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Exam

Мемлекет және құқық
теориясы мен тарихы,
конституциялық құқық
кафедрасы
теория и история
государства и права,
конституционного
права

/группа B
/ group B

Department of the theory
and history of state and
law, constitutional law
SKIT
3304
IPPU
3304
THLPL
3304

Қазақстан
Республикасының
және шет елдердің
сайлау құқығы,
Избирательное
право Республики
Казахстан и
зарубежных стран,
The right to vote of
Republic of
Kazakhstan and
foreign countries

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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КПТК
ПДКВ
PD EC
Bтобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

2

3

15

Kazakh
Russia
n

15

60

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н
Exam

/группа B
/ group B

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Мемлекет және құқық
теориясы мен тарихы,
конституциялық құқық
кафедрасы
теория и история
государства и права,
конституционного
права
Department of the theory
and history of state and
law, constitutional law

Page 93

LAWS 21205-ҚР
еңбек
қатынастарын
құқықтық реттеу
Правовое
регулирование
трудовых
отношений в РК
Legal regulation
in labor relations
in Republik of
Kazakhstan

ZhSKEK
R 3304

Жекелеген санат
қызметкерлердің
еңбегін құқықтық
PRTOKR
реттеу
3304
Правовое
LRLL
регулирование
3304
труда отдельных
категорий
работников

КПТК
ПДКВ
PD EC
Bтобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

4

6

30

30

12
0

Kazakh

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

ЖКҚ
А

ОПК
А

Russia
n

Exam

DICА

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы
Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права
Department of the civil
and ecological law

/группа B
/ group B

Legal regulations of
labor law
EPPK
3304
TPPP
3304
LPPL
3304

Еңбек
процедурлықпроцессуалдық
құқық
Трудовое
процедурнопроцессуальное
право

КПТК
ПДКВ
PD EC
Bтобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

2

3

15

15

60

Kazakh
Russia
n

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Exam

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы
Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права
Department of the civil
and ecological law

/группа B
/ group B

Labor Procedural
and Procedural Law
LAWS 21205Азаматтық құқық
Гражданское
право
Сivil rights

IMK
3304

Интеллектуалдық
меншік құқығы

PIS 3304

Право
интеллектуальной
собственности

IPL 3304

КПТК
ПДКВ
PD EC
Bтобы

Intellectual Property
Law

/группа B

AK 3304

Ақпараттық құқық

КПТК

IP 3304

Информационное

ПДКВ

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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Қазақ/
Орыс

4

6

30

30

12
0

Kazakh
Russia
n

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Exam

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы
Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права
Department of the civil
and ecological law

/ group B

Қазақ/
Орыс

2

3

15

Page 94

15

60

Емтиха
н
экзаме

КҚА
ПКА

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық

IL 3304

право

PD EC

Kazakh

н

Information law

Bтобы

Russia
n

Exam

/группа B

PCА

Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права
Department of the civil
and ecological law

/ group B

LAWS 21205Қазақстан
Республикасы
мен шет елдер
қылмыстық
құқығының
қазіргі таңдағы
мәселелері
Современные
проблемы
уголовного
права
Республики
Казахстан и
зарубежных
стран
Modern Problems
of Criminal Law of
the Republic of
Kazakhstan and
foreign countries

KRKAK
3304
UIPRK
3304
CELRK
3304

Қазақстан
Республикасы
қылмыстық -атқару
құқығы
Уголовноисполнительное
право Республики
Казахстан

КПТК
ПДКВ
PD EC
Bтобы

кафедрасы

Қазақ/
Орыс

4

6

30

30

12
0

Kazakh

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

ЖКҚ
А

ОПК
А

Russia
n

Exam

Қылмыстық-құқықтық
пәндер кафедрасы
Кафедра уголовноправовых дисциплин

DICА

Department of Criminal
Law Disciplines

ЖКҚ

Қылмыстық-құқықтық
пәндер кафедрасы

/группа B
/ group B

Criminal executory
law of the Republic
of Kazakhstan
KPRRBP
3304
PSUPD
3304
TWDCP
D 3304

Қылмыстықпроцессуалдық
құжаттарды
құрастыру
бойынша
практикум

КПТК

Қазақ/

ПДКВ

Орыс

PD EC

Kazakh

Практикум по
составлению
уголовнопроцессуальных
документов

/группа B

Bтобы

2

3

15

60

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

А

ОПК
А

Exam

Russia
n

/ group B

The Workshop on
drafting criminal
procedure
documents

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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15

Page 95

DICА

Кафедра уголовноправовых дисциплин
Department of Criminal
Law Disciplines

6 семестр /6 семестр /semester 6
LAWS 42507Криминология
Криминология

K 3305

Криминология

БП ТК

Қазақ

K3305

Криминология

БД КВ

/Орыс

ПКА

K3305

Criminology

BD EK

Kazakh

PCА

В тобы

Russia
n

Criminology*

/группа В

3

5

30

15

90

КҚА

Қылмыстық-құқықтық
пәндер кафедрасы
Кафедра уголовноправовых дисциплин
Department of Criminal
Law Disciplines

/ group В

LAWS 32606-ҚР
еңбек
қатынастарын
құқықтық реттеу
Правовое
регулирование
трудовых
отношений в РК
Legal regulation
in labor relations
in Republik of
Kazakhstan
LAWS 32606Қазақстан
Республикасыны
ң қаржылық
жүйесін
мемлекеттік
реттеу
Государственно
ерегулирование
финансовой
системы
Республики
Казахстан

KREK
2209
TPRK
2209
LLRK
2209

ҚР еңбек құқығы

БП ТК

Трудовое право РК

БД КВ

Labor law of
Republic of
Kazakhstan

BD EK
В тобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30

15

90

Kazakh
Russia
n

Емтиха
н
экзаме
н

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Exam

/ group В

KRKR
3306
FPRK
3306
FLRK
3306

ПДКВ
ҚР Қаржы құқығы
Финансовое право
РК
Financial and Law
RK

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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PD EC
Bтобы

Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права
Department of the civil
and ecological law

/группа В

КПТК

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы

Қазақ/
Орыс

4

6

30

Kazakh

30

12
0

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Russia
n

Мемлекет және құқық
теориясы мен тарихы,
конституциялық құқық
кафедрасы
теория и история
государства и права,
конституционного
права

/группа B
/ group B

Department of the theory
and history of state and
law, constitutional law

Page 96

State regulation
of the financial
system of the
Republic of
Kazakhstan

LAWS 32606Табиғи
ресурстарды
пайдалануды
құқықтық реттеу
Правовое
регулирование
использования
природных
ресурсов
Legal regulation
of the use of
natural resources

LAWS 22605Қазақстан
Республикасыны
ң қаржылық
жүйесін
мемлекеттік
реттеу
Государственно
е регулирование
финансовой
системы
Республики
Казахстан
State regulation
of the financial
system of the

KREK
3305

ҚР экологиялық
құқығы

EPRK
3305

Экологическое
право РК

ELRK
3305

Ecological law of the
RK*

БП ТК
БД КВ
BD EK
В тобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

4

30

15

90

ЖКҚ
А

Kazakh

ОПК

Russia
n

А

DICА

NPRK
3305

ҚР салық құқығы

БП ТК

Налоговое право
РК

БД КВ

Tax law of the RK

TLRK
3305

BD EK
В тобы

Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права
Department of the civil
and ecological law

/группа В
/ group В

KRSK
3305

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

4

30

15

90

ЖКҚ
А

Kazakh

ОПК

Russia
n

А

DICА

/группа В
/ group В

Мемлекет және құқық
теориясы мен тарихы,
конституциялық құқық
кафедрасы
теория и история
государства и права,
конституционного
права
Department of the theory
and history of state and
law, constitutional law

KRBK
3305

ҚР банктік құқығы

БП ТК

Банковское право

БД КВ

Қазақ/
Орыс

2

3

15

60

ЖКҚ
А

BPRK

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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15

ОПК
Page 97

Мемлекет және құқық
теориясы мен тарихы,
конституциялық құқық

Republic of
Kazakhstan

3305

РК

BLRK
3305

Banking Law of the
RK

BD EK

В тобы

Kazakh

А

Russia
n

DICА

/группа В

SKKR
3305
PRSD
3305
LRIA
3305

KRTK
3305
PPRK
3305
CLRK
3305

LAWS 22605Кәсіпкерлік
қызметті
құқықтық реттеу
Правовые

KSKKNT
3305
FSZPSP
3305

Сақтандыру
қызметін құқықтық
реттеу
Правовое
регулирование
страховой
деятельности

БП ТК
БД КВ
BD EK
В тобы

/ group В

Қазақстан
Республикасының
тұтынушылар
құқығы
Потребительское
право Республики
Казахстан
Consumer Law of
the Republic of
Kazakhstan

БП ТК

Кәсіпкерлік
субъектілерінің
құқықтарын қорғау
нысандары мен
тәсілдері

БП ТК

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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Қазақ/
Орыс

3

4

30

15

90

ЖКҚ
А

Kazakh

ОПК

Russia
n

А

DICА

БД КВ
BD EK
В тобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

2

3

15

15

60

КҚА
ПКА

Kazakh

PCА

Russia
n

/ group В

BD EK

Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы
Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права
Department of the civil
and ecological law

/группа В

БД КВ

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы

Department of the civil
and ecological law

/группа В

Legal regulation of
insurance activity

теория и история
государства и права,
конституционного
права
Department of the theory
and history of state and
law, constitutional law

/ group В

LAWS 22605Сақтандыру
және
тұтынушылар
қатынасын
құқықтық реттеу
Правовое
регулирование
страховых и
потребительских
отношений Legal
regulation of
insurance and
consumer
relations

кафедрасы

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

4

30

Kazakh
Russia
Page 98

15

90

КҚА
ПКА

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы

PCА

Кафедра гражданского

регулирование
предпринимател
ьской
деятельности
Legal regulation
enterprise activity

FMPRBE Формы и способы
Bтобы
3305
защиты прав
/группа B
субъектов
предпринимательст / group B
ва

n

и экологического права
Department of the civil
and ecological law

Forms and methods
of protection of
rights for business
entities
IK 3305
п
IL 3305

Инвестициялық
құқық
Инвестиционное
право
Investment law

БП ТК
БД КВ
BD EK
Bтобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

2

3

15

15

60

КҚА
ПКА

Kazakh

PCА

Russia
n

/ group B

Криминалистиче
ское
обеспечение
решения задач
уголовного
судопроизводств
а
Criminalistic

ZhIK
3305

Жедел-іздестіру
қызметі

ORD
3305

Оперативнорозыскная
деятельность

OSA
3305

AK 3305
ZP 3305
FC 3305

БП ТК
БД КВ
BD EK
В тобы

Operational-search
activity

/группа В

Әйелдер
қылмыстылығы

БП ТК

Женская
преступность
Female crime

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права
Department of the civil
and ecological law

/группа B

LAWS 22605Қылмыстық сот
өңдірісі
мәселелерінің
шешімін
криминалистика
лық қамтамасыз
ету

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

4

30

15

90

ЖКҚ
А

Kazakh

ОПК

Russia
n

А

Қылмыстық-құқықтық
пәндер кафедрасы
Кафедра уголовноправовых дисциплин

DICА

Department of Criminal
Law Disciplines

КҚА

Қылмыстық-құқықтық
пәндер кафедрасы

/ group В

БД КВ
BD EK
Bтобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

2

3

15

15

60

ПКА

Kazakh

PCА

Russia
n

Кафедра уголовноправовых дисциплин
Department of Criminal

Page 99

providing solution
of problems
criminal legal
proceedings

/группа B

Law Disciplines

/ group B

Итого кредитов за 3 курс

37

60

315

240

11
10

4

6

30

30

12
0

7 семестр /7 семестр /semester 7
LAWS 22605Кәсіпкерлік
қызметті
құқықтық реттеу
Правовые
регулирование
предпринимател
ьской
деятельности
Legal regulation
enterprise activity
LAWS 42507Қылмыстық сот
өңдірісі
мәселелерінің
шешімін
криминалистика
лық қамтамасыз
ету
Криминалистиче
ское
обеспечение
решения задач
уголовного
судопроизводств
а

KRKK
3305

ҚР кәсіпкерлік
құқығы

БП ТК

PPRK
3305

Предпринимательс
кое право РК

BD EK

ERRK
3305

Enterprise right of
RK

БД КВ

В тобы

Қазақ/
Орыс
Kazakh

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Russia
n

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы
Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права
Department of the civil
and ecological law

/группа В
/ group В

Қазақ/
Орыс

4

6

30

Kazakh
КПТК
ПДКВ
K 3307
K 3307
C 3307

Криминалистика
Криминалистика
Criminalistics

12
0

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

Russia
n

Қылмыстық-құқықтық
пәндер кафедрасы
Кафедра уголовноправовых дисциплин
Department of Criminal
Law Disciplines

PD EC
Bтобы
/группа B
/ group B

Criminalistic
providing solution
Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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30

Page 100

of problems
criminal legal
proceedings

LAWS 42507Қазақстан
Республикасыны
ң қаржылық
жүйесін
мемлекеттік
реттеу
Государственно
е регулирование
финансовой
системы
Республики
Казахстан
State regulation
of the financial
system of the
Republic of
Kazakhstan

KRBK
3308
BPRK
3308
BLRK
3308

MBTP
3308
GUTP
3308
PATP
3308

LAWS 42507Табиғи
ресурстарды
пайдалануды
құқықтық реттеу
Правовое
регулирование
использования

Қазақстан
Республикасының
бюджет құқығы
Бюджетное право
Республики
Казахстан

БП ТК

Қазақ/
Орыс

БД КВ

Kazakh

ОПК

BD EK

Russia
n

А

В тобы

/ group В

Мемлекеттік
басқару: теория
және практика

БП ТК

Қазақ/
Орыс

БД КВ

Kazakh

BD EK

Russia
n

Public
Administartion:
Theory and Practise

EEOE
AK 3308

ЕЭО елдерінің
аграрлық құқығы

APSEAE
C 3308

Аграрное право
стран ЕАЭС

AR
EEMA

Agrarian right of the
EEMA

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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5

30

15

90

ЖКҚ
А

DICА

/группа В

Budget Law of the
RK

Государственное
управление: теория
и практика

3

В тобы

3

5

30

15

90

КҚА
ПКА
PCА

BD EK
В тобы

Мемлекет және құқық
теориясы мен тарихы,
конституциялық құқық
кафедрасы
теория и история
государства и права,
конституционного
права

/ group В

БД КВ

теория и история
государства и права,
конституционного
права
Department of the theory
and history of state and
law, constitutional law

/группа В

БП ТК

Мемлекет және құқық
теориясы мен тарихы,
конституциялық құқық
кафедрасы

Department of the theory
and history of state and
law, constitutional law
Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30

15

90

ЖКҚ
А

Kazakh

ОПК

Russia
n

А

DICА

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы
Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права
Department of the civil

/группа В
Page 101

природных
ресурсов
Legal regulation
of the use of
natural resources

3308

БП ТК
KREK
3308
EPPR
3308
EL RK
3308

LAWS 42507Кәсіпкерлік
қызметті
құқықтық реттеу
Правовые
регулирование
предпринимател
ьской
деятельности
Legal regulation
enterprise activity

/ group В

KK 3308
KP 3308
CL 3308

ҚР энергетикалық
құқығы
Энергетическое
право РК
Energy Law of the
Republic of
Kazakhstan

БД КВ
BD EK
В тобы

and ecological law

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30

15

90

ЖКҚ
А

Kazakh

ОПК

Russia
n

А

DICА

Корпоративное
право
Corporate law

БП ТК
БД КВ
BD EK
В тобы
/группа В
/ group В

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30

15

90

КҚА
ПКА

Kazakh

PCА

Russia
n

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы
Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права
Department of the civil
and ecological law

Англии
йский
Еnglish

BK 3308

Биржалық құқық

БП ТК

BP 3308

Биржевое право

БД КВ

RE 3308

rules of the
exchange

BD EK
В тобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30

15

90

КҚА
ПКА

Kazakh

PCА

Russia
n

/ group В

SS 3308

Сот сараптамасы
Судебная

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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БП ТК

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы
Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права
Department of the civil
and ecological law

/группа В

LAWS 42507Қазақстан

Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права
Department of the civil
and ecological law

/группа В
/ group В

Корпоративтік
құқық

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30
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15

90

КҚА

Қылмыстық-құқықтық
пәндер кафедрасы

Республикасынд
ағы прокурорлық
қадағалау
Прокурорский
надзор в
Республике
Казахстан
Prosecutor
supervision in the
Republic of
Kazakhstan

SE 3308
THE
3308

БД КВ

Kazakh

ПКА

BD EK

Russia
n

PCА

В тобы

Кафедра уголовноправовых дисциплин
Department of Criminal
Law Disciplines

/группа В
/ group В

KRPK
3308
PNRK
3308
PSIRK
3308

LAWS 42507Шет елдердегі
конституциялық
бақылау және
мемлекеттік
құрылым туралы
конституциялық
құқықтық ілімдер
Конституционны
й контроль в
зарубежный
странах и
конституционноправовые

экспертология
The judicial
expertology

MKKM
3308
PSGS
3308
LSSS
3308

Қазақстан
Республикасындағ
ы прокурорлық
қадағалау

БП ТК

Прокурорский
надзор в
Республике
Казахстан
Prosecutor
supervision in the
Republic of
Kazakhstan

В тобы

Мемлекеттік
қызметкерлерінің
құқықтық мәртебесі

КПТК

Правовой статус
государственных
служащих
Legal Status of the
State Servants

БД КВ
BD EK

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30

15

90

КҚА
ПКА

Kazakh

PCА

Russia
n

Қылмыстық-құқықтық
пәндер кафедрасы
Кафедра уголовноправовых дисциплин
Department of Criminal
Law Disciplines

/группа В
/ group В

ПДКВ
PD EC
Bтобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30

15

90

КҚА
ПКА

Kazakh

PCА

Russia
n

Мемлекет және құқық
теориясы мен тарихы,
конституциялық құқық
кафедрасы
теория и история
государства и права,
конституционного
права

/группа B
/ group B

Department of the theory
and history of state and
law, constitutional law
KRKB

Қазақстан
Республиксындағы

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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КПТК

Қазақ/

2

3

15
Page 103

15

60

КҚА

Мемлекет және құқық
теориясы мен тарихы,

учения о
государственном
устройстве
Constitutional
control and are in
and constitutional
law learninigs
about political
system the
foreign countries

3308

LAWS 42507Азаматтық құқық
Гражданское
право
Сivil rights

ShK
3308

KKRK
3308
CCRK
3308

Конституциялық
бақылау
Конституционный
контроль в
Республики
Казахстан
Constitutional
control in the
Republic of
Kazakhstan

DP 3308

ПДКВ

Орыс

ПКА

PD EC

Kazakh

PCА

Bтобы

Russia
n

/группа B

КПТК

Договорное право

ПДКВ

Contract law

CL 3308

теория и история
государства и права,
конституционного
права

/ group B

Шарттық құқық

PD EC
Bтобы

Department of the theory
and history of state and
law, constitutional law
Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30

15

90

КҚА
ПКА

Kazakh

PCА

Russia
n

/ group B

Медиация негіздері

КПТК

OM 3308

Основы медиации

ПДКВ

FM 3308

Fundamental
Mediation

PD EC
Bтобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

2

3

15

15

60

КҚА
ПКА

Kazakh

PCА

Russia
n

/ group B

AKDSTS
h 3308
BRGPS
3308

Азаматтыққұқықтық дауларды
соттан тыс шешу
Внесудебное

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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КПТК
ПДКВ
PD EC

Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы
Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права
Department of the civil
and ecological law

/группа B

LAWS 42507Азаматтық іс
жүргізу құқықтың
жеке
инcтитуттарын

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы

Department of the civil
and ecological law

/группа B

MN 3308

конституциялық құқық
кафедрасы

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30

Kazakh
Russia
Page 104

15

90

КҚА
ПКА

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы

PCА

Кафедра гражданского

құқықтық реттеу
Правовое
регулирование
отдельных
институтов
гражданского
процессуального
права Legal
regulation of
certain institute
of civil procedural
relations

EJRCLD
3308

Extra-judicial
resolution of of Civil
Law Disputes
AON
3308

Атқарушылық
өндірістің негіздері

OIP
3308

Основы
исполнительного
производства

BEP
3308

LAWS 42507Қылмыстық сот
өңдірісі
мәселелерінің
шешімін
криминалистика
лық қамтамасыз
ету
Криминалистиче
ское
обеспечение
решения задач
уголовного
судопроизводств
а
Criminalistic
providing solution
of problems
criminal legal

разрешение
гражданскоправовых споров

DZhKSh
KK
3308
KSRKKS
3308
CMCRC
S 3308

Bтобы

n

и экологического права

/группа B

Department of the civil
and ecological law

/ group B

КПТК
ПДКВ
PD EC
Bтобы

Bases of executive
production

/группа B

Даулы
жағдайларды және
қақтығыстарды
шешу
криминалистикалық
құралдары

КПТК

Криминалистически
е средства
разрешения
конфликтов и
конфликтных
ситуаций

/группа B

Қазақ/
Орыс

2

3

15

15

60

КҚА
ПКА

Kazakh

PCА

Russia
n

PD EC
Bтобы

Кафедра гражданского
и экологического права
Department of the civil
and ecological law

/ group B

ПДКВ

Азаматтық және
экологиялық құқық
кафедрасы

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30

15

90

ЖКҚ
А

Kazakh

ОПК

Russia
n

А

Қылмыстық-құқықтық
пәндер кафедрасы
Кафедра уголовноправовых дисциплин

DICА

Department of Criminal
Law Disciplines

КҚА

Қылмыстық-құқықтық
пәндер кафедрасы

/ group B

Criminalistic means
of conflict resolution
and conflict
situations
KSUK
3308

Қылмыстық саясат
және ұлттық

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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КПТК

Қазақ/
Орыс

2

3

15

Page 105

15

60

proceedings

UPNB
3308
CPNS
3308

қауіпсіздік

ПДКВ

Kazakh

ПКА

Уголовная
политика и
национальная
безопасность

PD EC

Russia
n

PCА

Bтобы

Кафедра уголовноправовых дисциплин
Department of Criminal
Law Disciplines

/группа B
/ group B

Criminal policy and
national security

LAWS 42507Халықаралық
құқықтың
заманауи
мәселелері
Современные
проблемы
международного
права
Modern
problems of
international law

KZhK
3308

Халықаралық
жария құқық

MPP
3308

Международное
публичное право

IPL 3308

International public
law

KZhK
3308

Халықаралық жеке
құқық

MShP
3308

Международное
частное право

IPL 3308

International private
law

КПТК
ПДКВ
PD EC
Bтобы

Қазақ/
Орыс

3

5

30

15

90

КҚА
ПКА

Kazakh

PCА

Russia
n

Department of

/ group B

International Law

КПТК
ПДКВ
PD EC
Bтобы
/группа B

2

3

15

15

60

КҚА

Қазақ/
Орыс

ПКА
PCА

Kazakh
Russia
n

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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Халықаралық құқық
кафедрасы
Кафедра
международного
права.
Department of
International Law

8 семестр /8 семестр /semester 8

Мамандық бойынша

Кафедра
международного
права.

/группа B

/ group B

Модуль итоговая

Халықаралық құқық
кафедрасы

1

5

мемлек
Page 106

аттестация

мемлекеттік емтихан

еттік
емтиха
н

Государственный экзамен по
специальности

госуда
рствен
ный
экзаме
н

State examination in the
specialty

state
ехаm
Дипломдық жұмысты қорғау

2

9

19

30

ДЖБ
қорғау
Защит
а
ДП
Defens
e
of the
diploma
project

Написание и защита
дипломной работы
Writing and defense of diploma
work

Итого кредитов за 4 курс

165

120

57
0

Оқытудың қосымша түрлері/ Дополнительные виды обучения / Additional types of training
1 семестр /1 семестр / Semester
EDUC21001
Жалпы білім
беру модулі.
Модуль общей
образованности.
Module of the
general
education.

DSh
1401(1)
FK
1401(1)
PhT
1401(1)

Дене шынықтыру
Физическая
культура
Physical Culture

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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ОҚТ
ДВО
AE

2

30

Page 107

60

диф.
cынақ
диф.за
ч
ет
mixedg
radings
ystem
test

ӘҚА
УКА
UCА

Денешынықтыру
және спорт
кафедрасы
Кафедра
физической
культуры и спорта
Department of
Physical culture and
sports

EDUC21001
Жалпы білім
беру модулі.
Модуль общей
образованности.
Module of the
general
education.

DSh
1401(1)
FK
1401(1)
PhT
1401(1)

Дене шынықтыру
Физическая
культура
Physical Culture

ОҚТ
ДВО
AE

2

30

60

диф.
cынақ
диф.за
ч
ет
mixedg
radings
ystem
test

ӘҚА
УКА
UCА

есеп
отчет
repor

КҚF
ПКF
PCF

Денешынықтыру
және спорт
кафедрасы
Кафедра
физической
культуры и спорта
Department of
Physical culture and
sports

2 семестр /2 семестр / Semester 2
EDIN 22015
Оқу және өндірістік
практиканың
модулі
Модуль учебных
и
производственн
ых практик
Module
educational and
work
practice
EDUC21001
Жалпы білім
беру модулі.
Модуль общей
образованности.
Module of the
general
education.

Оқу практикасы
Учебная практика
Educational
internship

DSh
1401(1)
FK
1401(1)
PhT
1401(1)

Дене шынықтыру
Физическая
культура
Physical Culture

4

2

ОҚТ
ДВО
AE

2

30

60

диф.
cынақ
диф.за
ч
ет
mixedg
radings
ystem
test

ӘҚА
УКА
UCА

Денешынықтыру
және спорт
кафедрасы
Кафедра
физической
культуры и спорта
Department of
Physical culture and
sports

ОҚТ
ДВО

2

30

60

диф.
cынақ
диф.за

ӘҚА
УКА

Денешынықтыру
және спорт
кафедрасы

4 семестр /4 семестр / Semester 4
EDUC21001
Жалпы білім
беру модулі.

DSh
1401(1)
FK

Дене шынықтыру
Физическая
культура

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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Page 108

Модуль общей
образованности.
Module of the
general
education.
EDIN 22015
Оқу және
өндірістік
практика
модулі
Модуль учебных
и
производственн
ых практик
Module
educational and
work
practice

1401(1)
PhT
1401(1)

Physical Culture

AE

ч
ет
mixedg
radings
ystem
test

UCА

Өңдірістік практика
Производственная
практика
Industrial externship

ОҚТ
ДВО
AE

1

2

есеп
отчет
repor

КҚF
ПКF
PCF

ОҚТ
ДВО
AE

2

4

есеп
отчет
repor

КҚF
ПКF
PCF

ОҚТ
ДВО

3

8

есеп
отчет

КҚF
ПКF

6 семестр /6 семестр / Semester 6
EDIN 22015
Оқу және
өңдірістік
практика
модулі
Модуль учебных
и
производственн
ых практик
Module
educational and
work
practice

Өңдірістік практика
Производственная
практика
Industrial externship

8 семестр /8 семестр / Semester 8
EDIN 22015
Оқу және

Өңдірістік практика
Производственная

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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Кафедра
физической
культуры и спорта
Department of
Physical culture and
sports

өңдірістік
практика
модулі
Модуль учебных
и
производственн
ых практик
Module
educational and
work
practice

практика
Industrial externship

AE

EDIN 22015
Оқу және
өңдірістік
практика
модулі Модуль
учебных и
производственн
ых практик
Module
educational and
work
practice

Дипломалды
практика
Преддипломная
практика
Pre-diploma work
internship

ОҚТ
ДВО
AE

Теориялық білім беру бойынша барлығы

3

8

129

210

1005

930

38
70

153

240

1125

930

41
10

Всего теоретического обучения
Total for theoretical training
Білім беру бағдарламасы бойынша барлығы
Итого по образовательной программе
Total for education program

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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repor

PCF

есеп
отчет
repor

КҚF
ПКF
PCF

Annex 2: The Curriculum of the Bachelor study programme in State Audit
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БП МК
БД ОК
BD CC

Рус/
каз/
англ

2

15

15

-

60

3
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15

15

-

60

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ЖККА
ОПКА

емтихан
экзамен
exam

GPCA

ЖККА
ОПКА
GPCA

Читаемая кафедра

Психология
Психология
Psychology

3

Формируемые
компетенции

Psi 5204
Psi 5204
Psi 5204

СРО

PSYC52002
Жалпы білім беру модулі.
Модуль общей
образованности. Module
of the general education.

1 семестр /1 семестр /semester 1
БП МК
Рус/
2
БД ОК
каз/
BD CC
англ

Лабораторные
занятия

Педагогика
Педагогика
Pedagogics

Объем часов по видам
занятий

Семинар/практика

Ped 5203
Ped 5203
Ped 5203

Объем
кредитов

Лекции

EDUC 52001
Жалпы білім беру модулі.
Модуль общей
образованности. Module
of the general education.

Цикл,
компонент и
группа A, B, C

ECTS

Наименование дисциплин

Всего крелитов РК

Код
дисципли
н

Язык обучения

Шифр и название
модуля дисциплин

Бақылау формасы / Форма
контроля /
Type of control

Annex 4: The Curriculum of the Master study programme in Jurisprudence (scientific and pedagogical direction)

Әлеуметтік
педагогика
және өзін-өзі
тану
кафедрасы
Кафедра
социальной
педагогики и
самопознания
Department
Of social
pedagogics
and selfknowledge
Әлеуметтік
педагогика
және өзін-өзі
тану
кафедрасы
Кафедра
социальной
педагогики и
самопознания
Department
Of social
pedagogics
and selfknowledge

LAWS53001
Жалпы білім беру модулі.
Модуль общей
образованности. Module
of the general education.

MPA 5301
MPA 5301
MLA
5301

LAWS53001
Қазақстан Республикасы
және шет елдердің
мемлекет және құқық
тарихы
История государства и
права Республики
Казахстан и зарубежных
стран
History of state and law of
the Republic of Kazakhstan
and the foreign countries

GKEOM
5201
VNDM
5201
ISAM
5201
KFS 5202
FSP 5202
PSL 5202

BEKZZKNM
SKA 5203
OPSSGPZS
SPA 5203
MIFMSLW
CCLA 5203

Құқықтық талдаудың
әдістемесі
Методология правового
анализа
The methodology of legal
analysis
Ғылыми қызметке енгізу
және оның методологиясы
Введение в научную
деятельность и ее
методология
Introduction in scientific
activity and its methodology
Құқық философиясы мен
социологиясы
Философия и социология
права
The philosophy and
sociology of the Law

КП МК
ПД ОК
PD СC

Рус/
каз/
англ

2

БП ТК
БД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

3

«Батыс елдерінің қазіргі
заманғы мемлекет пен
заңдарының
қалыптасуының негізгі
мәселелері:
салыстырмалы құқықтық
аспект»
(XX ғасырға дейін)

БП ТК
БД КВ
PD EC

3

5

30

15

15

-

-

60

90

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ЖККА
ОПКА

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККА

GPCA

ПКА
PCA

БП ТК
БД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

3

5

30

15

-

90

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККА
ПКА
PCA

Рус/
каз/
англ

4

7

30

30

-

120

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККB
ПКB
PCB

«Основные
проблемы
становления
современного
государства и права
западных стран:
сравнительноправовой аспект»
(до ХХ в.)
"The main issues of the
formation of the modern
state and the law of
Western countries: the
comparative legal aspect "
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Теория и
история
государства и
права,
конституцион
ного права
Теория и
история
государства и
права,
конституцион
ного права
Теория и
история
государства и
права,
конституцион
ного права
Теория и
история
государства и
права,
конституцион
ного права

(until the XX century)
LAWS53001
Еңбек құқығы мен
заңнаманың өзекті
мәселелері
Актуальные вопросы
трудового права и
законодательства
Actual issues of labor law
and legislation

IEZhEZMP
5204
PMTZUIE
5204
MLLIIE
5204

EEOZhEMP
5205
PTMUEES
5205
PLMTEEU
5205

AEHKR
5206
MPRTZh
5206
ILRWW
5206
LAWS53001
Құқық қорғау органдары
мен
сот билігі
Судебная власть и
правоохранительные
органы
Judicial power and law
enforcement authorities

ZhTKKEZZh
KT5207
RChKTILOP
5207
DPCTSPPR
5207

Инновациялық экономика
жағдайындағы еңбек
заңнамасын
модернизациялау
проблемалары
Проблемы модернизации
трудового
законодательства в
условиях инновационной
экономики
Modernization of labor law
issues in the innovation
economy
Еуразия Экономикалық
Одақ жағдайындағы еңбек
миграциясының
проблемалары
Проблемы трудовой
миграции в условиях
Евразийского
Экономического Союза
The problems of labor
migration in terms of the
Eurasian Economic Union
Әйелдердің еңбегін
халықаралық құқықтық
реттеу
Международно-правовое
регулирование труда
женщин
International legal regulation
of women's work
Жеке тұлғаның
құқықтарын қамтамасыз
етудің және оны
зерттеудің жеке
криминалистикалық
теориясы
Развитие частной
криминалистической
теории изучения личности
и обеспечения её прав
Development private
criminalistics theories
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БП ТК
БД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

3

5

30

15

-

90

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККB
ПКB
PCB

БП ТК
БД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

3

5

30

15

-

90

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККB
ПКB
PCB

БП ТК
БД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

4

7

30

30

-

120

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККB
ПКB
PCB

БП ТК
БД КВ
PD EC

Рус
/каз/
англ

3

5

30

15

-

90

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККB
ПКB
PCB
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Кафедра
гражданского
и
экологическог
о права

Кафедра
гражданского
и
экологическог
о права

Кафедра
гражданского
и
экологическог
о права

Кафедра
уголовноправовых
дисциплин

KTDTKN
5208
KOTRKT
5208
CBTDC520
8
KRKZRZhM
5209
PRUZRK52
09
PRCLRK520
9

ZhKKRZM
5210
SPPRZO
5210
MPLRLR
5210

LAWS53001
Экологиялық және жер
құқығы мен заңнаманың
өзекті мәселелері
Актуальные вопросы и
экологического и
земельного права
законодательства
Actual issues and
environmental and land law

EZZhOM52
11
PSEZ5211
PIEL5211

JMKROM5
212

studies personalities and
providing her rights
Криминалистикалық
тактиканың даму
тенденциясының
концептуалдық негіздері
Концептуальные основы
тенденции развития
криминалистической
тактики
Conceptual bases tendencies
development criminalistics
Қазақстан
Республикасының
қылмыстық заңнамасына
реформа жүргізудің
мәселелері
Проблемы
реформирования
уголовного
законодательства
Республики Казахстан
Problems of reforming of the
criminal legislation of the
Republic of Kazakhstan
Жер қатынастарын
құқықтық реттеудің
заманауи мәселелері
Современные проблемы
правового регулирования
земельных отношений
Modern problems of legal
regulation of land relations
Экологиялық заңнаманы
жетілдірудің өзекті
мәселелері
Проблемы
совершенствования
экологического
законодательства Problems
of improvement ecological
legislation
Жылжымайтын мүліктің
құқықтық режимінің
өзекті мәселелері
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БП ТК
БД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

3

5

30

15

-

90

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККB
ПКB
PCB

БП ТК
БД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

4

7

30

30

-

120

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККB
ПКB
PCB

БП ТК
БД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

3

5

30

15

-

90

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККA
ПКA
PCA

БП ТК
БД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

3

5

30

15

-

90

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККB
ПКB
PCB

БП ТК
БД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

4

7
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30

30

-

120

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККA
ПКA

Кафедра
уголовноправовых
дисциплин

Кафедра
уголовноправовых
дисциплин

Кафедра
гражданского
и
экологическог
о права

Кафедра
гражданского
и
экологическог
о права

Кафедра
гражданского
и

legislation

APPRNI521
2
APLRRP52
12

SRWG62116

MGZZh
1401
NIRM
1401

Актуальные проблемы
правового режима
недвижимого имущества
Actual problems of legal
regime of real property
Магистранттың ғылыми
зерттеу жұмысы
Научно-исследовательская
работа магистранта
Scientific-research work of
graduate students (master)

PCA

ОҚТ
ДВО
AE

Рус/
каз/
англ

1

есеп
отчет
report

4

экологическог
о права

-

SRWG
1401

HISTPHN52017 Жалпы
білім беру модулі. Модуль
общей образованности.
Module of the general
education.

ENGL 52018
Жалпы білім беру модулі.
Модуль общей
образованности. Module
of the general education.

LAWS53002
Қазақстан Республикасы
және шет елдердің
мемлекет және құқық
тарихы
История государства и
права Республики
Казахстан и зарубежных
стран
History of state and law of
the Republic of Kazakhstan

GTPh
5205
IFN 5205
HSP
5205
ShT5206
IYa 5206
FL5206

STZhZhKZ
MOShT521
3
SPSSPOZO
5213
MIDJPNFE
5213

Ғылымның тарихы және
философиясы
История и философия
науки
History and science of
philosophy

2 семестр /2 семестр /semester 2
БП МК
Рус/
2
3
БД ОК
каз/
BD CC
англ

Шет тілі (кәсіби)
Иностранный язык
(профессиональный)
Foreign language
(professional)

БП МК
БД ОК
BD CC

Рус/
каз/
англ

2

Сот төрелігі жүйесін
жетілдірудің қазіргі
заманғы мәселелері:
отандық және шетелдік
тәжірибе.
Современные проблемы
совершенствования
системы правосудия:
отечественный и
зарубежный опыт.
Modern issues of the
Development of the Judicial
Power: National and Foreign

БП ТК
БД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

2
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3

3

15

-

15

15

30

15

-

-

-

60

60

60

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ЖККА
ОПКА

Философия
кафедрасы
Кафедра
философии
Department of
Philosophy

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ЖККА
ОПКА

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККB

Шетел тілдер
кафедрасы
Кафедра
иностранных
языков
Foreign
Languages
Department
Теория и
история
государства и
права,
конституцион
ного права

GPCA

GPCA

ПКB
PCB
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and the foreign countries

KRMBMKD
IA
5302
IARGSGUR
K
5302
IADPSPGR
K
5302

STZhAKKN
5303
KPOOP
5303
CLBRJ
5303
MKOZKTTA
5214
Азаматтық және
азаматтық іс жүргізу
құқығы мен заңнаманың
өзекті мәселелері
Актуальные вопросы
гражданского и
гражданскопроцессуального права и
законодательства
Actual issues of civil and
civil procedural law and
legislation

TPAPSIVP5
214
TPAROOR5
214

MKOM
5304
APOP
5304
APLL

Experience.
Қазастан
Республикасының
мемлекеттік басқару және
мемлекеттік қызметті
дамытудың
институционалдық
аспектілері
Институциональные
аспекты развития
государственной службы и
государственного
управления
Республики Казахстан
Institutional aspects of the
development of public
servant and public governing
in the Republic of
Kazakhstan
Сот төрелігін жүзеге
асырудың конституциялық
құқықтық негіздері
Конституционно-правовые
основы отправления
правосудия
Constitutional and legal
Bases of the Realization of
Justice.
Меншік құқығы және өзге
заттық құқықтардың
теориялық және
тәжірибелік аспектілері
Теоретические и
практические аспекты
права собственности и
иных вещных прав
Theoretical and practical
aspects the right of
ownership and other rights
Міндеттемелік құқығының
өзекті мәселелері
Актуальные проблемы
обязательственного права
Actual problems of liability
law
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КП ТК
ПД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

4

6

30

30

-

120

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККB
ПКB
PCB

КП ТК
ПД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

4

7

30

30

-

120

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККA
ПКA
PCA

БП ТК
БД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

2

3

15

15

-

60

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККA
ПКA
PCA

КП ТК
ПД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

4

6

30

30

-

120

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККB
ПКB
PCB
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Теория и
история
государства и
права,
конституцион
ного права

Теория и
история
государства и
права,
конституцион
ного права

Кафедра
гражданского
и
экологическог
о права

Кафедра
гражданского
и
экологическог
о права

5304
EDSKM
5305
PSRES
5305
CSED
5305

LAWS 22605-Құқық қорғау
органдары мен
сот билігі
Судебная власть и
правоохранительные
органы
Judicial power and law
enforcement authorities

KRKAM
5215
PPPRK
5215
PCPRK521
5

KSIPP
5306
KSIPP
5306
SSSCP
5306

TEKM
5307
PBTE
5307
PSTE
5307
BKR5216
PRK5216
LRC5216
Кәсіпкерлік құқығы мен
заңнаманың өзекті
мәселелері
Актуальные вопросы

KKKK5308
POPD5308
LRBA5308

Экономикалық дауларды
соттық қарастыру
мәселелері
Проблемы судебного
рассмотрения
экономических споров
Court settlement of
economic disputes

КП ТК
ПД КВ
PD EC

Қазақстан
Республикасындағы
қылмыстылықтың алдын
алу мәселелері
Проблемы профилактики
преступности в Республике
Казахстан
Problems of crime
prevention in the Republic
of Kazakhstan
Кылмыcтылық
мәселелеріннақты
әлеуметтік зерттеу
Конкретносоциологические
исследования проблем
преступности
Specific-sociological studies
of crime problems
Терроризм мен
экстремизммен күрестің
мәселелері Проблемы
борьбы с терроризмом и
экстремизмом
Problems of struggle against
terrorism and extremism
Бәсекелестікті құқықтық
реттеу
Правовое регулирование
конкуренции
Legal regulation of
competition
Кәсіпкерлік қызметті
құқықтық қамтамасыз ету
Правовое обеспечение

БП ТК
БД КВ
PD EC
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Рус/
каз/
англ

4

7

30

30

-

120

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККA
ПКA
PCA

Рус/
каз/
англ

2

3

15

15

-

60

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККA
ПКA
PCA

КП ТК
ПД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

4

6

30

30

-

120

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККA
ПКA
PCA

КП ТК
ПД КВ
PD EC

Рус/к
аз/
англ

4

7

30

30

-

120

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККA
ПКA
PCA

БП ТК
БД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

2

3

15

15

-

60

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККB
ПКB
PCB

КП ТК
ПД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

4

6
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30

30

-

120

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККB

Кафедра
гражданского
и
экологическог
о права

Кафедра
уголовноправовых
дисциплин

Кафедра
уголовноправовых
дисциплин

Кафедра
уголовноправовых
дисциплин

Кафедра
гражданского
и
экологическог
о права
Кафедра
гражданского
и

предпринимательского
права и законодательства
Actual issues of business
law and legislation

предпринимательской
деятельности
Legal regulations of
business activities
TYKKRM53
09
PPRZhO53
09

SRWG62116

PLRHR530
9
MGZZh
1402
NIRM
1402

ПКB
PCB

Тұрғын үй қатынастарын
құқықтық реттеудің
мәселелері
Проблемы правового
регулирования жилищных
отношений
Problems of legal regulation
of housing relations

КП ТК
ПД КВ
PD EC

Магистранттың ғылыми
зерттеу жұмысы
Научно-исследовательская
работа магистранта
Scientific-research work of
graduate students (master)

ОҚТ
ДВО
AE

Рус/
каз/
англ

4

7

30

30

-

120

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККB
ПКB
PCB

Рус/
каз/
англ

2

-

8

-

экологическог
о права

Кафедра
гражданского
и
экологическог
о права

-

SRWG
1402
Итого кредитов за 1 курс
BBKOM
5310

LAWS 22605-Қазақстан
Республикасы және шет
елдердің мемлекет және
құқық тарихы
История государства и
права Республики
Казахстан и зарубежных
стран
History of state and law of
the Republic of Kazakhstan
and the foreign countries

APBP
5310
AIBBL
5310
TKAAKM53
11
TPAPPCh5
311
TLACHR53
11
AUOM
5312

Банк және бюджет
құқығының өзекті
мәселелері
Актуальные проблемы
бюджетного и банковского
права
Actual Issues of Budget and
Banking Law
Теориялық-құқықтық
аспектілер: адам
құқықтарының мәселелері
Теоретико-правовые
аспекты: проблемы прав
человека
Theoretical and legal
aspects: challenges of the
human rights
Әкімшілік юстицияның
өзекті мәселелері

Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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33
60
3 семестр /3 семестр /semester 3
КП ТК
Рус/
4
7
ПД КВ
каз/
PD EC
англ

30

30

-

120

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККB
ПКB
PCB

КП ТК
ПД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

4

6

30

30

-

120

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККB
ПКB
PCB

КП ТК
ПД КВ

Рус/
каз/

4

6
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30

30

-

120

емтихан
экзамен

ККB

Теория и
история
государства и
права,
конституцион
ного права

Теория и
история
государства и
права,
конституцион
ного права

Теория и
история

APAU
5312
IDCR
5312
ShKKTOM5
313
DPAPTP
5313
CRAPTP
5313
Азаматтық құқықтық
қатынастарды құқықтық
реттеудің теориялық және
практикалық аспектілері
Теоретические и
практические аспекты
правового регулирования
гражданско-правовых
отношений
Theoretical and practical
aspects of legal regulation
of civil law relations

AKSOP
5314
APGP5314
APCL5314

IMKTPOM
5315
PISAPTP53
15
IPRAPTP53
15

LAWS 22605-Құқық қорғау
органдары мен
сот билігі
Судебная власть и
правоохранительные
органы
Judicial power and law
enforcement authorities

KIZhIZhK53
16
PSUP5316
PACT
5316

Актуальные проблемы
административной
юстиции
Issues of the day of custom
right

PD EC

Шарттық құқық
қатынастар: теория мен
практиканың өзекті
мәселелері
Договорные
правоотношения:
актуальные проблемы
теории и практики
Contractual relationship:
actual problems of theory
and practice
Азаматтық құқық
субъектіліктің өзекті
проблемалары
Актуальные проблемы
гражданской
правосубъектности
Actual problems of civil legal
Интеллектуалдық меншік
құқығы: теория мен
практиканың өзекті
мәселелері
Право интеллектуальной
собственности: актуальные
проблемы теории и
практики
Intellectual property right:
actual problems of theory
and practice
Қылмыстық іс жүргізудегі
іс жүргізушілік келісімдер
(мәмілелер)
Процессуальные
соглашения (сделки) в
уголовном процессе
Procedural agreements
(transactions) in criminal
trial

КП ТК
ПД КВ
PD EC
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англ

exam

ПКB
PCB

Рус/
каз/
англ

4

7

30

30

-

120

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККB
ПКB
PCB

КП ТК
ПД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

4

6

30

30

-

120

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККB
ПКB
PCB

КП ТК
ПД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

4

6

30

30

-

120

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККB
ПКB
PCB

КП ТК
ПД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

4

7

30

30

-

120

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККB
ПКB
PCB

Page 163

государства и
права,
конституцион
ного права

Кафедра
гражданского
и
экологическог
о права

Кафедра
гражданского
и
экологическог
о права

Кафедра
гражданского
и
экологическог
о права

Кафедра
уголовноправовых
дисциплин

KRKIZhZZh
M5317
PSUPZRK5
317
PICPLRK53
17

KIBEO
5318
OUPP
5318
SCPP
5318

Экологиялық қауiпсiздiктi,
жер қойнауын
пайдалануды және тұрғын
үй дауларын шешу
мәселелерiн құқықтық
реттеудiң теориясы мен
практикасы
Теория и практика
правового регулирования
экологической
безопасности, вопросов
недропользования и
жилищных споров
Theory and practice of legal
regulation of environmental
safety, subsoil use and
housing disputes issues

KRZSTOKZ
hAKR5319
PROOPPZR
K5319
LRWPCLRK
5319

ZhKZhKPZZ
hOM5320
APSZNN53
20
APISSUL53
20

Қазақстан
Республикасының
қылмыстық іс жүргізу
заңнамасын жетілдірудің
мәселелері
Проблемы
совершенствования
уголовно-процессуального
законодательства
Республики Казахстан
Problems of improvement of
the criminal procedure
legislation RK
Қылмыстық істер
бойынша ерекше өндіріс
Особые уголовнопроцессуальные
производства
Special criminal procedure
productions
Қазақстан
Республикасының
заңнамасына сәйкес
тұтыну және өндірістік
қалдықтармен жұмыс
атқаруды құқықтық реттеу
Правовое регулирование
обращения с отходами
производства и
потребления по
законодательству
Республики Казахстан
Legal regulation of waste
production and consumption
under the laws of the
Republic of Kazakhstan
Жер қойнауы және жер
қойнауын пайдалану
туралы заңнаманы
жетілдірудің өзекті
мәселелері
Актуальные проблемы
совершенствования
законодательства о недрах
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КП ТК
ПД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

4

6

30

30

-

120

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККB
ПКB
PCB

КП ТК
ПД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

4

6

30

30

-

120

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККB
ПКB
PCB

КП ТК
ПД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

4

7

30

30

-

120

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККB
ПКB
PCB

КП ТК
ПД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

4

6

30

30

-

120

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККB
ПКB
PCB
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Кафедра
уголовноправовых
дисциплин

Кафедра
уголовноправовых
дисциплин

Кафедра
гражданского
и
экологическог
о права

Кафедра
гражданского
и
экологическог
о права

TUDSSh
5321
RSZhS
5321

TEIN 62039

SRWG62228

RhIN62040

SRWG62228

Модуль итоговая
аттестация

RHD
5321
PP 5322
PP5322
PI5322
MGZZh
2402
NIRM 2402
SRWG2402

и недропользовании
Actual problems of
improvement of the subsoil
and subsoil use legislation
Тұрғын-үй дауларының
сотта шешілуі
Рассмотрение судами
жилищных споров
The resolution of housing
disputes

Педагогикалық практика
Педагогическая практика
Pedagogic Internship
Магистранттың ғылыми
зерттеу жұмысы
Научно-исследовательская
работа магистранта
Scientific-research work of
graduate students (master)

Зерттеу практикасы
Исследовательская
практика
Research Internship
Магистранттың ғылыми
MGZZh
зерттеу жұмысы
2403
Научно-исследовательская
NIRM 2403
работа магистранта
SRWG
Scientific-research work of
2403
graduate students (master)
Кешенді
емтихан
Комплексный
экзамен
Complex examination
Магистрлік диссертацияны рәсімдеу
және
қорғау
Оформление и защита магистерской
диссертации
Finalisation and Defence of Master degree
Thesis
ZP2403
IP 2403
RI 2403

Итого кредитов за 2 курс
Теориялық білім беру бойынша барлығы
Всего теоретического обучения
Programmes Description and Appraisal in Detail
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КП ТК
ПД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

4

6

30

30

-

120

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККB
ПКB
PCB

ОҚТ
ДВО
AE
ОҚТ
ДВО
AE

Рус/
каз/
англ
Рус/
каз/
англ

Кафедра
гражданского
и
экологическог
о права

3

3

-

-

-

2

8

есеп
отчет
report

-

-

4 семестр /4 семестр /semester 4
ОҚТ
Рус/
3
12
ДВО
каз/
AE
англ

есеп
отчет
report

-

-

ОҚТ
ДВО
AE

-

ҚА
ИА
FA
ҚА
ИА
FA

Рус/
каз/
англ

2

8

есеп
отчет
report

-

Рус/
каз/
англ
Рус/
каз/
англ

1

3

-

3

7

КЕ
КЭ
СЕ
МДҚ
ОЗД
FDT

26
42

60
67
Page 165

-

Total for theoretical training
Білім беру бағдарламасы бойынша барлығы
Итого по образовательной программе
Total for education program
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59

120

Page 166

30

-

60

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ЖКК
A

ОПК
А

GPCA

БП МК
БД ОК
BD CC

Рус/
каз/
англ

1

2

15

-

-

30

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ЖКК
A

ОПК
А

GPCA

Психология
Психология
Psychology
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БП МК
БД ОК
BD CC

Рус/
каз/
англ

2

3

15

15

-

60

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ЖКК
A

ОПК
А

GPCA
Page 167

Читаемая кафедра

-

Формируемые
компетенции

Psi 5205
Psi 5205
Psy 5205

3

СРО

EDUC 51001
Жалпы білім беру модулі.
Модуль общей
образованности. Module of

Менеджмент
Менеджмент
Management

2

Лабораторные
занятия

Men 5204
Men 5204
Man 5204

1 семестр /1 семестр /semester 1
БП МК
Рус/
БД ОК
каз/
BD CC
англ

Объем часов по видам
занятий

Семинар/практика

LAWS 52002
Жалпы білім беру модулі.
Модуль общей
образованности. Module of
the general education.

Шет тілі (кәсіби)
Иностранный язык
(профессиональный)
Foreign Language
(Professional)

Объем
кредитов

Лекции

ShT5201
IYa 5201
FL 5201

Цикл,
компонент и
группа A, B, C

ECTS

ENGL 51001
Жалпы білім беру модулі.
Модуль общей
образованности. Module of
the general education.

Наименование дисциплин

Всего крелитов РК

Код
дисциплин

Язык обучения

Шифр и название
модуля дисциплин

Бақылау формасы / Форма
контроля /
Type of control

Annex 5: The Curriculum of the Master study programme in Jurisprudence (profile direction)

Әлеуметтік
педагогика және
өзін-өзі тану
кафедрасы
Кафедра
социальной
педагогики и
самопознания
Department Of
social pedagogics
and selfknowledge
Әлеуметтік
педагогика және
өзін-өзі тану
кафедрасы
Кафедра
социальной
педагогики и
самопознания
Department Of
social pedagogics
and selfknowledge
Әлеуметтік
педагогика және
өзін-өзі тану
кафедрасы

the general education.

LAWS 52002
Жалпы білім беру модулі.
Модуль общей
образованности. Module of
the general education.

KTA 5301
MPA 5301
MLA
5301

LAWS 22605
Қазақстан Республикасы
және шет елдердің
мемлекет және құқық
тарихы
История государства и
права Республики Казахстан
и зарубежных стран
History of state and law of the
Republic of Kazakhstan and
the foreign countries
LAWS53001
Еңбектің халықаралық
стандарттары
Международные стандарты
труда
International Labour
Standards
LAWS 22605
Құқық қорғау органдары
мен
сот билігі
Судебная власть и
правоохранительные
органы
Judicial power and law
enforcement authorities
LAWS53001
Кәсіпкерлік құқықтың
өзекті мәселелері
Актуальные проблемы

GKEZOM
5201
VNDM
5201
ISAM
5201

Құқықтық талдаудың
әдістемесі
Методология правового
анализа
The methodology of legal
analysis
Ғылыми қызметке енгізу
және оның методологиясы
Введение в научную
деятельность и ее
методология
Introduction in scientific
activity and its methodology

EHS 5202
MST5202
ILS5202

KZZhM520
3
PSUZ5203
PICL5203

Еңбектің халықаралық
стандарттары
Международные
стандарты труда
International Labour
Standards
Қылмыстық заңнамасын
жетілдіру мәселелері
Проблемы
совершенствования
уголовного
законодательства
Problems of improvement of
the criminal legislation

KKOM5204
APPP5204
APEL5204
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Кәсіпкерлік құқықтың
өзекті мәселелері
Актуальные проблемы
предпринимательского

КП МК
ПД ОК
PD СC

Рус/
каз/
англ

1

2

15

-

-

30

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ЖКК
A

ОПК
А

GPCA
БП ТК
БД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

3

5

30

15

-

90

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККА
ПКА
PCA

БП ТК
БД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

3

5

30

15

-

90

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККА
ПКА
PCA

БП ТК
БД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

3

5

30

15

-

90

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККА
ПКА
PCA

БП ТК
БД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

3

5

Page 168

30

15

-

90

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККА
ПКА

Кафедра
социальной
педагогики и
самопознания
Department Of
social pedagogics
and selfknowledge
Теория и
история
государства и
права,
конституционног
о права
Теория и
история
государства и
права,
конституционног
о права

Кафедра
гражданского и
экологического
права

Кафедра
уголовноправовых
дисциплин

Кафедра
гражданского и
экологического

предпринимательского
права
Actual problem of
entrepreneurial law
LAWS 22605-Қазақстан
Республикасы және шет
елдердің мемлекет және
құқық тарихы
История государства и
права Республики Казахстан
и зарубежных стран
History of state and law of
the Republic of Kazakhstan
and the foreign countries

права
Actual problem of
entrepreneurial law
KRMBMDI
A5301
IARGSGUR
K5301
IADPSPGR
K5301

BBKOM
5302
APBBP
5302
AIBBL
5302

Қазастан
Республикасының
мемлекеттік басқару және
мемлекеттік қызметті
дамытудың
институционалдық
аспектілері
Институциональные
аспекты развития
государственной службы и
государственного
управления
Республики Казахстан
Institutional aspects of the
development of public
servant and public governing
in the Republic of
Kazakhstan
Банк және бюджет
құқығының өзекті
мәселелері
Актуальные проблемы
бюджетного и банковского
права
Actual Issues of Budget and
Banking Law

BKUA
5303
PRUU
5303
RCJJ
5303

LAWS53001
Азаматтық құқығы мен

MKOZKTT
OM5304
PSIVPAVTP
5304
ROORAQT
P 5304

Бала құқығы және
ювеналдық әділет
Права ребенка и
ювенальная юстиция
Rights of childreen and
juvenial justice
Меншік құқығы және өзге
заттық құқықтар: теориясы
мен тәжірибесінің өзекті
мәселелері
Право собственности и
иные вещные права:
актуальные вопросы
теории и практики
The right of ownership and
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КП ТК
ПД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

3

5

30

15

-

90

емтихан
экзамен
exam

PCA

права

ККА

Теория и
история
государства и
права,
конституционног
о права

ПКА
PCA

КП ТК
ПД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

3

5

30

15

-

90

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККА
ПКА
PCA

КП ТК
ПД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

3

5

30

15

-

90

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККА
ПКА
PCA

КП ТК
ПД КВ
PD EC

Рус
/каз/
англ

3

5

30

15

-

90

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККА
ПКА
PCA
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Теория и
история
государства и
права,
конституционног
о права
Теория и
история
государства и
права,
конституционног
о права
Кафедра
гражданского и
экологического
права

заңнаманың өзекті
мәселелері
Актуальные вопросы
гражданского права и
законодательства
Actual issues of civil law and
legislation

TKKTTP
5305
ZPPTP
5305
CPPTP
5305

MKTMTO
M 5306
OPAVTP
5306
LLAQTP
5306

LAWS 22605
Құқық қорғау органдары
мен
сот билігі
Судебная власть и
правоохранительные
органы
Judicial power and law
enforcement authorities

KRKAM
5307
PPPRK
5307
PCPRK
5307

KMAZ
5308
KSIPP
5308
SSSCP
5308

KRPKOS
5309
AVPNRK
5309

other rights: actual question
of theory and practice
Тұтынушылардың
құқықтарын қорғау:
теориясы мен
тәжірибесінің
проблемалары
Защита прав
потребителей: проблемы
теории и практики
Consumer protection:
problems of theory and
practice
Міндеттемелік құқық:
теориясы мен
тәжірибесінің өзекті
мәселелері
Обязательственное право:
актуальные вопросы
теории и практики
Liability law: actual
question of theory and
practice
Қазақстан
Республикасындағы
қылмыстылықтың алдын
алу мәселелері
Проблемы профилактики
преступности в
Республике Казахстан
Problems of crime
prevention in the Republic
of Kazakhstan
Кылмыcтылық
мәселелеріннақты
әлеуметтік зерттеу
Конкретносоциологические
исследования проблем
преступности
Specific-sociological studies
of crime problems
Қазақстан
Республикасындағы
прокурорлық
қадағалаудың өзекті
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КП ТК
ПД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

3

5

30

15

-

90

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККА
ПКА
PCA

КП ТК
ПД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

3

5

30

15

-

90

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККА
ПКА
PCA

КП ТК
ПД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

3

5

30

15

-

90

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККА
ПКА
PCA

КП ТК
ПД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

3

5

30

15

-

90

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККА
ПКА
PCA

КП ТК
ПД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

3

5
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30

15

-

90

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККА
ПКА

Кафедра
гражданского и
экологического
права

Кафедра
гражданского и
экологического
права

Кафедра
уголовноправовых
дисциплин

Кафедра
уголовноправовых
дисциплин

Кафедра
уголовноправовых
дисциплин

APDPPRK
5309

LAWS53001
Кәсіпкерлік және
экологиялық құқығы мен
заңнаманың өзекті
мәселелері
Актуальные вопросы
предпринимательского и
экологического права и
законодательства
Actual issues of business and
environmental law and
legislation

IKKROM
5310
APPRID
5310
APLRIA
5310

BK5311
KK5311
CL5311

сұрақтары
Актуальные вопросы
прокурорского надзора в
Республике Казахстан
Actual problems of
directorate public
prosecutions of Republic
Kazakhstan
Инвестициялық қызметті
құқықтық реттеудің өзекті
мәселелері Актуальные
проблемы правового
регулирования
инвестиционной
деятельности
Actual problems of legal
regulation of investment
activity
Бәсекелестік құқығы
Конкурентное право
Competition law

PCA

КП ТК
ПД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

3

5

30

15

-

90

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККА
ПКА
PCA

КП ТК
ПД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

3

5

30

15

-

90

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККА
ПКА
PCA

KREZZhM
5312
PSEZRK
5312
PIELRK
5312

LAWS 52003

LAWS 52003

OT1401
PP1401
WP1401
MPOKEMTZ
Zh1402
EIRMVVMP1

ҚР экологиялық
заңнамасын жетілдіру
мәселелері
Проблемы
совершенствования
экологического
законодательства РК
Problems of improvement of
the ecological legislation of
the Republic of Kazakhstan

КП ТК
ПД КВ
PD EC

Рус/
каз/
англ

3

5

30

15

-

емтихан
экзамен
exam

ККА
ПКА
PCA

2 семестр /2 семестр /semester 2
Білім берудің қосымша түрі /Дополнительный вид обучения /Additional education
Өндірістік тәжірибе
ОҚТ
Рус/
2
5
Производственная
ДВО
каз/
практика
AE
англ
Work practice
Магистрлік проекті
ОҚТ
Рус/
4
14
орындауды қоса
ДВО
каз/
есептегендегі
AE
англ
магистранттың
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90
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Кафедра
гражданского и
экологического
права

Кафедра
гражданского и
экологического
права

Кафедра
гражданского и
экологического
права

-

есеп
отчет
report

-

-

-

есеп
отчет
report

-

-

402

Қорытынды аттестация
/Итоговая аттестация
/Final attestation

тәжірибелік-зерттеу
жұмысы (МТЗЖ)
ERWSIIMP14 Экспериментально02
исследовательская работа
магистранта, включая
выполнение
магистерского проекта
(ЭИРМ)
Experimental research
work of a student, including
the implementation of the
master's project (ERWGS)
Кешенді
емтихан
Комплексный
экзамен
Complex examination
Магистрлік проектін рәсімдеу және
қорғау
Оформление и защита магистерского
проекта
Finalisation and Defence of Master degree
project

Итого кредитов за 1 курс
Теориялық білім беру бойынша барлығы
Всего теоретического обучения
Total for theoretical training
Білім беру бағдарламасы бойынша барлығы
Итого по образовательной программе
Total for education program
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ҚА
ИА
FA
ҚА
ИА
FA

Рус/
каз/
англ
Рус/
каз/
англ

1

3

3

8

28
18

60
30

28

60
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-

-

-

-

КЕ
КЭ
СЕ
МДҚ
ОЗД
FDT

-

-

Annex 6: The Curriculum of the Master study programme in State Audit
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